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Abstract

At present, the ﬁeld of declarative programming is split into two main areas
based on diﬀerent formalisms; namely, functional programming, which is
based on lambda calculus, and logic programming, which is based on ﬁrstorder logic. There are currently several language proposals for integrating
the expressiveness of these two models of computation. In this thesis we
work towards an integration of the methodology from the two research areas.
To this end, we propose an algebraic approach to reasoning about logic
programs, corresponding to the approach taken in functional programming.
In the ﬁrst half of the thesis we develop and discuss a framework which
forms the basis for our algebraic analysis and transformation methods. The
framework is based on an embedding of deﬁnite logic programs into lazy
functional programs in Haskell, such that both the declarative and the operational semantics of the logic programs are preserved.
In spite of its conciseness and apparent simplicity, the embedding proves to
have many interesting properties and it gives rise to an algebraic semantics
of logic programming. It also allows us to reason about logic programs in a
simple calculational style, using rewriting and the algebraic laws of combinators. In the embedding, the meaning of a logic program arises compositionally from the meaning of its constituent subprograms and the combinators
that connect them.
In the second half of the thesis we explore applications of the embedding
to the algebraic transformation of logic programs. A series of examples
covers simple program derivations, where our techniques simplify some of
the current techniques. Another set of examples explores applications of
the more advanced program development techniques from the Algebra of
Programming by Bird and de Moor [18], where we expand the techniques
currently available for logic program derivation and optimisation.
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Chapter 1

Aims and Results
In this chapter we position our work and outline the contents of the thesis.
We explain our motivation, which is to apply program transformation techniques from functional programming in a logic programming setting, and we
point out the main inﬂuences. We also list the main results of the thesis.

1.1

Motivation

The most important characteristic of declarative languages is that they allow
the programmer to express programs in terms of what is to be computed,
rather than how to arrive step by step at the desired result. In theory, the
declarative programmer does not need to concern himself with particular
execution mechanisms of the language, or the underlying hardware. The
compiler or interpreter of the given language is responsible for turning the
declarative statements into sequences, or even concurrent streams, of imperative commands.
In contrast to imperative programming, the execution models of declarative
programs are rooted in mathematics: program statements can be viewed as
sentences in some logic, for example, equational or Horn clause logic, and
program computation as a deduction in that logic. This mathematical basis
oﬀers a considerable, but not yet fully realised, potential for simpliﬁcation
of formal reasoning about programs and program development.
1

An important step towards popularising the declarative paradigm is to unify
the ideas, the expressiveness, and the main methodological results, from various partitions of this ﬁeld. The two main groups of declarative languages are
functional and logic programming. These languages have important stylistic
diﬀerences, and traditionally they employ diﬀerent programming methodologies regarding the speciﬁcation, synthesis, transformation, debugging and
veriﬁcation of programs. Research in functional programming has to a larger
extent been focused on equational reasoning, whereas in logic programming
more eﬀort has been put into improving the eﬃciency of programs through
non-declarative features.
However, these diﬀerences are not as deep as they appear. In the recent
words of Robinson [115]:
It has been a source of weakness in declarative programming that
there have been two major paradigms needlessly pitted against
each other, competing in the same marketplace of ideas. The
challenge is to end the segregation and merge the two. There is
in any case, at bottom, only one idea.
The languages from diﬀerent sub-paradigms of declarative programming
have diﬀerent mathematical models of computation, but all of these can be
subsumed within a uniﬁed system based on narrowing. This is being successfully done in several major projects, including the integrated functional logic
programming languages Curry [60], Escher [78], Babel [90], Mercury [129],
and others. This research mainly focuses on unifying the expressiveness of
the two underlying programming models; however, it is also important to
unify the underlying methodology, that is, their approach to program analysis, transformation, parallelisation and programming environments. This
uniﬁcation is the motivation for this thesis; we aim to explore the possibility
of a transfer of the techniques for program transformation from functional
to logic programming.
We have chosen to focus in particular on program transformation methodology because, in spite of the similarities between the two programming styles,
their current approaches to this area are very dissimilar. The standard approaches to logic program transformation are based on transformational laws
2

which preserve the declarative semantics. However, there are several important questions that an approach based purely on the declarative semantics
cannot answer: termination, eﬃciency, and therefore, the guiding of the
derivation of a more eﬃcient program. For example, of two programs with
an equivalent declarative semantics, only one of the programs might terminate under a given evaluation strategy. We contend that another approach,
based on equational reasoning as found in functional program transformation, is also appropriate for program transformation of logic programs.
The particular approach that we have taken is inspired by the following two
sources. On an abstract level, the Unifying Theories of Hoare and He [65]
use algebraic descriptions to classify and compare diﬀerent programming
paradigms. Such a description consists of a set of laws, which may be used
for syntactical, rather than semantical, reasoning about programs. Such
reasoning is also much used in functional programming, so the framework of
Unifying Theories motivated our attempt to transfer some of the standard
algebraic methods used in the functional programming style over to the
other declarative style.
The second source, the Algebra of Programming of Bird and de Moor [18],
explores the problem of functional program transformation by mathematical calculation, both in order to derive individual programs and to study
programming principles (such as algorithm design) in general. They classify
many important examples of transformation as instances of more general
transformational strategies, valid for entire families of functional programs,
based on higher-order functions, and parametric in the data structures. Because of the similarity of logic and functional programming, many of the
examples from the Algebra of Programming are also well-known and have
been explored in the setting of logic programming. We were motivated to
compare the existing transformational techniques to the ones originating
from functional programming.

1.2

Methodology

The standard techniques for program transformation of functional programs
are based on algebraic reasoning: equational rewriting is used in conjunction
3

with deﬁnitions of functions and equational laws that capture the properties
of the generic recursion operators.
To help in applying this algebraic technique to the logic paradigm, we have
designed and implemented a theoretical tool in which a pure logic program
is translated into a lazy functional program, so that a logic programming
language is embedded in the functional language. This embedding can be
viewed as an executable denotational semantics for the logic program, and it
serves both as a platform and a combinator library for writing logic programs
in a functional setting.
More concretely, the embedding is an implementation of the ﬁrst-order logic
operators which appear in the completed form of the logic program. Using the completed form of a logic program facilitates the use of equational
reasoning, which simpliﬁes program transformation. It also emphasises the
similarities between the logic and functional programming paradigms. Fur.
thermore, it singles out the four basic operators (&, , = and ∃) which
are necessary for the expressiveness of pure logic programs. By focusing
on each of these separately, we gain a compositional understanding of logic
programming.
We have three consistent interpretations for the completed version of the
logic program: declarative, where the meaning of the four operators arises
from ﬁrst-order logic and from a theory of equality; operational , as given by
our embedding in Haskell, where the meaning of the four operators arises
from their functional deﬁnition; and ﬁnally, algebraic, where the meaning of
the four operators arises from a set of algebraic equations. The declarative
and the operational semantics of the predicates in the embedding can be
proved consistent with the standard declarative and operational readings of
a logic program. The algebraic semantics is useful not only for program
transformation but also for a better understanding of the nature of predicates as used in logic programming.
Finally, the embedding provides an expressive programming tool, since it
makes available in a single framework the most useful facets of both declarative styles: namely, nested expressions, types, higher-order functions and
lazy evaluation from functional programming; and logical variables, partial
data structures and built-in search from logic programming. We argue that
4

it could well serve also for the implementation of other extensions of the
logic programming model, for example typed logic programming, constraint
programming, concurrent logic programming or higher-order logic programming.

1.3

Results

Below we list the main contributions of this thesis:
Implementation of the embedding. We provide an implementation of
the embedding of pure logic programs into Haskell. The embedding
is based on atomic predicates true, false, and equality-predicates, together with the four operators &, , not, and ∃. As described above,
it is a concise yet expressive tool which provides a framework for the
compositional study of logic programs; we use it in the remainder of
the thesis in for several theoretical and practical applications.
Algebraic semantics of logic programs. The relationship between the
declarative meaning of the basic operators of the embedding, and their
operational meaning that arises from LD-resolution (the standard operational reading of pure Prolog programs), is imperfect. If the completed program is to have the same computational meaning as the original logic program, only some of the usual laws of Boolean or Cylindric
Algebra should hold for these logic operators. By recognising which
properties are shared by their meanings as given by ﬁrst-order logic
and by LD-resolution, we can distill the algebraic description of a logic
program.
Analysis of diﬀerent search strategies. A closer inspection of the algebraic laws shows that the primitive scheduling operators of logic
programming obey a rich set of laws, and that some of these laws can
be found in the categorical theory of monads. We describe implementations of three search strategies for logic programming, and present
the mathematical framework with which we explore and express the
relationships between the three models.

5

Simulation of LD-resolution. The algebraic laws for the operators of the
embedding give rise to a speciﬁcation which is useful independently
from their implementation. In addition to the point above, we use this
speciﬁcation to prove that the answers computed by the embedding
are the same as those computed by LD-resolution, even though the
embedding does not use LD-resolution as the computation mechanism.
The soundness and completeness of the embedding follow from this
result.
Treatment of recursive predicates. The embedding can also be used
to identify certain universal healthiness properties that all predicates
must satisfy. We use these properties to relate the embedding to the
standard declarative semantics of logic programs, and to argue that
recursive predicate deﬁnitions have unique solutions.
Equational program transformation. The algebraic laws allow the application of two important aspects of program transformation: we may
use equational reasoning, and we may compare the computational behaviour of the two programs. We transfer some of the successful program transformation techniques from functional to logic programming,
and show examples where the combination of the use of higher-order
functions and predicates results in simpler techniques and programs.
To some extent, the use of our library of functions will a give functional
programmer a small taste of the power of a functional logic language. But
current functional logic languages are much more powerful; they embody
both rewriting and resolution and thereby result in a functional language
with the capability to solve arbitrary linear constraints for the values of
variables. The list of languages that have been proposed in an attempt to
incorporate the expressive power of both functional and logic paradigms is
long and impressive [13, 59]. Our research goal is diﬀerent from the one set
by these projects. They aspire to build an eﬃcient language that can oﬀer
programmers the most useful features of both worlds; to achieve this additional expressiveness they have to adopt somewhat complicated semantics.
Our present goal is a perspicuous declarative and operational semantics for
the embedding, rather than maximal expressiveness. Nevertheless, the extension of our embedding to incorporate both narrowing and residuation in
6

its operational semantics seems feasible and we suggest it as a subject for
our further work.
The emphasis on the similarity between the evaluation mechanisms in logic
and functional programs has several beneﬁts. First, the compositional operational semantics of a logic program in Haskell is not only a useful theoretical tool for logic programmers, it also gives functional programmers
easy access to understanding the operational semantics of logic programs.
Second, bringing the two programming styles into a common setting encourages a transfer of methods between the two. For example, higher-order
techniques are readily available, and because of the similarities between
functional programs and logic programs in the embedding, it is obvious that
these techniques are necessary for capturing general program transformation
and derivation techniques. Finally, this approach has potential for a simple
implementation of an eﬃcient functional logic programming language, even
including parallelism and constraints “for free”.
Some material from this thesis has been published in refereed conferences
and journals. The embedding and the algebraic laws have been described
in [134] and [121], and the analysis of diﬀerent search strategies has been
published [123] and [133]. The techniques and examples involving general
program transformation were discussed in [122], and the advanced transformation techniques were presented in [120].

1.4

Thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows:
In Chapter 2 we describe the relevant background material, including an
overview of logic and functional programming.
In Chapter 3 we describe an embedding of logic programming in Haskell.
We present an execution example and discuss how the embedding can be
altered to encompass diﬀerent search strategies.
In Chapter 4 we describe the algebraic laws for each of the four basic operators of the embedding.
7

In Chapter 5 we give two alternative implementations of the embedding, one
corresponding to a breadth-ﬁrst search model of logic programming, and one
to a model which permits any search strategy.
In Chapter 6 we present a categorical analysis of the three resulting search
models, presenting structure preserving maps between them, and proving
that the list of laws from Chapter 4 is in a sense complete.
In Chapter 7 we prove that the embedding, and consequently the derived
algebraic semantics, is correct with respect to LD-resolution, the usual procedural reading of logic programming languages.
In Chapter 8 we explore the algebraic properties of predicates and the denotational semantics of recursively deﬁned predicates. We show that, in any
fair model of the embedding, all deﬁnable recursive predicates have a unique
ﬁxpoint.
In Chapter 9 we show how the algebraic laws can be used for transformation
of logic program. The examples deal with the emulation of the standard
unfold/fold technique, accumulating parameters and the improvement of
generate-and-test based programs.
In Chapter 10 we show how the approach used in Chapter 9 can be applied to
optimisation problems: we derive eﬃcient algorithms for problems of string
edit, minimal tardiness and 0-1 knapsack.
In Chapter 11 we present our conclusions and compare our work to the main
results in related areas. Finally, we point out directions for further research.
For completeness, we present the full code for the embedding in Appendix A,
the code for the examples from Chapter 10 in Appendix B.

8

Chapter 2

Basic Notions
This chapter outlines the basic concepts from logic and functional programming that are used in this thesis; it sketches the main ideas of functional
logic programming, and concludes with a comparison of these paradigms.

2.1

Substitutions and uniﬁcations

We begin by deﬁning the set T (F, X) of terms. The set F = {f1 , f2 , . . . } contains function symbols, each with a given arity. We require that F contains
at least one constant. A countably inﬁnite set X = {x1 , x2 , . . . } contains
variables. Then T (F, X) denotes the set of all terms {t1 , t2 . . . } built from
F and X in the following inductive manner:
• a variable xi is a term,
• if fi is a n-ary term and t1 , . . . , tn are terms,
then fi (t1 , . . . , tn ) is a term.
Var(t) denotes the set of variables occuring in a term t. A ground term is a
term t without variables, that is, such that Var(t) = {}.
A substitution is a function from variable symbols to terms in which all but a
ﬁnite number of variable symbols are mapped to themselves. Substitutions

9

can therefore be presented as a ﬁnite set of variable/term pairs:
{x1 /t1 , . . . , xn /tn },
in which the xi are distinct variable symbols and no ti is the same as the
corresponding xi . A pair xi /ti is called a binding for xi .
Given a substitution {x1 /t1 , . . . , xn /tn }, the set {x1 , . . . , xn } is called the
domain of the substitution. If X is a set of variables, θ|X denotes the
substitution obtained by the restriction of the domain of θ to the set X.
If n = 0 the substitution is called an empty substitution, and is denoted
by ε. A substitution that is a 1-1 and maps its domain to another set of
variables, is called a renaming. Two substitutions are equal if they are equal
as functions; equivalently, they are equal if they have the same domain and
act in the same way on each element of this domain.
A substitution σ can be extended to a function from terms to terms, where
a term is mapped into a term obtained from t and σ by simultaneously
replacing in t every variable which has a binding in σ with the corresponding
term deﬁned by the binding. Thus the obtained term is denoted as tσ and
is called an instance of t. If σ is a renaming, then tσ is called a variant of t.
The composition of two substitutions uniquely identiﬁes a substitution. If
σ and θ are substitutions and x a variable, then their composition, denoted
σθ, is deﬁned by:
(σθ)(x) = (σ(x))θ,
and consequently, for any term t, composition satisﬁes (tσ)θ = t(σθ). Composition is associative, that is, (σθ)η = σ(θη). Furthermore, the empty
substitution ε is a left and right identity. Thus substitutions form a monoid
under composition.
A substitution σ is more general than another substitution θ, or σ subsumes
θ, if there exists a substitution η such that θ = ση; we write σ  θ. Later
we shall operate on sets of substitutions, and we will need a subsumption
ordering for them as well: given two sets of substitutions S and S  , we say
that S subsumes S  (written S∗ S  ) iﬀ for every σ  ∈ S  there exists a more

10

general σ ∈ S:
S ∗ S  ⇔ (∀σ  ∈ S  .(∃σ ∈ S. σ  σ  )).
A uniﬁer of two terms t1 and t2 is a substitution σ such that t1 σ = t2 σ. A
pair of terms may have no uniﬁer or several, but if they do have a uniﬁer,
then it can be shown that there exists a unique (up to variable renaming)
most general uniﬁer , abbreviated as mgu. Given two terms, if σ is any uniﬁer
and µ is their mgu, then σ  µ. The most general uniﬁer µ subsumes every
other uniﬁer σ, and it can be though of as a substitution which makes two
terms equal without any unnecessary bindings. An mgu µ of two terms
is strong if for any uniﬁer σ of these terms, σ = µσ holds. In particular,
µ = µµ.
The problem of determining whether two terms are uniﬁable is solved by
providing an algorithm that terminates with failure if the terms are not
uniﬁable, and that otherwise produces one of their most general uniﬁers, in
fact a strong one. The ﬁrst uniﬁcation algorithm is due to Robinson [113];
another well-known uniﬁcation algorithm is by Martelli and Montanari [83],
and we present this one because it suits our framework better. It is this
basic uniﬁcation algorithm that we shall be using in our implementation. It
works on unifying a ﬁnite set of pairs of terms, written as a set of equations:
{t1 = t1 , . . . , tn = tn }.
A uniﬁer for this set makes each equation true. The algorithm chooses nondeterministically an equation from the set of equations below and performs
the associated action. We stress that xi stands for a variable.
(1)
(2)

fi (t1 , . . . , tn ) = fi (t1 , . . . , tn )

fi (t1 , . . . , tn ) = fj (t1 , . . . , tm ),

Replace by t1 = t1 , . . . , tn = tn .
Halt with failure.

where i = j
(3)

xi = xi

Delete the equation.

(4)

ti = xi , where ti is not a variable

Replace by equation xi = ti .

(5)

xi = tj , where tj is not a variable

Perform the substitution {xi /tj }

and xi does not occur in tj

on all other equations.

xi = tj where xi ∈ Var(tj ),

Halt with failure.

(6)

and xi = tj
11

This algorithm terminates when no action can be performed or when failure
arises. In case of success, by changing in the ﬁnal set of equations = to /,
we obtain the desired mgu. The uniﬁcation of other syntactic constructions,
such as atoms, is based on this uniﬁcation algorithm for terms.
This and the next section are compiled and adapted from a tutorial by Apt
in [4] (for the most part) and the books by Apt, Lloyd and Spivey [2, 76, 131].

2.2

Logic programming

Let R = {r1 , r2 , . . . } be a set of relation symbols with given arities, including
the predeﬁned constant relations true and false. Then A = {p1 , p2 , . . . }
denotes the set of atomic formulae, or simply atoms, where a pi is deﬁned as
a n-ary relation from R applied to an n-tuple of terms from T (F, X), that
is, ri (t1 , . . . , tn ).
A query, denoted as qi , is a ﬁnite sequence p1 , . . . , pn of atoms. A clause,
denoted as ci , is a construct pi ← qi . A logic program, denoted as P , is a
ﬁnite set of clauses.
A query p1 , . . . , pn is interpreted as the conjunction of all the literals within
it, and the empty query is equivalent to true and traditionally denoted by 2.
A clause pi ← qi is interpreted as an implication from qi to pi , where the
atom pi is referred to as the head and the query qi as the body of the clause.
A clause pi ← with an empty body is called a unit clause, and its meaning
is that pi holds unconditionally.
Given a program P , we regard the set of all clauses that mention the relation
r in their heads as the deﬁnition of r in P . For example, let the relation
append(x1 , x2 , x3 ) mean that x1 appended with x2 results in the list x3 . Let
[ ] stand for the empty list and [x|y] for the list containing x as the head and
y as the tail. Then the predicate append can be deﬁned by the following
two clauses:
append([ ], x1 , x1 ) ← .
append([x1 |x2 ], x3 , [x1 |x4 ]) ← append(x2 , x3 , x4 ).
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The clauses as deﬁned as above are usually called deﬁnite clauses, while in
general clauses may allow more than one atom in the head of the clause. In
this thesis we consider only deﬁnite clauses.
All the variables occuring in a clause are implicitly governed by a universal
quantiﬁer. Equivalently, we may say that those variables that occur in the
body but not in the head are governed by an implicit existential quantiﬁcation whose scope is the body. We extend Var to also denote the set of
variables for the syntactic constructions deﬁned in this section.
To execute a logic program one has to give it an initial query p1 , ..., pn . The
standard computational mechanism, SLD-resolution, ﬁnds instances of a
query p1 , ..., pn such that all of p1 σ, ..., pn σ are implied by the program, thus
providing a constructive proof of (∃x. p1 ∧. . .∧pn ). This is often explained by
saying that SLD-resolution proves that the clause false ← p1 , ..., pn is inconsistent with the program, in the sense that the clause false ← is derivable.
This proof technique is referred to as proof by refutation.
For example, the query append([1], y, [1, 2]) results in one answer {y/[2]},
while the query append(x, [2], z) results in an inﬁnite list of answer substitutions {x/[ ], z/[2]}, {(x/[x1 ], z/[x1 , 2])}, . . . The basic step of this computation is an SLD-resolution step −→ as deﬁned below.
SLD

Queries are always executed relative to some input substitution; initially,
this substitution is ε. In standard descriptions of SLD-resolution, the input
substitution is implicit and is automatically applied to the variables of the
query. On the other hand, in our functional presentation of the embedding,
as in the description of Apt in [4], these substitutions are explicit. Given a
query q and a substitution θ, we denote by the pair q; θ the query q in the
environment θ, that is, the variables of q interpreted as in θ. We assume
that, if q is non-empty, one atom is selected in it. Consider a program P .
We deﬁne the relation q; θ −→ q  ; θ as follows:
SLD

Consider a pair q1 , p, q3 ; θ , with p the selected atom, and a clause c from P .
Let h ← q2 be a variant of c, variable disjoint with q1 , p, q3 ; θ , that is, such
that:
Var(h ← q2 ) ∩ (Var(q1 , p, q3 ) ∪ Var(θ)) = ∅.
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Suppose that pθ and h unify with the mgu η. Then the pair q1 , q2 , q3 ; θη
is the SLD-resolvent of q1 , p, q3 ; θ and c, and we write :
q1 , p, q3 ; θ −→ q1 , q2 , q3 ; θη .
SLD

We obtain SLD-derivations by repeating the −→ steps. An SLD-derivation
SLD

of a query q in program P is a maximal sequence of pairs qi ; θi such that
i ≥ 0 and for all j ≥ 0 we have qj ; θj −→ qj+1 ; θj+1 .
SLD

And SLD-resolution is called successful if it is ﬁnite and the query in the
last pair is empty, and it is called failed if it is ﬁnite and the query in the
last pair is non-empty. If we derive q; ε −→∗ 2; τ , we call qτ a computed
SLD

instance of q with respect to P , and we call τ |Var(q) a computed answer
substitution for q with respect to P .
In Chapter 7 we prove the adequacy of our embedding, and a crucial part
of this argument is based on the correctness of SLD-resolution. To be more
precise about “correctness” here, we need to be formal about the meaning
of our syntactic entities such as terms and relations.
The meaning of terms arises from an algebra. Given a language of terms
T (F, X), an algebra J for T (F, X) consist of a non-empty domain D and an
assignment to each n-ary function symbol f in F a mapping fJ from Dn to
D. A state ρ over the domain D assigns to each variable x an element from
D and and to each non-variable term t an element ρ(t) from D, deﬁned by
induction:
ρ(f (t1 , . . . , tn )) = fJ (ρ(t1 ), . . . , ρ(tn )).
The meaning of relation symbols arises from an interpretation. Given a set of
relations based on T (F, X) and a set of relation symbols R, an interpretation
I extends an algebra J by an assignment, for each n-ary relation symbol r
in R, of a subset rI of Dn .
Given an interpretation I, the relation

ρ between an interpretation I and

an atom, query or clause formalises our earlier informal description of their

ρ r(t1 , . . . , tn ) iﬀ (ρ(t1 ), . . . , ρ(tn )) ∈
rI . If p1 , . . . , pn is a query, then I ρ p1 , . . . , pn iﬀ I ρ pi for all i ∈ [1, n].
meaning. If r(t1 , . . . , tn ) is an atom, then I
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ρ pi ← qi iﬀ I ρ qi ⇒ I ρ pi . Finally, if
c1 , . . . , cn is program, then I ρ c1 , . . . , cn iﬀ I ρ ci for all i ∈ [1, n].
If pi ← qi is a clause, then I

Models are used to deﬁne the concept of a logical consequence, and consequently, the declarative notion of an answer. Let E denote an atom, clause
or query. If for all states ρ we have I

ρ E, then we write I  E. Such an

interpretation I gives every ground instance of the expression E the value
true, and it is called a model for E. Given a program P and a query q, we
say that q is a semantic consequence of P , written P

 q, if every model

of P is also a model of q. Which brings us to the declarative counterpart
of a computed answer: if P

 qθ, then θ|Var(q) is called a correct answer

substitution of q and qθ is called a correct instance of q.
The following two theorems justify the use of SLD-resolution, and later also
the use of our embedding:
Theorem 2.1
SLD-resolution is sound: Consider a program P and a query q. Then, every
computed instance of q is a correct instance of q.
Theorem 2.2
SLD-resolution is complete: Consider a program P and a query q. For every
correct instance of q, there exists a computed instance of q that is equal or
more general.
In Chapter 8 we relate our embedding to the standard declarative reading
of logic programs, and one particular type of interpretations is central for
this reading and for SLD-resolution. Resolution is fundamentally based on
uniﬁcation, and this choice is motivated by the syntactically-based concept
of Herbrand models. For a ground expression E, a Herbrand model is an
interpretation H, such that the domain DH of H consists of all ground
atoms p(t1 , . . . , tn ), where each ti denotes a ground term constructed using
the constants and function symbols in E, and the state ρ of H assigns a
truth value to some subset of this domain, such that the expression E is
true. For any non-ground E, a ground instantiation G(E) is obtained by
replacing all variables in E by terms from DH , and any Herbrand model of
G(E) is also a Herbrand model of E.
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Given a program P , most Herbrand models of P are larger than strictly
necessary to satisfy P , but the set of all these models has a unique least
element called the Least Herbrand Model, HP , which is the intersection of
all the Herbrand models of P . This is the intended interpretation of a logic
program, and is taken to be its declarative meaning. It can be shown that
HP is precisely the set of ground queries that succeed by resolution with the
clauses of P .
Thus, resolution uses the idea of uniﬁcation to guide the choice of substitutions for universally quantiﬁed variables, and ﬁnds all the instances of the
query which are in the Least Herbrand Model of the program. The uniﬁability requirement acts as an implicit ﬁlter for the selection of the relevant
instances, and moreover represents its selection very economically through
the device of the mgu.
In Chapter 7 we shall need the concept of an SLD-tree, which is a tree
with the query at the root, depicting a computation from that root, with
subsequent resolvents as adjacent nodes. Each edge in an SLD-tree signiﬁes
a resolution step, and the tree contains enough information to determine
exactly which answers, if any, are computed in response to the root node.
Diﬀerent selection rules determine diﬀerent SLD-trees, but all those trees
agree upon the computed answer set; this property is customarily referred
to as the independence of the selection rule.
An SLD-tree will typically contain a number of branches and hence a number
of distinct computations, making the execution process non-deterministic,
and hence giving rise to a need for a search strategy. In Chapter 5 we analyse
the diﬀerent search strategies which determine the manner of the exploration
of the SLD-tree. The standard search strategy, used by Prolog, is top-down,
depth-ﬁrst search (dfs) with backtracking. This strategy is not guaranteed
to produce every correct answer in a ﬁnite time; in particular, in case of
inﬁnitely deep search trees the exploration of an inﬁnite branch will defer
indeﬁnitely the exploration of some alternative capable of yielding a correct
answer. In contrast, breadth-ﬁrst search (bfs) would in all cases ensure
eﬀective completeness in that every correct answer would be discovered after
some ﬁnite time, but can then continue to explore the inﬁnite branches
indeﬁnitely. However, if the search tree is ﬁnite, dfs is optimal in memory
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utilisation while ensuring completeness.
As we show later on, our embedding is parametric in the search rule. We
have three implementations that share the same algebraic properties, where
one traverses the SLD-tree in a depth-ﬁrst manner, using backtracking, another that traverses it in a breadth-ﬁrst manner, and a third one that can
traverse the tree using any given search strategy. However, we are not able
to vary the selection rule. All the implementations use the left-most selection
rule, the same one as used by Prolog. Following Apt in [2], we refer to this
computational model as LD-resolution, standing for SLD-resolution with
the leftmost selection rule. To emphasise this restriction, we use the corresponding terminology throughout the thesis: by an LD-resolvent, LD-tree,
LD-resolution and LD-derivation we mean respectively an SLD-resolvent,
an SLD-tree, an SLD-resolution and an SLD-derivation with respect to the
leftmost selection rule.
Computation in pure Prolog is obtained by imposing certain restrictions on
the SLD-resolution for the sake of eﬃciency; the ﬁxed selection rule is one of
these restrictions. Another restriction, which we also set in our embedding,
is that the clauses are tried in the order in which they appear in the program
text, so the program is viewed as a sequence of clauses rather than a set.
Because Prolog always uses depth-ﬁrst search, the computation of a Prolog
program does not necessarily correspond to an LD-tree. The Prolog tree
of a logic program is a subtree of the LD-tree which consists of the nodes
that will be generated by the depth-ﬁrst search; that is, all the branches
to the right of the ﬁrst inﬁnite branch are pruned out. As we show later,
our depth-ﬁrst model of the embedding corresponds to the Prolog-tree of
the corresponding program. The other two models correspond to the LDtree of the same program. Since a Prolog tree of a program is a subset
of its LD-tree, in the rest of the thesis we will for simplicity consider LDtrees, and mention explicitly when some branches become unreachable due
to depth-ﬁrst search.
The concept of predicates plays a central role in this thesis, and our use
of this term diﬀers from the standard nomenclature of Prolog. In Prolog
terminology, “predicate” is synonymous with “relation symbol”, and “deﬁnition” of a predicate r is the set of all clauses in a program that have r in
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their heads. In Prolog, as in logic programming, the syntactic notion of a
deﬁnition, in its own right, does not have an attributed meaning. In our setting, a “deﬁnition” is used as a composite function, where the components
correspond to the basic constructs of Prolog, and these functions behave
as semantic objects that we can analyse and reason about. In our search
for a name, we found the word “deﬁnition” too vague and has a syntactic
connotation; the term “atom” misleading, because our relation deﬁnitions
are not necessarily atomic; the term “query” unsatisfactory, because, even
though in our equational setting, a deﬁnition is semantically equivalent to a
“query”, this term implies a call to evaluation, while we want to emphasise
the compositional meaning of these objects.
In the end, for a lack of a better word, we have decided to settle for the
word “predicate”, which we use as the Haskell object, a function, which is
the result of an embedding of a Prolog deﬁnition in Haskell. It is the meaning
of such predicates, both operational, compositional and denotational, that
this thesis concerns itself with, and the applications of these semantics. We
also use the word “relation” to mean a Haskell function which expects a
tuple of terms, and returns a predicate as deﬁned above. We return to this
discussion in the next chapter.
Our embedding can also compute a restricted version of negation: we allow
predicates in a query to be negated, but only guarantee correct behaviour
if they are ground. Computationally, we implement this as “ﬁnite failure”,
which is an extension of LD-resolution that enables one to express, via a call
not p, that all attempts to prove p shall fail in a ﬁnite time. The reason for
restricting the computation to ground negation is that with the standard
LD-resolution, negation can lead to unsoundness when it appears in nonground queries; in addition, it results in incompleteness when applied to
activated non-ground calls.
For the sake of eﬃciency and the ease of programming, Prolog has several
features that do not correspond with the declarative nature of logic programming. Negation is one of these features; there are other, such as cut, assert,
and retract. In this thesis we do not deal with such non-declarative features,
although an embedding of such features in a functional setting might well
constitute a topic for our future investigation. Since there is no scope for
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confusion, by “Prolog” we shall henceforth mean “pure Prolog”.
However, as discussed earlier, we do not restrict the search strategy to depthﬁrst search, so we do not only embed pure Prolog, but a general pure logic
programming language that computes by means of LD-resolution. It is an
interesting point that the embedding can be made parametric in the search
rule without major changes, but not in the selection rule. The reason for
this is that any non-leftmost variation of the selection rule would need to
alter the stack-like discipline that our embedding obeys. It would involve a
more complex interaction between the conjuncts of predicates, so some sort
of AND-parallelism would be needed. This is an area for our further work,
and could possibly be connected to the work of McPhee in [85].

2.3

Functional programming

We now proceed to describe the basic concepts from pure functional programming that are crucial for understanding of our embedding and equational proofs. However, some knowledge of lazy functional programming
is assumed throughout the thesis, and for additional reading the reader is
referred to [17] by Bird.
A functional program is a collection of function deﬁnitions. Such deﬁnitions
are often expressed as a set of guarded recursion equations, each deﬁning a
relationship between inputs and outputs. For example, the Haskell program
that corresponds to the predicate append from the previous section is:
append [ ] xs = xs
append (x : xs) ys = x : (append xs ys)
Functional application associates to the left, so append xs ys is equivalent to
(append xs) ys. The deﬁnition above is curried , so the two arguments can
be provided one at a time, each time resulting in a function requiring one less
argument. Lists are constructed from the constructor [ ], representing the
empty list, and constructor (:), representing the addition of an element to
the front of the list. The syntax [1, 2, 3] is used to denote the list 1 : 2 : 3 : [ ].
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The composition of two functions f and g is denoted by f · g and deﬁned as:
(f · g) x = f (g x).
Functions like (·) which are written using inﬁx notation are called operators.
Composition is an associative function. It is also a higher-order function,
because it takes functions as its input, and returns a new function as its
result. Higher-order functions are extremely useful for capturing “patterns”
of computation, and we base our implementation and program transformation on their use. They have the eﬀect of removing the recursion from a
program, and replace reasoning by induction with equational reasoning.
Haskell has strong typing: the only expressions regarded as well-formed are
those that can be assigned a type, according to a certain discipline. Such
typing is useful for our embedding: the types are associated with operations,
and they give us much assistance in error detection and it steers us into a
certain discipline of thought.
An expression in a functional program is evaluated by reducing it to its
simplest equivalent form according to the rewrite rules given by the function
deﬁnitions of the program. If it cannot be reduced further, the expression is
in a canonical or normal form. For some well-typed expressions, the process
of reduction may never stop; for example, the Integer typed expression
inﬁnity:
inﬁnity = inﬁnity + 1,
never produces an answer, that is, it is not clear what value it corresponds
to. Such expressions are identiﬁed with a special value ⊥, denoting the
undeﬁned value of any type. In a lazy functional language, an application of
a function to an expression of value ⊥ does not necessarily result in another
undeﬁned value. This result depend on the strictness of the given function
in the argument where ⊥ appears. A function f is strict if f ⊥ = ⊥. When
a function returns ⊥, we shall also say that it diverges. For example, given
a function multiply:
multiply (x, y) = if x == 0 then 0 else x ∗ y,
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in the expression multiply (0, inﬁnity) has value 0, while multiply (inﬁnity, 0)
has value ⊥, that is, this computation diverges. Lazy functional languages
also allow computation on inﬁnite data structures, such as inﬁnite lists, trees
etc. For example, the form [1..] is a Haskell shorthand for the inﬁnite list of
all consecutive integers starting from 1. Finally, lazy functional programs
may also operate on partial lists, such as the list 1 : 2 : 3 : ⊥. In fact, the
inﬁnite list [1..] may be viewed as the limit of the inﬁnite sequence of partial
lists:
⊥, 1 : ⊥, 1 : 2 : ⊥, 1 : 2 : 3 : ⊥, . . .
The declarative meaning of functional programs is typically given by some
version of (typed or untyped) λ-calculus, which is then given a denotational semantics. The two most important ways of reducing expressions
in λ-calculus are applicative-order and normal-order evaluation. The ﬁrst
one will evaluate all the argument expressions before they are passed to the
function’s body, while the second passes the argument expressions unevaluated into the function, and delays the evaluation until they are required.
The implementation of the second strategy, where graph-reduction is used
to ensure that each expression is evaluated at most once, is referred to as
lazy evaluation. Under lazy evaluation a function f might return a value
even though some of its arguments cause an error or fail to terminate. If a
function has a head normal form, it will be found under lazy evaluation, and
the evaluation will require no more (and possibly fewer) steps than eager
evaluation.
The program transformation technique used in chapters 9 and 10 depends
on the principle of referential transparency: an expression can always be
substituted for its value everywhere that it occurs. Any equality that holds
in the program can be used in this manner. The principle of extensionality
means that two functions are equal if they give equal results for equal arguments. By appealing to extensionality, we can prove that f = g by proving
that f x = gx for all x. Depending on the deﬁnition of f and g, sometimes
we may prove f = g directly. The two techniques are called pointwise and
point-free styles of proof, and both will appear in this thesis.
The higher-order function map applies a unary function to each element
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of a list. This function is polymorphic, as it accepts a list of any type as
input; the only constraint is that the type of the input function and the list
elements must agree. If the polymorphic list type is denoted by [a], and a
and b denote type variables, the type of map is:
map :: (a → b) → [a] → [b].
The function map has a number of useful algebraic identities. The ﬁrst
two laws below (2.1, 2.2) express the fact that it is a functor, and they are
consequently called functor laws. The function concat concatenates a list
of lists into one long list, and the third law (2.3) expresses the fact that
concat is a natural transformation. It is called the naturality condition for
concat. The fourth law (2.4) is an instance of the book-keeping law. These
point-free laws will be used in our program transformation proofs later.
map id = id ,

(2.1)

map(f · g) = (map f ) · (map g),

(2.2)

map f · concat = concat · map (map f ),

(2.3)

concat · concat = concat · map concat.

(2.4)

The ﬁrst laws (2.1) states that applying the identity function of every element of the list leaves the list unchanged. The second law states that
applying g to each element of a list, and consequently applying f to each
element of the result, is the same as applying f · g to the input list. Law
(2.3) says that one can either concatenate a list of lists and apply f to each
element of the result, or apply map to every sub-list and then concatenate
the result. Law (2.4) says that ﬂattening a list of lists of lists into one long
list can be done by concatenation inside-out or outside-in.
Many recursive functions on lists can be deﬁned in terms of foldr . This
higher-order function applies a binary function to a list in a right-associative
manner, reducing the list to a single value:
foldr :: (a → b → b) → b → [a] → b
foldr f e [ ] = e

(2.5)

foldr f e (x : xs) = f x (foldr f e xs)

(2.6)
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There exists also an alternative fold operator, foldl , which groups the parentheses from the left. There exist three duality theorems which clarify the
relationship between foldr and foldl , giving conditions under which one may
be replaced by the other; we only list the ﬁrst and the simplest one. Given
an associative binary operator ⊕ with unit e, and a ﬁnite list xs, we have:
foldr (⊕) e xs = foldl (⊕) e xs.

(2.7)

The fold-fusion theorems (2.8) and (2.9) deal respectively with foldr and
foldl . These two theorems have several important corollaries which are much
used in program transformation. They hold under the following conditions:
given functions f and g and terms a and b, such that f is strict, f a = b,
and respectively, for all x and y:
f (g x y) = h x (f y)

and

f (g x y) = h (f x) y.

If these conditions are satisﬁed, we have:
f · foldr g xs = foldr h ys,

(2.8)

f · foldl g xs = foldl h ys.

(2.9)

These laws turn out to be essential transformation rules in program development. The patterns in these laws about folds over lists are patterns which
stress the similarities with other type constructors, such as binary trees and
their operations, rather than what is special to lists. Our embedding makes
it simple to apply laws like these in a logic programming setting, since we
can use them without having to worry about higher-order uniﬁcation and
other closely related matters.
We shall also make use of list comprehension notation for Haskell. It takes
the form [e|Q], where e is an expression and Q is a qualiﬁer, which is a
possibly empty sequence of generators and guards, separated by commas. A
generator takes the form x ← xs, where x is a variable or a tuple of variables
and xs is a list-valued expression. A guard is a boolean-valued expression.
Finally, we shall need to operate on a particular notion of a state in our
embedding. In next chapter we show how to translate, in a compositional
manner, predicate deﬁnitions from pure Prolog into functions in Haskell.
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This composition allows us to express, among others, a conjunction of two
predicates. In this case, predicate functions need to be evaluated relative
to the result of a predicate which proceeds them in the conjunction. This
result, or the state, or the environment of the computation, is represented
as a substitution, and it is the input to which the given predicate is applied.
The result of the function application is a collection of new, alternative,
environments which are consistent with the input substitutions, and which
satisfy the original predicate. The predicate functions thus behave as purely
functional state transformers.
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Chapter 3

The Embedding
In this chapter we describe a simple framework for a compositional translation, or embedding, of logic programs into functional ones. We also show
an execution example, and begin an analysis of diﬀerent search strategies.

3.1

Syntax of the embedding

As described in Chapter 1, the embedding that is the core of this thesis
is compositional; this makes it very diﬀerent in nature from the standard
interpreters of logic programs in a functional setting. In an interpreter, logic
programs are represented as closed syntactic objects, and the representation
of the input program is an element of a free datatype, subject to analysis
by pattern matching and recursion. However, the evaluation of the program
does not necessarily proceed by recursion over the structure of this datatype
– it may involve a computation of the resolvents, which are not compositional
parts of the input program.
In our embedding, each deﬁnition in the object logic program becomes a
separate entity in Haskell, rather than one monolithic value. The Haskell
entities corresponding to deﬁnitions of the logic program are called predicates, and as we show later, they are implemented as functions. These
functions can be combined by higher-order combinators, which correspond
to the basic constructs from the logic program. So, a predicate is built in25

ductively from other predicates using the basic combinators. One can say
that the compositional approach yields the recursive evaluation in the embedding, and it also yields a compositional, that is, denotational, semantics
of the original logic program.
In the proposed embedding of pure Prolog into a lazy functional language,
we aim to give rules that allow any Prolog predicate to be translated into
a function with the same meaning. To this end, we introduce two data
types Term and Predicate into our functional language, together with the
following four operations:
(&), () : Predicate → Predicate → Predicate,
.
(=) : Term → Term → Predicate,
exists : (Term → Predicate) → Predicate,
where the Term argument of exists always holds a variable. The intention
is that the operators & and  denote conjunction and disjunction of pred.
icates, = forms a predicate expressing the equality of two terms, and the
operation exists expresses existential quantiﬁcation. In terms of logic programs, we will use & to join literals of a clause,  to join bodies of clauses,
.
= to express the primitive uniﬁcation operation, and exists to introduce
fresh local variables in a clause. We shall often abbreviate the expression
exists (λx. r x) by the form (∃x. r x) in this thesis, although the longer
form shows how the expression can be written in any lazy functional language that has λ-expressions. We shall also write (∃x1 , x2 . r(x1 , x2 )) for
(∃x1 . (∃x2 . r(x1 , x2 ))).
.
The four operations &, , =, and exists suﬃce to translate any pure logic
program, provided we are prepared to exchange pattern matching for explicit
equations, to bind local variables with explicit quantiﬁers, and to gather all
the clauses deﬁning a predicate into a single equation. These steps can be
carried out systematically, and could easily be automated. The result is that
the implicational form of the original logic program is replaced an equational
form, such that each relation deﬁnition from the logic program becomes a
function deﬁnition in Haskell.
This transformation is a well known technique in logic programming. It is
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called the completion process of predicates, and was ﬁrst proposed in 1987
by Clark [26] in order to deal with the semantics of negation in deﬁnite
logic programs. Using the same process, Clark translates logic programs to
ﬁrst-order formulas, while we translate them to Haskell functions. Given
an appropriate equality theory, it can be shown that this process preserves
the atomic consequences for the original predicate, that is, its declarative
reading. The syntactic diﬀerences are minimal, and simply a matter of
Haskell syntax; the interesting diﬀerence is that, by having an underlying
operational semantics of equational term-rewriting, we may also express
and emphasise the operational semantics of the syntactic entities that this
.
translation introduces in Haskell; namely, the combinators &, , =, and ∃.
Clark’s completion of a logic program P consists of an application of the
following ﬁve steps. Here xi denotes a fresh variable, x̄ and ȳ denote variable
sequences, and true, false, ∧, ∨, ∃ and ↔ denote the standard ﬁrst-order
logic primitives and operators, while F stands for a ﬁrst-order formula. For
each relation r in the program P :
1. Remove patterns from heads: replace each clause r(t1 , . . . , tn ) ← q in
P by the formula r(x1 , . . . , xn ) ← x1 = t1 ∧ . . . xn = tn ∧ q.
2. Quantify local variables: replace each formula r(x̄) ← q obtained in
the previous step by r(x̄) ← ∃ȳ. q, where ȳ is the sequence of variables
that occur in q but not in x̄; that is, the list of variables from the
original clause.
3. Introduce explicit disjunction: replace all formulas r(x̄) ← F1 , . . . ,
r(x̄) ← Fn obtained in the previous step, such that have the relation
r on the left hand side, with the single formula r(x̄) ← F1 ∨ . . . ∨ Fn .
If F1 ∨ . . . ∨ Fn is empty, replace it by true.
4. Introduce explicit failure: add a formula r(x̄) ←false for each relation
r not appearing in the head of any clause in P .
5. Replace implications by equivalences: replace each formula r(x̄) ← F
with ∀x̄. (r(x̄) ↔ F ).
According to Clark, this ﬁrst-order logic predicate is equivalent to the set
of substitutions, represented in an equational form, computed by SLDresolution for the original logic program. In a sense, Clark represents the
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SLD-tree for the original logic program in a ﬁrst-order logic form. However,
the standard logic operators which he introduces in the process do not have
the same operational behaviour as their implicit counterpart from logic programming. The left-to-right selection rule and the top-down sequencing of
clauses do not agree with the commutativity of ∧ and ∨; the computation
of answers, both in Prolog and in our embedding, does not return a set but
some implementable representation of it, such as a sequence. Therefore,
we loose additional Boolean properties, such as the left distributivity of ∧
through ∨, and so on. These diﬀerences are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
To arrive at an embedding in Haskell, we need to translate and implement
the syntax of ﬁrst-order logic in Haskell. We introduce six new functions:
.
&, , =, ∃, true and false, and use them to replace, respectively, ∧, ∨, =, ∃,
true and false. We take care to implement them in such a way that their
behaviour corresponds to LD-resolution, in a compositional way.
We also need to represent Prolog terms, such as lists, in Haskell. For type
technical reasons discussed later, we cannot simply use terms in Haskell.
So, we use nil for the value of type Term that represents the empty list,
and we write cons for the function on terms that corresponds to the Prolog
list constructor [ | ]. We assume the following order of precedence on the
.
operators, from highest to lowest: =, &, , ∃.
As an example, we take the well-known program for append :
append([ ], c, c).
append([a|b], d, [a|c]) ← append(b, d, c).
As a ﬁrst step, we perform homogenisation: we remove any patterns and
repeated variables from the head of each clause, replacing them by explicit
equations written at the start of the body. These equations are computed
by uniﬁcation in Prolog.
append(x, y, z) ← x = [ ], y = z.
append(x, y, z) ← x = [a|b], z = [a|c], append(b, y, c).
Now the head of each clause contains only a list of distinct variables, and
renaming can ensure that these lists of variables are the same in every clause.
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Further steps of the translation consist of joining the clause bodies with the
 operator and the literals in a clause with the & operator, existentially
quantifying any variables that appear in the body but not in the head of a
clause, and using our notation for lists:
append(x, y, z) =
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = z)
.
.
 (∃a, b, c. x = [a|b]) & z = [a|c] & append(b, y, c)).

(3.1)

The function append deﬁned by this recursive equation has the type:
append :: (Term, Term, Term) → Predicate.

Although we have shown how the translation from Prolog to Haskell can be
carried out in a way that preserves syntactic well-formedness – so that, given
operators with the appropriate types, we obtain a valid Haskell program –
we have given no implementation of these operators. Also, despite the fact
that we can superﬁcially read the Haskell program as a logical formula, with
a meaning equivalent to the original program, we have done nothing so far
to ensure that the Haskell program (read as a Haskell program) has any
semantic relation to the Prolog program.
However, the relationship between the Prolog predicate and the Haskell
function extends beyond their declarative semantics. The next section contends that the procedural reading of the Prolog predicate is also preserved
through the implementation of the functions & and .

3.2

Implementation of the embedding

Before we begin describing the implementation, we stress once again that
our implementation is not the same as building an interpreter. We do not
extend the base functional language; rather, we implement in the language a
set of functions designed to support uniﬁcation, resolution and search. Also,
this is a simple and necessarily ineﬃcient implementation; in Chapter 11 we
brieﬂy consider the prospects for a more eﬃcient implementation.
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It should also be stressed that the implementation presented in this section
.
is just one of the several possible implementations of &, , = and ∃ such that
the declarative and procedure reading of the corresponding logic program
are preserved. This is the implementation that conforms to the depth-ﬁrst
search of Prolog. Later, we shall be able to give alternative deﬁnitions that
correspond to breadth-ﬁrst search, or other search strategies based on the
search tree of the program.
We now proceed to give deﬁnitions to the type of predicates and to the four
basic operations. The key idea is that each predicate is a function that takes
an answer , representing the state of knowledge about the values of variables
at the time the predicate is solved, and produces a lazy stream of answers,
each corresponding to a solution of the predicate that is consistent with the
input. This approach is similar to that taken by Wadler [141] and by Jones
and Mycroft [70]. An unsatisﬁable query results in an empty stream, and a
query with inﬁnitely many answers results in an inﬁnite stream.1
type Predicate = Answer → Stream Answer .
An answer is (in principle) just a substitution. However, it will be necessary
in the implementation of exists to generate fresh variables not in used before
in the computation. We provide for this by augmenting the substitution with
a counter that tracks the number of variables that have been used so far,
so that a fresh variable can be generated at any stage by incrementing the
counter.
A substitution is represented as a list of (variable, term) pairs:
type Answer = (Subst, Int),
type Subst = List (Var , Term),
where the data-type Term is a straightforward implementation of Prolog’s
term type, and the data-type Var is a disjunctive union of user provided
variable names, which are strings, and automatically generated variables,
1

For clarity, we use the type constructor Stream to denote possibly infinite streams,
and List to denote finite lists. In a lazy functional language, these two concepts share the
same implementation.
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which are represented by integers:
data Term = Func Fname (List Term) | Var Vname,
type Fname = String,
data Vname = Name String | Auto Int.
The explicit use of the constructor List in the deﬁnition of Func above
highlights that all these structures are intended to be ﬁnite; they are also
meant to be total. Constants are functions with arity 0, in other words they
are given empty argument lists.
For example, the Prolog list [a, b] can be represented in the embedding as
Func “cons” [ Func “a” [ ], Func “cons” [. . . ] ]. With the use of the simple
auxiliary functions cons, atom and nil the same list can be written more
conveniently as the expression cons (atom “a”) (cons (atom “b”) nil) in
Haskell. In our examples, we shall further shorten this to read just [a, b],
and abbreviate variables Var(Name “x”) as x and Var(Auto i) as vi .
Returning to the type of the function append , when provided with the following triple of terms, the function call:
append([1], [2], x)
returns a Predicate. This, in turn, is a function which expects an answer,
and returns a stream of answers. The usual initial Answer is a pair consisting simply of the empty substitution and the zero variable counter, ([ ], 0).
When applied to this argument, the predicate above returns the same set of
solutions, the singleton {x/[1, 2]}, as would the corresponding Prolog query.
We can now give deﬁnitions for the four operators. The operators & and
 act as predicate combinators. The  operator simply concatenates the
streams of answers returned by its two operands:
() :: Predicate → Predicate → Predicate
(p1  p2 ) x = p1 x ++ p2 x.

(3.2)

This deﬁnition implies that the answers are returned in a left-to-right order
as in Prolog. If the left-hand argument of  is unsuccessful and returns an
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empty answer stream, it corresponds to a ﬁnite but unsuccessful branch of
the search tree in Prolog and backtracking is simulated by evaluating the
right-hand argument.
For the & operator, we start the evaluation of p1 & p2 by applying the
predicate p1 to the incoming answer; this produces a stream of answers,
to each of which we apply the predicate p2 . Finally, we concatenate the
resulting stream of streams into a single stream:
(&) :: Predicate → Predicate → Predicate
p1 & p2 = concat · map p2 · p1 .

(3.3)

Because of Haskell’s lazy evaluation, the function p1 returns answers only
when they are needed by the function p2 . This corresponds with the backtracking behaviour of Prolog, where the predicate p1 & p2 is implemented
by enumerating the answers of p1 one at a time and ﬁltering them with
the predicate p2 . Inﬁnite lists of answers in Prolog are again modelled with
inﬁnite streams.
We can also deﬁne primitive predicates true and false, one corresponding to
immediate success and the other to immediate failure:
true :: Predicate

false :: Predicate

true x = [x].

false x = [ ].

(3.4)

.
The pattern matching of Prolog is implemented by the operator =. It is deﬁned in terms of a function unify which implements the standard algorithm
for a uniﬁcation of two terms, as described in Chapter 2, relative to a given
input substitution. The type of unify is:
unify :: Subst → (Term, Term) → List Subst.
The use of List in the return type of unify accounts for the fact that the
uniﬁcation might fail. More precisely, the result of unify σ (t1 , t2 ) is either
[µ], where µ is a strong mgu of t1 and t2 with respect to σ, that is, µ = ση
where η = mgu(t1 σ, t2 σ), or unify σ (t1 , t2 ) = [ ] if t1 σ and t2 σ are not
uniﬁable. The coding of unify is otherwise routine and therefore omitted
here, but can be found in Appendix A.
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.
The = operator is just a wrapper around unify that passes on the counter for
fresh variables. It is implemented by means of a list comprehension, computing the list of all (s , n), where s is produced by the generator unify s (t1 , t2 ):
.
(=) :: Term → Term → Predicate
.
(t1 = t2 ) (s, n) = [(s , n) | s ← unify s (t1 , t2 )]

(3.5)

.
We shall call predicates which are built only using the = operator equations.
As stated before, the predicate (∃x. r x) is our shorthand notation for the
Haskell term exists(λx. r x). The function exists is responsible for allocating
fresh names for all the local (or existentially quantiﬁed) variables in the
predicates. This is necessary in order to guarantee that the computed answer
is the most general result. It is deﬁned as the following higher-order function:
exists :: (Term → Predicate) → Predicate
exists lp (s, n) = lp (makevar n) (s, n + 1),

(3.6)

where makevar n returns a term representing the n’th generated variable:
Var (Auto n). For example, the result of makevar 6 is Var (Auto 6), which
we shall henceforth abbreviate to v6 .
The slightly convoluted ﬂow of information in the implementation of exists
may be clariﬁed by a small example. The argument lp of exists will be a
function that expects a variable, such as (λx → append(t1 , x, t2 )). We apply
this function to a newly-invented variable vn = makevar n to obtain the
predicate append(t1 , vn , t2 ), and ﬁnally apply this predicate to the answer
(s, n + 1), in which all variables up to the n’th are marked as used.
Finally, the function solve evaluates the main query. It simply applies its
argument p, the predicate of the query, to the initial answer ([ ], 0), and
converts the resulting stream of answers to a stream of strings, containing
only the input variables:
solve :: Predicate → Stream String
solve p = map print (p ([ ], 0 ))

(3.7)

where print is a function that converts an answer to a string, pruning it to
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show only the values of named variables Name x from the query. This is
the point where all the internally generated variables are ﬁltered out in our
present implementation. It may appear that a possibly cleaner solution is
to let the ∃ operator do this ﬁltering task before it returns. However, we
can not do this in general, because local variables might be needed in the
ﬁnal answer, for example in under-determined predicate calls. This problem
is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.
The operators presented so far are the “core” operators of the embedding.
One can go further, in allowing a predicate operator not, which mimics
ﬁnite-failure negation:
not :: Predicate → Predicate
not p (σ, n) = [(σ, n)], if p(σ, n) = [ ]

(3.8)

= [ ], otherwise.
We discuss negation further in Chapter 7. Now we proceed to clarify the
computation of the embedding through a simple example.

3.3

Execution example

As described, queries in the embedding are solved by the function solve,
yielding a stream of solutions. The lazy evaluation of Haskell ensures that
these solutions are computed and printed one at a time. Take for example:
solve (append (a, b, [1, 2, 3])),
where, as stated before, the term x abbreviates Var(Name x), the list [x, y]
abbreviates cons(x, cons(y, nil)), and a numeral such as 1 stands for the
term Func “1” [ ]. We shall also use [x|xs] as shorthand for cons(x, xs), and
[ ] as shorthand for the empty list nil.
The computation commences by solve providing the default answer ([ ], 0).
The predicate append(x, y, z) is deﬁned by two branches joined by . Since
the operator  in the depth-ﬁrst model computes as a concatenation of two
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lazy streams, the system will evaluate, in turn, each of the  branches on
the input ([ ], 0):
append (a, b, [1, 2, 3]) ([ ], 0)
.
.
=
(a = nil & b = [1, 2, 3]) ([ ], 0)
.
.
++ (∃x, y, z. a = [x|y] & [1, 2, 3] = [x|y] & append(y, b, z)) ([ ], 0)).
We now look at each of these two branches in turn.
In the ﬁrst branch, the & operator is applied next. By the deﬁnition of &,
.
map applies the equation b = [1, 2, 3], to each of the answers in the stream
.
resulting from the computation of the equation a = nil on the given input.
Expressed as a rewriting, the computation is as follows:
.
.
concat (map (b = [1, 2, 3]) ((a = nil) ([ ], 0)) )
.
= concat (map (b = [1, 2, 3]) [([(a, nil)], 0)] )
.
= concat [(b = [1, 2, 3]) ([(a, nil)], 0)]
= concat [[([(a, nil), (b, [1, 2, 3])], 0)]]
= [([(a, nil), (b, [1, 2, 3])], 0)].
.
In this rewriting, ﬁrst the = operator uniﬁes the variable a with the constant
nil , relative to the empty input substitution [ ], resulting in the singleton
.
answer list [([a/nil], 0)]. Then, map applies the equation b = [1, 2, 3] to the
only element of this list, resulting in the singleton [[([a/nil, b/[1, 2, 3]], 0)]].
This result is next ﬂattened by concat.
Because of laziness, in the computation of map p2 (p1 (σ)), the answers in
the stream p1 (σ) are returned in response to map needing a next element
to compute on. When p1 is an equation, as in the computation above, map
only gets a ﬁnite list as an input; but in other examples p1 (σ) may well
compute an inﬁnite stream, in which case map computes ad inﬁnitum.
The ﬁrst element in the stream returned by append is thus computed. Finally, the lazy evaluation of solve ﬁlters out the input variables a and b in
the composed substitution and prints the ﬁrst answer: {a/nil, b/[1, 2, 3]}.
With this, the ﬁrst branch of  terminates, and the computation of the
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second branch of append(a, b, [1, 2, 3]) begins:
.
.
(∃x, y, z. a = [x|y] & [1, 2, 3] = [x|z] & append(y, b, z)) ([ ], 0).
The ∃ operator (which here is a shorthand for three consecutive applications
of ∃) produces three fresh automatic variables v0 , v1 , v2 , and we get:
.
.
(a = [v0 |v1 ] & [1, 2, 3] = [v0 |v2 ] & append(v1 , b, v2 )) ([ ], 3),
where the last part of the input pair indicates that three variables have
been generated so far. The ﬁrst two predicates in this conjunction are
equations, and thus have only single solutions, respectively {a/[v0 |v1 ]} and
{v0 /1, v2 /[2, 3]}. These solutions are computed in a few steps similar to the
ones described before, and after composing the substitution for v0 , we arrive
to a new call to append , as given below:
append(v1 , b, v2 ) ([a/[1, v1 ], v0 /1, v2 /[2, 3]], 3).

(∗)

This call to append again rewrites to two  branches; the ﬁrst one is:
.
.
(v1 = nil & b = v2 ) ([a/[1, v1 ], v0 /1, v2 /[2, 3]], 3)
After a few more steps the substitution components v1 /nil and b/[2, 3] are
added to the state, and the second answer, containing the combined substitution values for a and b, is returned: {a/[1], b/[2, 3]}. The remaining
two answers, {a/[1, 2], b/[2, 3]}, and {a/[1, 2, 3], b = [ ]}, follow in a similar
manner from further expansion of the second  branch of the call (∗).
.
At some later point in the computation, the = operator fails to ﬁnd any
uniﬁer relative to the input substitution. It then returns the empty stream,
and since it is a part of an & expression, the empty stream will be input to
map and concat, so they terminate. Finally, since this is the last part of the
topmost  branch, the ++ performed by the outermost  also terminates,
and so does solve.
.
In Chapter 7 we show that the operators =, ∃, & and  behave in a way
that actually simulates the eﬀect of LD-resolution. This result rests on the
algebraic properties of the operators that we present in Chapter 4.
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3.4

Alternative search strategies

Our implementation of , together with the laziness of Haskell, causes the
search for answers to behave like a depth-ﬁrst search in Prolog: when computing p1 x ++ p2 x, all the answers corresponding to the p1 x part of the
search tree are returned before the other part is explored. Similarly, our implementation of &, through the fact that in p1 & p2 the answers returned by
p1 become the input of p2 , reﬂects the left-to-right selection rule of Prolog.
An interesting question arises about how much our implementation would
need to change to accommodate other search strategies or selection rules.
At this stage we have deliberately chosen to simulate Prolog, so neither our
search strategy nor our selection rule are fair; a fair search strategy would
share the computation eﬀort more evenly between the two branches of the
computation of , and a fair selection rule would allow one to chose the
literals in a diﬀerent order. In this section we demonstrate that a fair search
strategy can be achieved with minimal re-coding, but explain why a fair
selection rule would require much more extensive changes to our system.
Regarding varying the search strategy, one possible solution (suggested by
McPhee and de Moor in [86]) is to interleave the streams of answers to
, taking one answer from each stream in turn. A function twiddle that
interleaves two lists can be deﬁned as follows:
twiddle :: [a] → [a] → [a]
twiddle [ ] ys = ys
twiddle (x : xs) ys = x : (twiddle ys xs).
The operators  and & can be redeﬁned by replacing ++ with twiddle and
recalling that concat = foldr (++) [ ]:
(p1  p2 ) x = twiddle (p1 x) (p2 x)
(p1 & p2 ) x = foldr twiddle [ ] · map p2 · p1 .
This implementation of & produces in a ﬁnite time solutions of p2 that are
based on later solutions σ2 , σ3 , . . . returned by p1 , even if the ﬁrst such
solution σ1 produces an inﬁnite stream of answers from p2 . Laziness is
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important here in ensuring that at each stage no more work is devoted to
solving p2 (σi ) for some input answer σi than is needed to produce the next
answer. Thus even if p2 (σ1 ) produces an inﬁnite stream of answers, eﬀort
can move between computing successive elements of other streams p2 (σi ).
On the other hand, the original implementation of & produces all solutions
of p2 that are based on the ﬁrst solution σ1 produced by p1 before producing
any that are based on the second solution σ2 from p1 .
Note that this implementation of operators does not give breadth-ﬁrst search
of the search tree; it deals with inﬁnite success but not with inﬁnite failure.
Even in the interleaved implementation, the ﬁrst element of the answer list
has to be computed before we can switch branches; if this takes an inﬁnite
number of steps the other branch will never be reached.
To implement breadth-ﬁrst search in the embedding, the Predicate datatype needs to be changed. It is no longer adequate to return a single, ﬂat
stream of answers; this model is not reﬁned enough to take into account the
number of computation steps needed to produce a single answer. That is, we
obtain just the answers, with no indication of what they cost to compute.
Worse still, an inﬁnitely failed computation has value ⊥, and can never be
distinguished from a computation that will produce answers in the future.
In a model that does contain information about the cost of each answer, the
key idea is to let Predicate return a stream of lists of answers, where each
list represents the answers reached at the same level of the search tree. The
lists of answers with the same cost are always ﬁnite since in a ﬁnite program
there is only a ﬁnite number of nodes at each level of the search tree.
In this model, each successive list of answers in the stream contains the
answers with the same computational “cost”. The cost of an answer increases with every resolution step in its computation. This can be captured
by adding a new function step in the deﬁnition of predicates, where step is
used as a wrapper around each function deﬁnition. For example:
append(x, y, z) =
.
.
step ((x = [ ] & y = z)
.
.
 (∃a, b, c. x = [a|b] & z = [a|c] & append(b, y, c))).
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The only change is the application of step to the whole right-hand side.
In the depth-ﬁrst model, step is the identity function on predicates, but in
the breadth-ﬁrst model it is deﬁned as follows:
step :: Predicate → Predicate
step p x = [ ] : (p x).

(3.9)

Thus, in the stream returned by step p, there are no answers of cost 0, and
for each n, the answers of step p with cost n + 1 are the same as the answers
of p that have cost n. This is recorded by the fact that they are elements
of the (n + 1)’st list in the answer stream to the query step p. Further, the
implementations of the Predicate combinators  and & need to be changed
so that they no longer operate on streams but on streams of lists. They
must preserve the cost information that is embedded in the input lists.
To implement both depth-ﬁrst search and breadth-ﬁrst search in the embedding, the model has to be further reﬁned. It is not suﬃcient to implement
predicates as functions returning streams of answer lists; they have to operate on lists of trees. Again, the implementation of operators  and &, and
of the function step, needs to be adjusted to the new type of predicates. We
postpone the presentation of these two models, and the deﬁnitions involved,
to Chapter 5.
In spite of the changes to Predicate type, the implementations of the operators  and & in each of the three models remains strikingly concise and
similar. Their closely parallel deﬁnitions hint at a deeper algebraic structure, and in fact the deﬁnitions are all instances of the so-called Kleisli construction from category theory. Even greater similarities between the three
models exist, and we give a more detailed study of the relation between the
three in Chapter 6.
Concerning varying the selection rule, much greater changes are required. As
noted above, laziness of Haskell and the implementation of & enforce a leftto-right selection discipline. To override this, we would need a sophisticated
interaction between the two conjuncts corresponding to AND-parallelism.
Referring to Kowalski’s formula “logic programming = logic + control ”, it
is interesting that the search element of control is so much more susceptible
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to varying than the selection element. This is because  parallelism requires
no communication between processes, unlike & parallelism.
We now defer the discussion about the search models until later, and turn
our attention to the algebraic properties of the operators described in this
chapter. These properties are important, because our goal is to reason about
logic programs written in our embedding, using properties of operators that
are shared by all alternative deﬁnitions of the operators, not one single set of
deﬁnitions. Also, an important aspect of algebraic program transformation
is its compositional nature, and the algebraic properties of the operators are
a vital part of this compositionality.
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Chapter 4

Algebraic Semantics
.
The operators &, , = and ∃ enjoy many algebraic properties as a consequence of their deﬁnitions. This chapter lists a number of common laws and
proves their validity for the embedding. It lists only those laws that are valid
for both predicate calculus and for our embedding. The laws presented here
are expressed as equations, and by equations we mean extensional equality
between Haskell programs; in other words, these equalities mean that given
the same input, the two programs return the same output.

4.1

Laws regarding & and 

One of the strengths of the embedding is that all the algebraic properties
of the operators are simple to prove, using equational reasoning. The laws
follow directly from deﬁnition of the operators and from the standard properties of Haskell’s list operators ++, map, concat, and functional composition.
Most of these standard properties are listed in Chapter 2 as laws (2.1–2.4),
and the remaining ones can be found in standard texts on functional programming, for example, in [17] by Bird.
There is an abstract approach to proving some of the properties listed here,
through the use of category theory. Given our implementation, it is a well
known fact that map, concat and true form a structure that category theory
calls a monad, in particular the Stream monad. The composition operator
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& can be obtained from this monad by a standard construction called Kleisli
composition. Consequently, & must be associative with unit element true.
However, here we wish to show that these properties of the logic programming primitives & and true, and several others regarding also  and false,
can be proved with no reference to category theory. As an example, we can
prove the associativity of & by the following point-free rewriting:
(p1 & p2 ) & p3
= concat · map p3 · concat · map p2 · p1

by defn. of &

= concat · concat · map (map p3 ) · map p2 · p1

by (2.3)

= concat · map concat · map (map p3 ) · map p2 · p1

by (2.4)

= concat · map (concat · map p3 · p2 ) · p1

by (2.2)

= p1 & (p2 & p3 ).

by defn. of &

The proofs of the following properties are at least as elementary as this. The
predicate false is a left zero for &, false & p = false. However, this operator
is strict in its left argument, so false is not a right zero. If p(σ) = ⊥, we get:
(p & false)(σ)
by defn. of &

= concat (map false p(σ))
= concat (map false ⊥)

since p(σ) = ⊥

= concat ⊥

map strict

=⊥

concat strict

This corresponds to the feature of Prolog that false & p has the same behaviour as false, but p & false may fail inﬁnitely if p does.
Further, owing to the properties of ++ and [ ], the  operator is associative
and has false as a left and right identity. For example:
(p1  false)(σ)
by defn. of 

= p1 (σ) ++ false(σ)
= p1 (σ) ++ [ ]

by defn. of false

= p1 (σ)

by defn. of ++
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Other identities that are satisﬁed by the connectives of propositional logic
are not shared by our operators because, in our stream-based implementation, answers are produced in a deﬁnite order and with deﬁnite multiplicity.
This behaviour mirrors the operational behaviour of Prolog. For example,
the  operator is not idempotent, because true  true produces its input
answer twice as an output, but true itself produces only one answer. The &
operator also fails to be idempotent, because the predicate
(true  true) & (true  true)
produces the same answer four times rather than just twice. We might also
expect for & to distribute over  from the left, that is,
p1 & (p2  p3 ) = (p1 & p2 )  (p1 & p3 ),
but this is not the case. For a counterexample, take for p1 the predicate
.
.
.
.
x = a  x = b, for p2 the predicate y = c, and for p3 the predicate y = d.
Then the left-hand side of the above equation produces the four answers
{x/a, y/c}; {x/a, y/d}; {x/b, y/c}; {x/b, y/d} in that order, but the righthand side produces the same answers in the order {x/a, y/c}; {x/b, y/c};
{x/a, y/d}; {x/b, y/d}. However, as proved in Chapter 7 for law 7.1, this
property is true when p1 is determinate, that is, when it returns at most
one answer.
On the other hand, the other distributive law,
(p1  p2 ) & p3 = (p1 & p3 )  (p2 & p3 ),
does hold, and it is vitally important to the unfolding steps of program
transformation. The simple proof depends on the fact that both map r and
concat are homomorphisms with respect to ++:
((p1  p2 ) & p3 ) σ
= concat (map p3 (p1 σ ++ p2 σ))
= concat (map p3 (p1 σ) ++ map p3 (p2 σ))
= concat (map p3 (p1 σ)) ++ concat (map p3 (p2 σ))
= ((p1 & p3 )  (p2 & p3 )) σ.

by defn. of , &
map/++
concat/++
by defn. of &
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It might be seen as a weakness of our approach based on the implementation
of the embedding that these properties must be expressed in terms of the
weak notion of a predicate deﬁnable in terms of our operators, when an
interpreter for Prolog written in Haskell would allow us to formulate and
prove them as an inductive property of program texts. We believe that this
is a price well worth paying for the simplicity and the clear declarative and
operational semantics of our embedding.
In summary, the algebraic laws regarding the operators & and  cover the
part of the embedding that has to do with searching:
(p1 & p2 ) & p3 = p1 & (p2 & p3 ),

(4.1)

p & true = true & p = p,

(4.2)

false & p = false,

(4.3)

(p1  p2 )  p3 = p1  (p2  p3 ),

(4.4)

p  false = false  p = p,

(4.5)

(p1  p2 ) & p3 = (p1 & p3 )  (p2 & p3 ).

(4.6)

It is worth noting that the laws that are absent from the list tell us as much
about the computational side of logic programming as the ones present:
the & and  encountered here and in standard logic programming have
a declarative reading in terms of conjunction and disjunction in predicate
logic, but there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the algebraic properties
of our operators and those of the corresponding operators in logic. Another
interesting aspect of this list of laws is that it can be proved to be complete,
in the sense that all the search models, as formally deﬁned in Chapters 5 and
6, will share exactly these six algebraic laws regarding & and . We return
to this proof in Chapter 5, and now we consider the algebraic properties of
the remaining operators.

4.2

Laws regarding ∃

The algebraic properties of ∃ are important for program transformation because they allow local variables to be introduced and eliminated. As before,
we wish these laws to preserve operational equivalence between predicates,
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that is, equality between the streams of answers that are returned. Unfortunately, in its strict sense such equality does not permit some desirable
laws for ∃, such as the reordering of the bound variables in (∃x, y. r(x, y))
and (∃y, x. r(x, y)), because the variables generated during execution of the
two programs would be named diﬀerently, and these names may appear in
answer substitutions.
To avoid referring to equality “up to variable renaming”, we will assume
that, upon termination, each ∃ predicate transforms its answers into a standard form in which the irrelevant diﬀerences in local variables are neutralised. Below we outline such a transformation, to show that it is implementable; however, since the diﬀerences are only a minor syntactic issue
and we do not wish to complicate the formalities of proofs about our implementation unnecessarily, we choose not to use this standardisation in our
implementation.
It may appear that the simplest solution would be to let each ∃, after its
termination, remove the variable that it introduces. The reason that we can
not do this is that some invented variables might appear in the ﬁnal answer.
Since equality of substitutions is extensional, the substitution components
may be combined, and the ordering in which the substitutions occur in the
answer is irrelevant. This is the main idea behind the standard form of an
answer: to rename the local variables in a consistent manner which does not
aﬀect the value of the substitution.
To simplify the description of this standardisation of answers, we shall once
more resort to the append example. Let us consider the predicate call
append([1|a], b, c) ([ ], 0). According to the deﬁnition of append (3.1), and
by the same reasoning as presented in Chapter 3, this call will eventually
rewrite, among others, to the call:
.
.
(∃x, y, z.(v1 = [x|y] & v2 = [x|z] & append(y, b, z))

(∗)

([(a, v1 ), (c, [v0 |v2 ]), (v0 , 1)], 3).
We now consider a computation of one answer to this ∃ predicate (actually,
three nested ∃ predicates), and describe one possible strategy for a standardisation of these answers. According to its deﬁnition, the ∃ in (∗) inserts
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fresh variables v3 , v4 and v5 for the bound x, y and z. After some more
rewriting, the ﬁrst answer to (∗) is returned:
{v0 /1, a/[v3 |nil], c/[1|[v3 |v5 ]], v1 /[v3 |nil], v2 /[v3 |v5 ], v4 /nil, b/v5 }.
We now want to compute the standard form of this answer. The question,
then, is which variables may be renamed? The names of the global variables,
such as a, must remain unchanged. Some local variables, produced by an
outer ∃, such as v0 , v1 and v2 , are relevant for further computation, because
they may appear in still unresolved predicates, so they can not change either.
That leaves for renaming only the variables introduced by the terminated ∃
calls – that is, v3 , v4 , and v5 , in this case.
One possible strategy for renaming involves the use of a separate alphabet
for variable names that can be changed. For example, this alphabet may
consist of names wi , where the indices i are kept “compact” and for each
new wi , i will be the next unused index for w’s. Renaming v3 , v4 , and v5 to
w0 , w1 , and w2 , we get:
{v0 /1, a/[w0 |nil], c/[1|[w0 |w2 ]], v1 /[w0 |nil], v2 /[w0 |w2 ], w1 /nil, b/w2 }.
In any answer all variables must appear either with a single occurrence in the
domain, or they occur one or more times in the range of the substitution.
If a wi appears in the domain, it is not needed in the answer, and it may
be removed. The remaining bindings (xj , tj ) can be arranged according to
an ordering on the variables xj . Because we are using strong mgu’s, this
ordering will be unique for all equivalent answers. Then, all the indexes i to
the wi are reshuﬄed so that the ﬁrst occurrence of each wi variable happens
in an increasing order of i’s, and the later occurrences of wi are renamed
consistently with the ﬁrst one. This results in a standard form of the answer.
Returning to our example, the standard form of the answer above is:
{a/[w0 |nil], b/w1 , c/[1|[w0 |w1 ]], v0 /1, v1 /[w0 |nil], v2 /[w0 |w1 ]}
As it happens, in our example this answer is not used in further computation,
so the bindings for v0 ,v1 and v2 are not used, but other examples could have
more conjuncts after append in (∗), which might refer to v0 , v1 and v2 .
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We now proceed to list the laws for ∃; they allow us to identify the conditions under which we can eliminate or rename the bound variables in
predicates. If the standardisation is performed, all the laws listed below
preserve operational equivalence. Their proofs are based on properties of
Haskell’s λ-expressions and on our implementation of ∃.
We have previously introduced the expression (∃x. p) as a shorthand for the
Haskell expression exists(λx. p), where the function exists simply provides
a fresh variable name and applies the λ-expression to it. This notation
is convenient for writing embedded predicates and their transformations.
However, for the proofs of ∃ properties, the λ-notation in Haskell and the
language rules provide a concise framework. Therefore, in this section we
will reason about the laws in Haskell notation, and at the end of this section
we list the laws in the shorthand notation which we use in the rest of the
thesis.
One more notational comment: in the laws below, we sometimes need to
express that some variable x appears in predicate p; we can use our convention for denoting relations with r and write r x for such p. As before, our
relation r will typically be written as a Haskell λ-abstraction.
We can always consistently rename the bound variables in predicates, simply
because bound variables can be renamed in Haskell, and exists is just a
wrapper around a Haskell λ-expression. So, we have:
exists(λx. r x) = exists(λy. r y).

(4.7)

For example, in an expression exists(λx. r x), the expression r can be instantiated to λw. append(w, [3], [2, 3]). Then we know that exists(λx. r x)
rewrites to exists(λx. append(x, [3], [2, 3])), where x appears in the bound
predicate. By the same reasoning, the right hand side of the equation would
rewrite to exists(λy. append(y, [3], [2, 3])). These two expressions are equivalent in Haskell.
The equation (4.7) does not say anything speciﬁc about the behaviour of
the ∃ operator in the embedding, since it holds for any λ-expression. The
remaining laws depend on the properties of the ∃ operator as we have implemented it. For example, the law (4.8) states that the function exists applied
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to a constant function yields the same constant:
exists(λx. p & r x) = p & exists(λx. r x).

(4.8)

In program transformation this equation is used to remove from the scope
of ∃ any parts of the predicate that do not mention the bound variable;
these parts would typically already have been used in combination with the
Leibnitz rule (4.28) or the rule for substitutions of equals for equals (4.12)
to pass the parameters. The proof is trivial. Let x denote the fresh variable
name that exists supplies; we then have:
exists(λx. (p & r x))
= (λx. p & r x) x

by (3.6)

= p & r x

β-reduction

= p & exists(λx. r x).

by (3.6)

The proofs of the following two equations are similar. Equation (4.9) is used
to eliminate parts of predicates that can not contribute to the computation
of the answers. Equation (4.10) states that ∃ distributes through . This is
a much used equality in program transformation because it helps us break
apart larger predicates, and is true even without the standardisation of
answers.
.
exists(λx. x = t) = true,

(4.9)

exists(λx. (r1 x  r2 x)) = exists(λx. r1 x)  exists(λx. r2 x).

(4.10)

.
Equation (4.9) holds because, if the variable x1 is fresh, x1 = t must be
uniﬁable. Equation (4.10) holds because in the deﬁnition of  both conjuncts
are applied to the same input answer, so exists will supply the same fresh
variable to both disjuncts.
The equation (4.11) states that two nested applications of ∃ can be exchanged, and is true because the sets of answers computed by r x1 x2 and
r x2 x1 are equal when reduced to the standard form, if x1 and x2 are fresh.
Some of the fresh variables will be numbered diﬀerently in the result, but
upon renumbering of the local variables, the results would be the same. So
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we have:
exists(λx. exists(λy. r x y)) = exists(λy. exists(λx. r x y)).

(4.11)

The next law (4.12) is a special case of the one-point rule and is used for
parameter passing. Intuitively, once the & operator has passed on the sub.
stitutions resulting from x = u to further computation, this subpredicate is
superﬂuous. The condition in this equation is that x and u must be uniﬁable,
that is, if x ∈ Var(u), we have:
.
exists(λx. (x = u & rx)) = ru.

(4.12)

The main step in the proof below is based on the law (4.28) about the
substitution of equals for equals; we justify this law in the next section.
.
exists(λx. x = u & r x)
.
= x  = u & r x
.
= x = u & r u
.
= exists(λx. x = u) & r u

by (3.6)
by (4.28)
by (3.6)

= true & r u

by (4.9)

= r u.

by (4.2)

In summary, and in shorthand notation, we have the following algebraic laws
regarding the operator ∃:
(∃x. r x) = (∃ y. r y),

(4.13)

(∃x. p) = p,

(4.14)

(∃x. p & r x) = p & (∃x. r x),
.
(∃x. x = t) = true,

(4.15)
(4.16)

(∃x. r1 x  r2 x) = (∃x. r1 x)  ∃x. r2 x),

(4.17)

(∃x1 . (∃x2 . r x1 x2 )) = (∃x2 . (∃x1 . r x1 x2 )),
.
(∃x. x = t & r x) = r t.

(4.18)
(4.19)

This list of laws is very similar to the laws given for Cylindric Algebra [62]
of Henkin, Monk and Tarski, or Regular Logic [48] of Freyd and Schedrov,
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which extend Boolean Algebra by adding axioms to deal with existential
quantiﬁers and equality, and allow an alternative presentation of predicate
logic. However, not all of those laws hold, for the same reason as for & and :
the operational semantics of logic programming reproduces the declarative
semantics of predicate logic in a close but imperfect manner.
Two additional laws (4.20) and (4.21) are much used in program transformation to split predicates; both deal with scoping of ∃. The ﬁrst follows
trivially from two applications of the law (4.8). The second follows from the
distributivity equation (4.10) and the equation for eliminating the unwanted
quantiﬁers (4.8).
(∃x1 . (∃x2 . r1 x1 & r2 x2 )) = (∃x1 . r1 x1 ) & (∃x2 . r2 x2 ),

(4.20)

(∃x1 . (∃x2 . r1 x1  r2 x2 )) = (∃x1 . r1 x1 )  (∃x2 . r2 x2 ),

(4.21)

These equalities require rewriting to the standard forms, that is, they hold
only up to variable renaming.

4.3

.
Laws regarding =

From a model-theoretic point of view, it is a well known result that the
completed form of a predicate has the same models as the original predicate,
provided that the relation “=” is interpreted as identity, where t1 = t2 is
interpreted to be true if t1 and t2 are interpreted as the same element of
.
the domain. In our notation, equality between terms is denoted by =. The
following free equality axioms capture the prescribed behaviour of equality
in an algebraic manner:
.
.
.
f (t1 , ..., tn ) = f (t1 , ..., tn ) ≡ t1 = t1 & ... & tn = tn ,

(4.22)

for each n-ary function f
.
f (t1 , ..., tn ) = g(t1 , ..., tm) ≡ false,

(4.23)

for each n-ary function f and m-ary function g such that f = g
.
x = t ≡ false,
(4.24)
for each variable x and term t such that x ∈ Var (t)
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.
t = t ≡ true.
.
.
t1 = t2 ≡ t2 = t1 .
.
.
.
t1 = t3 ≡ (∃t2 . t1 = t2 & t2 = t3 ).

(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)

.
Here and in the rest of this section, to avoid confusion with =, we use ≡ to
denote equality between two Haskell terms. These laws recognisably characterise the rationale of the uniﬁcation algorithm, as described in Chapter 2.
Law (4.22) corresponds to the conditions under which two functional terms
are uniﬁable, where the two main function symbols are equal and all the corresponding components are uniﬁable. Law (4.23) deals with non-uniﬁability
due to a mismatch between function symbols, while law (4.24) deals with
non-uniﬁability due to the failure of the occurs-check. The laws (4.25–4.27)
are the standard axioms for equality. The laws (4.22) and (4.25) overlap
for the case of functional terms, but we include the second one because of
variables.
.
It is easy to see that these laws are obeyed in our implementation of =, since
.
= is implemented as a wrapper around uniﬁcation, which is implemented
according to the standard uniﬁcation algorithm described in Chapter 2.
The only additional action is that a counter for fresh variables is passed
along with the computed substitution, but this counter is not aﬀected by
.
the computation of =, so the interesting properties only concern the answer
substitutions.
Also the Leibnitz law about substitution of equals for equals holds. It is a
consequence of the implementation of & and a healthiness property which
will be proved later. This property states that predicates do not diﬀerentiate
between arguments which have the same value under the input substitution.
We have:
.
.
t1 = t2 & r t1 ≡ t1 = t2 & r t2 .

(4.28)

This is true because, in each case the ﬁrst conjunct computes a substitution
in which t1 is uniﬁed with t2 . The & operator then passes this substitution
as an input to predicates r t1 and r t2 , and due to the property mentioned
above, these predicates do not diﬀerentiate between the arguments t1 and
t2 , when applied to a substitution where these two are uniﬁed.
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This last law is particularly useful for program transformation, because it
is used to simulate the passing of computed substitutions between the conjuncts; it reproduces the eﬀect of a computation of uniﬁcations and a subsequent application of the remaining predicates to this input.
The algebraic laws presented in this section are shown valid for the implementation of embedding that computes by depth-ﬁrst search. The rest of
the thesis extends this result in several ways. First we introduce implementations of the embedding for alternative search strategies, and use these in
a categorical setting to analyse the completeness of this set of laws, and
their genericity. Then we use this list of laws to argue for the correctness
of the embedding, by simulating LD-resolution. Finally, we use the laws to
conduct program transformation.
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Chapter 5

Diﬀerent Search Strategies
The basic implementation of embedding uses streams to mimic the standard
depth-ﬁrst strategy of Prolog. We now explore alternative implementations
for two other search strategies: a model where the search tree is traversed
in a breadth-ﬁrst manner, and a general model which allows any traversal.

5.1

Breadth-ﬁrst search

In a model that allows breadth-ﬁrst search, we need to maintain the information about the computational cost for each answer. The cost of an answer is
measured by the number of resolution steps required in its computation. To
record this information, we let predicates in our breadth-ﬁrst model return
a stream of bags, or a matrix , of answers; each successive bag of answers
in the stream contains the answers with the same computational ‘cost’. In
order to present simpler deﬁnitions of predicate operators, where we are not
distracted by questions of the exact depth at which a predicate terminates,
we let this stream of bags be inﬁnite for all predicate calls.
The underlying implementation of bags and lists is same in a functional
language, but we use the Bag type constructor to stress the semantical
diﬀerence, and we use bag equality for all our algebraic laws. Since each
bag represents the ﬁnite number of answers reached at the same depth, of
the search tree, and since there are only a ﬁnite number of branches in each
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node in the search tree, all the bags must be ﬁnite. In such case, the bag
equality is always computable. The type of Predicate is thus:
type Predicate = Answer → Matrix Answer ,
type Matrix a = Stream (Bag a).
The implementations of the operators  and & need to be adapted to work
on matrices and to propagate the cost information for answers.
The  operator simply zips the two matrices into a single one, by taking the
bag-union  of all the bags of answers with the same cost, and returning
a single stream of these new bags. The function zipwith does this pairwise
union; it requires that its input lists are of the same length, but this is
ensured since in the breadth-ﬁrst model the streams p1 (σ) and p2 (σ) are
inﬁnite for any σ. So the implementation of  in the breadth-ﬁrst model is:
(p1  p2 ) x = zipwith () (p1 x) (p2 x).

(5.1)

The implementation of & is harder, because for each answer it has to add
the costs of its component computations. The idea is ﬁrst to compute the
answers to p1 (σ), then map p2 on each answer σ  in the resulting matrix by
the matrix-map function mmap, and then to ﬂatten the resulting matrix of
matrices to a single matrix of answers according to the cost. This ﬂattening
is done by the shuﬄe function as explained below. The &-operator is thus:
p1 & p2 = shuﬄe · mmap p2 · p1 .

(5.2)

We now try to illustrate this deﬁnition of &. Let, for the sake of brevity,
S stand for for streams and L for ﬁnite lists, and recall that our bags are
implemented as ﬁnite lists.
The function mmap is simply a composition of map with itself. A matrix is
a stream of bags, so we write SL. The result of mmap p2 · p1 is then of type
SLSL. It can be visualised as a matrix of matrices, where each element of
the outer matrix corresponds to a single answer of p1 (σ). The ﬁrst row in
this matrix contains all the answers to p1 (σ) with cost zero, the next row
contains all the answers to p1 (σ) with cost one etc. Each such answer σ  is
used as an input to p2 and consequently gives rise to a new stream of lists of
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answers, which are represented by the elements of the inner matrices. The
ﬁrst row of the resulting sub-matrix contains the answers to p2 (σ  ) with cost
zero and so on.
The cost of each answer to (p1 & p2 )(σ) is obtained by combining the costs
of the two computations. For example, the answers of mmap p2 · p1 (σ) with
cost 2 are marked in the drawing below:

The rows of both the main matrix and the sub-matrices are ﬁnite, while the
columns of both are inﬁnite.
The function shuﬄe collects all the answers marked in the drawing, and all
the other corresponding answers, into lists. It returns a stream of bags SL,
where the ﬁrst bag contains all the answers with combined cost zero, the
next bag contains the answers with cost one, and so on.
Thus, shuﬄe is given an SLSL of answers, and it has to return an SL. Two
auxiliary functions are required to do this: diag and transpose:
diag :: Stream (Stream a) → Stream (List a)
diag xss = [[(xss ! i) ! (n − i) | i ← [0..n]] | n ← [0..]],

transpose :: List (Stream a) → Stream (List a)
transpose xss = [[xs ! n | xs ← [xss]] | n ← [0..]].
A stream of streams is converted to a stream of lists by diag, by collecting one
element from each stream in a list, following the ﬁnite diagonal. So, in diag,
if xss(i, j) denotes the j th element in the ith list of xss, the ﬁrst resulting
list contains only the element xss(0, 0), the second list contains elements
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xss(1, 0) and xss(0, 1), and so on. Thus, diag can be used to combine the
costs of answers, but ﬁrst we need to convert the input SLSL to form which
can be processed by diag; this is done by transpose. This function converts
a list of streams to a stream of lists, by collecting all the ﬁrst elements of
each stream in the ﬁrst list, and so on. Since there is a ﬁnite number of
streams in the input, each resulting list must be ﬁnite.
Given diag and transpose, the function shuﬄe can be implemented as follows. The input to shuﬄe is of type SLSL. The application of map transpose
swaps the middle LS to an SL, and gives SSLL. Then the application of diag
converts the outermost SS to SL and returns SLLL. This can now be used
as input to map (concat · concat) which ﬂattens the three innermost levels
of lists into a single list, and returns SL:
shuﬄe = map (concat · concat) · diag · map transpose.
From the deﬁnitions of these functions it can be proved by structural induction on the matrices that they enjoy the following algebraic properties:
mmap (f · g) = (mmap f ) · (mmap g),

(5.3)

mmap f · shuﬄe = shuﬄe · mmap (mmap f ),

(5.4)

shuﬄe · mmap shuﬄe = shuﬄe · shuﬄe,

(5.5)

zipwith f (zipwith f l1 l2 ) l3 = zipwith f l1 (zipwith f l2 l3 ),

(5.6)

mmap f (zipwith g l1 l2 ) = zipwith g (mmap f l1 )(mmap f l2 ), (5.7)
shuﬄe · zipwith () l1 l2 = zipwith ()(shuﬄe l1 )(shuﬄe l2 ).

(5.8)

The law (5.6) requires that f is associative, and the law (5.7) holds only if
f and g “commute” in the sense that f (g a b) = g (f a) (f b). For these
equalities to hold it is necessary to interpret the equality sign in the laws as
equality of streams of bags rather than a stream equality. Since all the bags
are ﬁnite, such equalities are computable.
The predicate true has to be lifted to matrices, where true(σ) returns the
inﬁnite stream with the bag containing σ as its only answer at level 0, and
empty bags at all other levels. The predicate false in the matrix model has
no answers at any level so for any input answer it returns an inﬁnite stream
.
of empty streams [[ ], [ ], . . . ]. The predicate operators ∃, = and not can be
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implemented in a very similar way to their implementation in the depth-ﬁrst
model. So, the only other signiﬁcant changes from Chapter 3 are:
true x = [x] : repeat [ ],

(5.9)

false x = repeat [ ].

(5.10)

Finally, the book-keeping of the resolution costs for each of the answers to
a predicate is implemented by the function step, with type Predicate →
Predicate. In the breadth-ﬁrst model, the deﬁnition of each predicate needs
to be changed to perform a call to step on the outermost level; the cost
of computation of the predicate should be increased by one each time the
deﬁnition is unfolded. Therefore, in the breadth-ﬁrst model, step p(σ) shifts
all the bags of answers to p(σ) one position to the right:
step p x = [ ] : (p x).

(5.11)

Further, all the algebraic laws for true, false, & and  listed in Chapter 4
hold in this model as well. As before, the proofs of these laws are based
on equational reasoning. The proofs here correspond exactly to the ones
from Chapter 4. They depend on the deﬁnitions of the operators and on
the properties (5.3–5.8) of matrix functions for mmap, shuﬄe and zipwith.
For example, in the proof of the associativity of , we use the associativity
property of zipwith (5.6), and in the proof of the right-distributivity of &
through  we use the distributivity properties of mmap and shuﬄe through
zipwith (5.7–5.8). A thorough mathematical treatment of all the laws in this
model can be found in Spivey [132]. As an example we show the proof of
the associativity of & in this model:
(p1 & p2 ) & p3
= shuﬄe · mmap p3 · shuﬄe · mmap p2 · p1

by (5.2)

= shuﬄe · shuﬄe · (mmap mmap p3 ) · mmap p2 · p1

by (5.4)

= shuﬄe · mmap shuﬄe · (mmap mmap p3 ) · mmap p2 · p1

by (5.5)

= shuﬄe · mmap (shuﬄe · mmap p3 · p2 ) · p1

by (5.3)

= p1 & (p2 & p3 ).

by (5.2)

As mentioned earlier in this section, we choose to let all predicates in this
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model return in inﬁnite stream of answer lists, where in the case of a ﬁnite
LD-tree, the answer lists eventually become empty. With this choice, we
compromise the information about the ﬁniteness of the LD-tree, but in return the algebraic laws remain simple, and the same as in the other models.
In the alternative implementation of this model, where the ﬁnite LD-tree
corresponds to a ﬁnite lists of lists of answers, two programs that are identical for all practical purposes could diﬀer in how many empty lists of answers
they return after having returned the last “proper” answer. These empty
lists may appear due to the “ﬂattening” of the matrix. Since the equality in
our algebraic laws means extensional equality of two Haskell programs, we
would not be able to equate a program that returns one additional empty
list with one that returns none.
The implementation of a breadth ﬁrst model that incorporates the information about the ﬁniteness of the LD-tree is, however, not diﬃcult. The
signiﬁcant changes are only required for the functions diag and transpose,
where one has to deal with the case where on of the sub-lists terminates
before the others:
diag :: Stream (Stream a) → Stream (List a)
diag [ ] = [ ]
diag ([ ] : xss) = [ ] : diag xss
diag ((x : xs) : xss) = [x] : zipw (++) (map wrap xs) (diag xss),
transpose :: List (Stream a) → Stream (List a)
transpose [ ] = [ ]
transpose (xs : xss) = zipw (++) (map wrap xs) (transpose xss).
Here the function zipw corresponds to the function zipwith which has been
adapted to deal with input lists of diﬀerent lengths:
zipw :: (a → a → a) → List a → List a → List a
zipw f xs [ ] = xs
zipw f [ ] ys = ys
zipw f (x : xs) (y : ys) = f x y : zipw f xs ys.
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5.2

The general search model

In a model that allows the use of both depth-ﬁrst and breadth-ﬁrst search, the
predicates can be modelled by functions returning lists of trees, or forests,
of answers. The answers to a predicate call are found in the leaves of the
trees in the returned forest, and the cost of each answer corresponds to its
depth in the respective tree.
The motivation for choosing forests rather than just trees for the type of
answers is that  and & cannot be cost-preserving on trees. If only trees
were used, p1  p2 would have to combine their trees of answers by inserting
them under a new parent node in a new tree, but that would increase the
cost of each answer to p1  p2 by one. For example, the answers to p  false
would in the tree model cost more than the answers to p, which would be
wrong – the number of resolution steps performed is the same. Also, in the
tree model the  operation would not be associative.
The type Answer is same as before. Each inner node in a tree can have an
arbitrary number of children; this can be implemented by collecting all the
children nodes in a new forest:
type Predicate = Answer → Forest Answer ,
type Forest a = List (Tree a),
data Tree a = Leaf a | Fork (Forest a).
The implementations of  and & operators in this model are similar to
the implementations in the stream model, but have to preserve the cost
information for answers. The  operator actually stays the same, it just
concatenates the two forests of answers, since forests are lists of trees and
since costs of answers do not change in the computation of :
(p1  p2 ) x = p1 x ++ p2 x.

(5.12)

During the computation of (p1 & p2 )(σ) in the forest model, p1 computes its
answers ﬁrst and returns them as leaves of the resulting forest. Then p2 is
applied to each leaf σ  in this forest. This application is performed by the
function fmap, and it results in a new forest of answers at each leaf. These
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forests are grafted into the corresponding trees by the function fgraft:
p1 & p2 = fgraft · fmap p2 · p1 .

(5.13)

The functions fgraft and fmap are central for the general search model; using
intuition about streams, fgraft can be thought of as concat for forests, and
fmap as map for forests. They are implemented using the auxiliary functions
tgraft and tmap as follows:
fgraft = concat · map tgraft,

(5.14)

tgraft (Leaf x) = x,

(5.15)

tgraft (Fork x) = [ Fork (fgraft x) ],

(5.16)

fmap f = map (tmap f ),

(5.17)

tmap f (Leaf x) = Leaf (f x),

(5.18)

tmap f (Fork xf) = Fork (fmap f xf).

(5.19)

From these deﬁnitions it can be proved by structural induction that fmap
and fgraft are both homomorphisms with respect to ++, and that they share
the standard properties of the functions map and concat:
fmap (g · f ) = (fmap g) · (fmap f ),

(5.20)

fmap f · fgraft = fgraft · fmap (fmap f ),

(5.21)

fgraft · fgraft = fgraft · fmap fgraft.

(5.22)

In terms of category theory, (5.20) expresses the fact that fmap is a functor,
as are map and mmap; (5.21) expresses that fgraft is a natural transformation, as are concat and shuﬄe; and (5.22) expresses the associativity law,
and we had the same associativity properties in the previous two models.
We shall return to these similarities in the next chapter.
As an example, we give the proof of (5.22). The function fgraft is deﬁned
through indirect recursion with the function tgraft, so a proof of (5.22)
requires a simultaneous inductive proof of the equation (5.23):
fgraft · tgraft = tgraft · tmap fgraft.
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(5.23)

Assuming that (5.23) holds, we prove (5.22):
fgraft · fgraft
= concat · map tgraft · concat · map tgraft

by (5.14)

= concat · concat · map (map tgraft) · map tgraft

by (2.3)

= concat · map concat · map (map tgraft) · map tgraft

by (2.4)

= concat · map (concat · map tgraft · tgraft)

by (2.2)

= concat · map (fgraft · tgraft)

by (5.14)

= concat · map (tgraft · tmap fgraft)

by (5.23)

= concat · map tgraft · map (tmap fgraft)
= fgraft · fmap fgraft

by (2.2)
by (5.14,5.17)

To prove (5.23), we need to look at both inductive cases. The proof of the
base case, fgraft (tgraft (Leaf xf)) = tgraft (tmap fgraft (Leaf xf)), follows
trivialy from the deﬁnitions (5.15) and (5.18). In the proof of the step case,
if xft = Fork xf and the induction hypothesis (5.22) holds of xf , we ﬁnd:
(fgraft · tgraft) (Fork xf )
= fgraft [ Fork (fgraft xf ) ]

by (5.16)

= concat (map tgraft [ Fork (fgraft xf ) ])

by (5.14)

= concat [ tgraft (Fork (fgraft xf )) ]

by (map)

= [ tgraft (Fork (fgraft xf )) ]

by (concat)

= [ Fork (fgraft (fgraft xf )) ]

by (5.16)

= [ Fork (fgraft (fmap fgraft xf )) ]

by (5.22)

= tgraft (Fork (fmap fgraft xf ))

by (5.16)

= tgraft · tmap fgraft (Fork xf )

by (5.19)

Regarding the remainding basic predicate operators of the embedding, not
much change is needed. The types are diﬀerent, but the implementation of
.
∃, = and not operators is otherwise analogous to that in the depth-ﬁrst and
breadth-ﬁrst models.
The same strong analogy holds for the primitive predicates true and false.
In the depth-ﬁrst model false(σ) returned the empty stream and true(σ)
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returned the singleton list containing σ. Now we make false(σ) return the
empty forest and true(σ) returns the one-leaf forest [ Leaf (σ) ]:
true x = [ Leaf x ],

(5.24)

false x = [ ].

(5.25)

In this model, the function step pushes all the computed answers one level
down the tree by adding a new parent node as a root. Given a forest of
answers p(σ), the function step creates a new a tree with Fork , and converts
this tree into a singleton forest:
step p x = [ Fork (p x) ].
Regarding the algebraic laws for the operators, the laws that were listed in
Chapter 4 hold of this model as of the previous two. In the forest model, the
proofs for laws regarding true and false follow directly from the deﬁnitions
of the operators; the associativity of  follows from the associativity of ++;
the associativity of & has a similar proof as for matrices and uses (5.20–
5.22); and the proof of the distributivity of & through  from the left uses
the distributivity of fgraft and fmap through ++.

5.3

Laws regarding step

In Chapter 4, we have listed laws concerning the embedding that are true
both in the declarative and the operational sense. However, if we wish to
use the laws for program transformation and derivation, we need to step
over the “operational” boundary, and be more permissive in our criteria
about the usable laws. Indeed, if the transformed predicate is to become
computationally superior to the starting predicate, it must have a diﬀerent
search tree, and all our previous laws preserve the shape of the search tree.
For the purposes of program transformation, we wish to view two programs
as equal if they compute the same collection of answers. This is a stricter notion of equality than the one provided by the declarative reading of logic programs, according to which two programs with the same declarative semantics
might produce completely diﬀerent results (under some search strategies).
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On the other hand, the procedural equality of logic programs that arises from
the laws (4.1–4.28) is arguably too strict for interesting program transformation techniques.
The laws presented in this section equate predicates with diﬀerent search
trees which still result in the same set of computed answers, under any given
search strategy. However, now we do not require for the respective streams,
matrices or forests of computed answers to be equal.
In order for this criterion to be satisﬁed under all search strategies, the two
predicates must have similar search trees, in sense that all the branches containing the ﬁnitely reachable leaves must be found in the same left-to-right
order. However, the ﬁnitely reachable answers may be found at (ﬁnitely) different relative depths, and the internal nodes may have diﬀerent branching
factors. Indeed, the search trees of more eﬃcient predicates will typically
have shorter paths to the answers leaves and the the internal nodes with the
high branching factor will be further away from the root node.
The construction of the search tree for an embedded predicate is captured
by the function step. As discussed earlier, the rôle of function step in fair
search models is to account for the cost of an answer; each time a predicate
deﬁnition is unfolded, step records this by either pushing the answers down
by one level in the search tree, or down by one row in the matrix. Informally,
step provides a “timed” interpretation of logic programming, and can be
thought of as a tick in the timed models of processes, as in CSP [64]. The
diﬀerence in the shape of the tree, or alternatively in the structure of the
matrix, can be captured by manipulating occurences of step, and the laws we
present in this section capture the manipulations which yield similar trees.
It is worth noting that the laws presented here hold trivially in the unfair
search model of depth-ﬁrst traversal. This is because this model implements
step as the identity function, since the cost of an answer is inconsequential.
The following properties of step preserve the search tree, and therefore the
cost and order of answers under any search strategy:
(step p1 ) & p2 = step (p1 & p2 ),

(5.26)

∃x. step p = step (∃x. p).

(5.27)
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The following laws allow us to equate predicates with similar trees:
p1 & (step p2 )  step (p1 & p2 ),

(5.28)

(step p1 )  (step p2 )  step (p1  p2 ),

(5.29)

step p  step (step p).

(5.30)

In law (5.28), the step on the right-hand side pushes all the answers one
level down by inserting a new branch at the bottom, while the step on the
left-hand side adds a new branch at the top. The law (5.29) lets us move a
branching point one step down the tree. Finally, the law (5.30) allows us to
shorten a path between the two nodes.
We shall use the laws presented in this section for program transformation
in Chapter 9, but for now we return to the list of laws that hold in the
procedural sense. We have so far show that the three implementations of the
embedding, corresponding to diﬀerent search models, share the same list of
algebraic laws. The laws presented in Chapter 3 hold for the corresponding
operators in each model. We now proceed to formalise and explore this
strong algebraic relationship between the diﬀerent models.
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Chapter 6

The Relationship Between
Search Strategies
In this chapter the depth-ﬁrst and breadth-ﬁrst models are shown to be
special cases of a general model of tree searching. We show that the laws
regarding search are an enrichment of the categorical concept of a monad,
and we explore the links between such monads.

6.1

Three search monads

The aim of this section is to present the mathematical framework which will
help us explore and express the relationships between our three models.
Moggi introduced in [88], and Wadler later popularised in [144, 145], the
idea that many aspects of functional programming, for example laziness or
eagerness of evaluation, and even non-functional aspects such as nondeterminism or handling of input and output, can be captured by the monad
construction from category theory. Our models of logic programming, and
their relationships, relate in a similar manner to concepts from category
theory.
It is useful to note that, even though we use the language of category theory to present the results in this chapter, this work could also have been
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presented with no reference to category theory. Its use here merely shortens
the presentation, and oﬀers intuition about some generic properties of the
functions involved.
We have so far described implementations of three search strategies for logic
programming, and we have seen that the same set of algebraic laws holds
for the structuring operators of each model. We now show that the common
behaviour of these models can be captured by a certain extension of a monad ,
and that the relationship between the three models can be described as a
monad morphism. Finally, we show that our forest model is indeed the
most general model satisfying our speciﬁcation of such extended monads; in
categorical language, it is the initial object of the category of search monads.
A monad is a type constructor T together with a triple (mapT , unitT , joinT ),
where mapT , unitT and joinT are polymorphic functions with types:
mapT :: (a → b) → T a → T b,
unitT :: a → T a,
joinT :: T (T a) → T a.
Below we denote the identity function as id. For such a triple T to qualify
as a monad, the following equalities must be satisﬁed:
mapT id = id ,

(6.1)

mapT (f · g) = mapT f · mapT g,

(6.2)

mapT f · unitT = unitT · f ,

(6.3)

mapT f · joinT = joinT · mapT (mapT f ),

(6.4)

joinT · unitT = id ,

(6.5)

joinT · mapT unitT = id ,

(6.6)

joinT · mapT joinT = joinT · joinT .

(6.7)

In terms of category theory, the equalities (6.1) and (6.2) express that T and
mapT form a functor . The equalities (6.3) and (6.4) express that unitT and
joinT are natural transformations, and the equalities (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7)
express the monad laws; (6.5) is usually referred to as the left unit law, (6.6)
as the right unit law, and (6.6) is the associative law for the monad.
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Our depth-ﬁrst model of search can be captured by a monad Stream, for
which we will use S as a subscript. In this monad, the type constructor
is Stream, and mapS is the standard stream function map; unitS is the
basic list unit constructor [−], and joinS is concat. One can easily verify
that (map, [−], concat) is a monad. The equations (6.1, 6.2, 6.4) and (6.7)
correspond to the standard laws for list operators (2.1–2.4); the rest of the
equations follow from the deﬁnitions of map and concat.
For our breadth-ﬁrst search model, the Matrix monad, denoted by M ,
results from taking mmap for mapM , the inﬁnite matrix unit constructor
[[−], [ ], [ ], . . . ] for unitM and shuﬄe for joinM . The equations (6.2), (6.4)
and (6.7) for this monad correspond to the equations (5.3–5.5), and the remaining equations can be proved from the deﬁnitions of the matrix functions
mmap and shuﬄe.
Finally, the Forest monad, denoted by F , results from taking the function
fmap for mapF , the forest unit constructor [Leaf −] for unitF and fgraft for
joinF . Again, the equations (6.2), (6.4) and (6.7) for this monad are the same
as the equations (5.20–5.22) described in Section 5.2, and the remaining ones
can be proved from the deﬁnitions of the forest functions fmap and fgraft.
For example, the unit laws (6.5) and (6.6) for this monad are:
fgraft · [Leaf ] = id

fgraft · fmap [Leaf ] = id,

both of which follow from the deﬁnitions of fgraft, concat and fmap.
Given any monad T , we can deﬁne a composition operator

T called the

Kleisli composition (cf. [10]), such that:
() :: (a → T b) → (b → T c) → (a → T c),

(6.8)

p T q = joinT · mapT q · p.

(6.9)

The operator

T is associative with unit element unitT :

 p = p,

(6.10)

p  unitT = p,

(6.11)

m  (p  q) = (m  p)  q.

(6.12)

unitT
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The operator

T corresponds exactly to the deﬁnition of the operator &

in each of the models, and unitT corresponds to our function true in each
model. We know that in all three models & is associative with unit element true, so the laws (6.10–6.12) are satisﬁed in the Stream, Matrix and
Forest monads. In that sense we can say that they capture the algebraic
semantics of the operator & and predicate true in our three models of logic
programming.
The remaining structural parts of each model are the implementations of ,
false, and step. We have seen that  and false have very similar implementations and behaviour in each model. We wish to capture that common
behaviour and properties in an extension of the above notion of monad.
In this general setting we shall refer to  in each model as orT , to false as
emptyT , and to step as wrapT . We continue to write orT as an inﬁx operator.
Regarding orT and emptyT , we know that in all the three models, the operator corresponding to orT is associative and has the predicate corresponding
to emptyT as its unit element, and that

T distributes through orT from

the left, but not from the right. Further, the predicate emptyT is a left zero
for

T :

emptyT orT p = p,

(6.13)

p orT emptyT = p,

(6.14)

p1 orT (p2 orT p3 ) = (p1 orT p2 ) orT p3 ,

(6.15)

(p1 orT p2 ) T p3 = (p1 T p3 ) orT (p2 T p3 )

(6.16)

emptyT

T p = emptyT .

(6.17)

We can reduce the last two laws in this list using the deﬁnition of

T in

terms of joinT and mapT . Then the law (6.16) is equivalent to the two laws
(6.18–6.19), and the law (6.17) is equivalent to (6.20–6.21). We have:
mapT f (p1 orT p2 ) = (mapT f p1 ) orT (mapT f p2 ),

(6.18)

joinT (p1 orT p2 ) = (joinT p1 ) orT (joinT p2 ),

(6.19)

mapT f emptyT = emptyT ,

(6.20)

emptyT joinT = emptyT .

(6.21)
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Here the law (6.18) simply states that orT is a natural transformation, and
the law (6.20) states that emptyT is a natural transformation.
Regarding wrapT , the implementation of step in each model is dictated by
the type of predicates in the search model, so, wrapT captures some essential
information about the behaviour of the search models. The central property
of wrapT in each model is that it is a natural transformation, and that it
commutes with joinT :
wrapT · joinT = joinT · wrapT .

(6.22)

In depth-ﬁrst search model step is the identity so this property holds trivially. In the breadth-ﬁrst model join is implemented by shuﬄe, which sorts
the answers from the input Matrix(Matrix) to a single Matrix , while step
advances all the answers from the input Matrix further by one list. Informally, we can either advance all the answers and then shuﬄe, or shuﬄe and
then advance. The proof is by structural induction. The argument is the
same for the forest model, with fgraft and step.
Adding orT , emptyT and wrapT , we deﬁne an extended monad as a six-tuple:
T + = (mapT , unitT , joinT , emptyT , orT , wrapT ),
such that mapT is a functor, and unitT , joinT , emptyT , orT , and wrapT are
natural transformations with the following properties:
1. mapT obeys the functor laws (6.1–6.2),
2. (mapT , unitT , joinT ) form a monad, respecting the laws (6.3–6.7),
3. orT , emptyT and wrapT are natural transformations, (6.18, 6.20, 6.22),
4. orT is associative with unit emptyT , as in (6.13–6.15),
5. joinT distributes over orT , as in law (6.19), and
6. emptyT is a left zero for joinT , as in law (6.21).
The ﬁrst two requirements above are the “inherited” properties of a monad.
These six requirements correspond exactly to our algebraic laws. Thus, the
extended monads Stream, Matrix and Forest capture the algebraic semantics
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of the three diﬀerent scheduling strategies for logic programming.
Stream = (map,

unitS , concat, emptyS , orS , id),

Matrix = (mmap, unitM , shuﬄe, emptyM , orM , wrapM ),
Forest = (fmap, unitF , fgraft, emptyF , orF , wrapF ).
The function T is a Kleisli composition for each basic monad, and is therefore determined by joinT and mapT .
We can easily convince ourselves that all the ﬁve requirements above hold for
each of these extended monads. The ﬁrst property holds as a consequence
of the way polymorphic recursive data types are deﬁned in Haskell. The
second and third property, stating the associativity of  and &, and their
unit elements, can be proved as in Chapter 4 for all other extended monads.
The fourth property states that joinT distributes over orT , and we know
from chapters 3 and 5 that concat, shuﬄe and fgraft distribute over ++,
zipwith  and ++ respectively. As we have shown in the equational proofs
in each model, the right-distributivity of & through  follows from these
two properties. The ﬁfth property states that the zero elements for, concat,
shuﬄe and fgraft, are respectively [ ], [[ ], [ ], . . . ] and [ ]; it follows directly
from the deﬁnitions of these functions. This is the property that is used
together with the fact that the map functions in each model leave these
terms unchanged, to prove in each model that empty is a left zero of &. The
last property on the list above requires that wrapT is well-behaved in the
sense discussed before, where the omitted proof can be done by structural
induction.

6.2

The relationships between monads

In the most general model, each query to a logic program returns a forest
corresponding to the search tree of the query. We now show that the other
two search models can be obtained from this most general one.
The forest of answers can be converted to a stream of answers, by traversing the forest in a depth-ﬁrst manner. The function dfs below, with type
Forest a → Stream a, implement this traversal strategy. Alternatively, the
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forest can be converted to a matrix of answers, by traversing the tree in
a breadth-ﬁrst manner. This traversal is implemented by the function bfs
below, with type Forest a → Stream List a. For the purpose of printing the
answers from this breadth-ﬁrst matrix, it can be ﬂattened to a single stream
of answers by simple concatenation.
The dfs function applies the auxiliary dfs1 function to each tree in the input
forest and concatenates the resulting streams. The function dfs1 returns the
leaf nodes of each tree in a depth-ﬁrst manner, by recursively calling dfs:
dfs xﬀ = foldr concat [ ] (map dfs1 xﬀ),

(6.23)

dfs1 (Leaf x) = [x],

(6.24)

dfs1 (Fork xf) = dfs xf.

(6.25)

Then, by (6.23), for a singleton forest [t], we have dfs [t] = dfs1 t, and for a
forest [t1 , . . . , tn ] we get:
dfs [t1 , . . . , tn ] = (dfs1 t1 ) ++ . . . ++ (dfs1 tn ).
The bfs function needs to take account of the cost of the answers. It does
this by converting each of the trees in the input forest into matrices, using
the auxiliary function bfs1 , and collecting the answers with same cost from
each matrix into bags using zipwith . We have:
bfs xﬀ = foldr (zipwith ) falseM (map bfs1 xﬀ),

(6.26)

bfs1 (Leaf x) = [x] : repeat [ ],

(6.27)

bfs1 (Fork xf) = [ ] : bfs xf.

(6.28)

Again, by (6.26), for a singleton forest [t], we have bfs [t] = bfs1 t, and for a
forest [t1 , . . . , tn ] we get:
bfs [t1 , . . . , tn ] = (bfs1 t1 ) (zipwith ) . . . (zipwith ) (bfs1 tn ).
Below we argue that any query results in the same stream of depth-ﬁrst
sorted answers regardless whether one computes the answers in the stream
model, or one computes the answers by the forest model and then applies dfs
to this forest. Also, one gets the same matrix of breadth-ﬁrst sorted answers,
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either by computing queries directly in the matrix model or by applying bfs
to the forest resulting from the most general model. Categorically speaking,
we show that there exist morphisms between the three monads, and that
they are exactly the functions dfs and bfs.
The polymorphic function dfs is a morphism between the extended monads
Forest and Stream if it maps the predicates unitF and emptyF to their counterparts in the stream model and if it preserves the behaviour of the basic
predicates operators. Formally, dfs is a Forest =⇒ Stream morphism if:
dfs · unitF = unitS ,

(6.29)

dfs · emptyF = emptyS ,

(6.30)

dfs · mapF f = mapS f · dfs,

(6.31)

dfs · (p1 F p2 ) = (dfs · p1 ) S (dfs · p2 ),

(6.32)

dfs · (p1 orF p2 ) = (dfs · p1 ) orS (dfs · p2 ).

(6.33)

dfs · wrapF = wrapS · dfs.

(6.34)

The equations (6.29) and (6.30) follow directly from the deﬁnitions of dfs
and the predicates true and false in the depth-ﬁrst and general models. The
proof of (6.33) is a simple consequence of the distributivity of concat and
map through ++. The proof of (6.34) follows from the deﬁnition of step in
the forest model and the fact that step is identity in the depth-ﬁrst model.
The proofs of equations (6.31) and (6.32) are slightly more complicated than
the others. The proof of (6.31) requires a simultaneous induction for dfs and
dfs1 , similarly to the proof of (5.22). Equation (6.32) requires in addition a
proof of the following lemma:
dfs · fgraft = concat · (dfs ∗ dfs).

(6.35)

The proof of (6.35) can also be done by simultaneous induction on dfs and
dfs1 . Expressed in a commuting diagram, it means:
Forest (Forest X )

dfs∗dfs
»

Stream (Stream X )

fgraft

concat
¯

Forest X

¯

»

dfs
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Stream X

Here dfs ∗ dfs denotes a categorical construction called the horizontal composition of natural transformations (cf. [10]). In the case at hand we have:
dfs ∗ dfs = dfs · fmap dfs = map dfs · dfs.

(6.36)

These equations are instances of the so-called exchange law for natural transformations. The two expressions for dfs ∗ dfs are equal because the diagram
below can be proved to commute:

Forest (Forest X )
fmap dfs
¯

dfs

Forest (Stream X )


dfs∗dfs




Stream (Forest X )

»

·

»

dfs

map dfs
¯

Stream (Stream X )

This diagram corresponds to the fact that given a forest of forests, and using
depth-ﬁrst search, it does not matter which forest we choose to ﬁrst ﬂatten
to a stream. Using (6.31) and(6.35), the proof of (6.32) is:
dfs · (p1 F p2 )
= dfs · joinF · mapF p2 · p1

by (5.13)

= joinS · mapS dfs · dfs · mapF p2 · p1

by (6.35, 6.36)

= joinS · mapS dfs · mapS p2 · dfs · p1

by (6.31)

= joinS · mapS (dfs · p2 ) · dfs · p1

by (2.2)

= (dfs · p1 ) S (dfs · p2 ).

by (3.3)

Similarly, to prove that also bfs is a monad morphism, we need to show
that it correctly maps predicates unitF and emptyF and that it preserves the
correspondences between the basic operators of the two models:
bfs · unitF = unitM ,

(6.37)

bfs · emptyF = emptyM ,

(6.38)

bfs · mapF f = mapM f · bfs,

(6.39)

bfs · (p1 F p2 ) = (bfs · p1 ) M (bfs · p2 ),

(6.40)

bfs · (p1 orF p2 ) = (bfs · p1 ) orM (bfs · p2 ).

(6.41)

bfs · wrapF = wrapM · bfs.

(6.42)
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The proofs of (6.37, 6.38, 6.41) and (6.42) follow the same simple pattern
as in for the dfs morphism, and are based directly on the deﬁnitions of the
corresponding functions in the respective models of search. The proof of
(6.40) requires the following two lemmas, which correspond to the lemmas
(6.35) and (6.36) used in the proof for (6.32) for dfs. These lemmas can as
well be proved by structural induction on forests:
bfs · fgraft = shuﬄe · (bfs ∗ bfs),

(6.43)

bfs ∗ bfs = bfs · fmap bfs = mmap bfs · bfs.

(6.44)

Thus, bfs is a morphism between the extended monads Forest and Matrix.
Another interesting monad for survey of search is the monad Set where the
answers are returned as sets. This monad would correspond to an algebraic
formulation of the least Herbrand models semantics of logic programs. The
operators in this monad are less operational;  would be a union of the
least Herbrand models of answers to its two arguments, & would be their
intersection, and so on. For some collect1 and collect2 which remove the
information about the ordering and the multiplicity of answers, we have:
Forest monad


Õ







 dfs

  


bfs 

collect1

Stream monad

?
µ

«

Õ

±

Matrix
monad







 collect2

Set monad

Concerning this chapter, the interesting question relating to the Set monad
is whether it plays a special role in the category of search models, that is,
whether it is a ﬁnal object of the category. An object C in a category is
ﬁnal if, for any other object D of the category, there is a unique morphism
D → C. However, there is no morphism from Stream to the Set monad,
because the depth-ﬁrst model is not fair, and is consequently not complete.
As in Prolog, this search strategy can diverge and does not always return all
the answers implied by the program. The lack of this arrow in the diagram
above shows that Set is not ﬁnal. In fact, the existence of a morphism from
a monad T to the Set monad can be taken as the semantic deﬁnition of
fairness in a search model corresponding to the extended monad T.
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6.3

Initiality of the Forest monad

In this section we show the uniqueness of the homomorphism between the
Forest monad and any extended monad, and therefore conclude that Forest
is the initial object of the category of extended monads. This result follows
the properties (1–6) from the deﬁnition of the extended monad.
The proof of the uniqueness of homomorphisms between the Forest monad
and other extended monads is based on a generalisation from functions dfs
and bfs to a function h. Let us make the following recursive deﬁnition of a
polymorphic function h:
h :: Forest a → T a
h xs = foldr (orT ) emptyT (map h1 xs),

(a)

and a function h1 :
h1 :: Tree a → T a
h1 (Leaf x) = trueT x

(b)

h1 (Fork xf ) = wrapT (h xf ).

(c)

Because this is a deﬁnition of two functions by mutual structural recursion,
we can be sure that exactly one pair of functions h and h1 satisﬁes (a–c).
According to this deﬁnition, the function h recursively applies h1 to each of
the trees in the list that is the input forest; the function h1 converts each
tree into a type T of the respective goal monad – a Stream, Matrix , or other;
ﬁnally, h converts the resulting Stream T into a T , by folding the stream
with the union operator orT of the extended monad T . Presented with a
Leaf , the function h1 uses trueT of the corresponding monad to package an
answer in a unit Stream, Matrix , or other. Presented with a Forest xf, h1
converts it to T by applying the mutually recursive call to h to all the trees
in xf. In order to preserve the cost information from the input forest, at this
stage the function wrapT needs to be applied.
This deﬁnition of h and h1 is analogous to the deﬁnitions for dfs and bfs and
their auxiliary functions. As for those deﬁnitions, the relationship between
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h and h1 is captured by the following equation:
h [t] = h1 t.

(h)

We need to prove that the implementation of h, captured by equations (a–
c), implies the same structure preserving properties as respected by dfs and
bfs. Generalising to any extended monad T , these properties are:
h · mapF f = mapT f · h,

(i)

h · joinF = joinT · h ∗ h,

(ii)

h · trueF = trueT ,

(iii)

h · emptyF = emptyT ,

(iv)

h · orF = orT · h × h,

(v)

h · wrapF = wrapT · h,

(vi)

where the pair-product h × h applies the function h to each element of the
pair, and is deﬁned as having the type Forest a × Forest a → T a × T a;
also, as before, the horizontal composition h ∗ h is deﬁned as:
h ∗ h :: Forest(Forest a) → T (T a)
h ∗ h = h · mapF h = mapT h · h.

(6.45)

The list (i–vi) implicitly speciﬁes the behaviour of h on &F through its
behaviour on mapF and joinF .
We now show that the deﬁnition of h, as given by equations (a–c), is equivalent to the set of equations (iii–vi). In particular, we show that:
(iv, v) ⇔ (a),
(iii) ⇔ (b), and
(vi) ⇔ (c).
Because exactly one h satisﬁes (a–c), and (a–c) are equivalent to (iii–vi), we
have that exactly one function, the same h, satisﬁes (iii–vi). Later, we prove
that such h also must satisfy (i,ii). For simplicity, we prove the equivalences
in one direction only, though the same arguments work backwards.
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The proof for (iv, v)⇒(a) for the empty list follows from the deﬁnitions of
foldr and emptyF :
h[]
by (5.25)

= h emptyF

by (iv)

= emptyT
= foldr (orT ) emptyT (map h1 [ ]).

by defn. foldr

For non-empty lists, it follows from (h) and the deﬁnitions of foldr and orF :
h [t1 , t2 , . . . , tn ]
= h([t1 ] orF [t2 ] orT . . . orF [tn ])

by (5.12)

= h[t1 ] orT h[t2 ] orT . . . orT h[tn ]

by (v)

= h1 (t1 ) orT h1 (t2 ) orT . . . orT h1 (tn )

by (h)

= foldr orT emptyT (map h1 [t1 , t2 , . . . , tn ]).

by defn. foldr

The proof for (iii) ⇒ (b) uses (h) and the deﬁnition of trueF :
h1 (Leaf x)
= h [Leaf x]

by (h)

= h (trueF x)

by defn. trueF

= trueT x.

by (iii)

Finally, the proof of (vi) ⇒ (c) uses (h) and the deﬁnition of wrapF :
h1 (Fork ts)
= h [Fork ts]

by (h)

= h (wrapF ts)

by defn. wrapF

= wrapT (h ts).

by (vi)

We can now prove that h satisﬁes (i) and (ii), assuming both (a–c) and
(i–vi). We choose to ﬁrst prove (ii). For this we need the following lemma,
which can be proved by structural induction on the tree t:
h (joinF [t]) = joinT ((h ∗ h) [t]).
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(6.46)

The base case uses (a) and (b), with the monad law (6.5) and ∗-deﬁnition (6.45):
h (joinF [Leaf xf ])
= h xf

by defn. fgraft

= joinT (trueT (h xf ))

by (6.5)

= joinT (h1 (Leaf (h xf )))

by (b)

= joinT (h [Leaf (h xf )])

by (a)

= joinT ((h ∗ h) [Leaf xf ]).

by (6.45)

We have already proved that the properties (iii–vi) imply (a, b, c), so in
these proofs we may use any of those properties as well. The inductive case
uses the deﬁnitions of joinF , wrapF and (c), and property (vi):
h (joinF [Fork xﬀ ])
= h (Fork (joinF xﬀ ))

by defn. fgraft

= wrapT (h (joinF xﬀ ))

by (c)

= wrapT (joinT ((h ∗ h) xﬀ ))

by ind. hyp.

= joinT (wrapF ((h ∗ h) xﬀ ))

by (vi)

= joinT ([(h ∗ h) xﬀ ]).

by defn. wrapF

Then the point-wise proof of (ii), which results from applying both sides of
the equation to the forest [t1 , . . . , tn ], is:
h (joinF [t1 , . . . , tn ])
= h ((joinF [t1 ]) orF . . . orF (joinF [tn ]))
= (h(joinF [t1 ])) orT . . . orT (h(joinF [tn ]))

by defn. fgraft
by (iv, v)

= (joinT ((h ∗ h)[t1 ])) orT . . . orT (joinT ((h ∗ h)[tn ]))

by (6.46)

= joinT (((h ∗ h)[t1 ]) orT . . . orT ((h ∗ h)[tn ]))

by (6.19)

= joinT ((h(mapF h)[t1 ])orT . . . orT (h(mapF h)[tn ]))

by (6.45)

= joinT (h ((mapF h [t1 ]) orF . . . orF (mapF h [tn ])))

by (v)

= joinT (h (mapF h) [t1 , . . . , tn ])

by (6.47)

= joinT ((h ∗ h) [t1 , . . . , tn ]).

by (6.45)

In the penultimate step we use the fact that mapF distributes over orF ,
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which is simply concatenation ++:
mapF h (f1 ++ f2 ) = mapF h f1 ++ mapF h f2 .

(6.47)

The proof of (i) is structurally very similar to the proof of (ii) above. Again,
we need an additional lemma, proved by structural induction on the tree t:
h (mapF f [t]) = mapT f (h [t]).

(6.48)

The proof of (i) is then:
h (mapF f [t1 , . . . , tn ])
= h (mapF f [t1 ] orF . . . orF mapF f [tn ])

by defn. fmap

= h(mapF f [t1 ]) orT . . . orT h(mapF f [tn ])

by (iv, v)

= mapT f (h [t1 ]) orT . . . orT mapT f (h [tn ])

by (6.48)

= mapT f (h [t1 ] orT . . . orT h [tn ])

by (6.47)

= mapT f (h [t1 , . . . , tn ]).

by (v)

Finally, we can also prove that h preserves the behaviour of &:
h · (p1 F p2 )
= h · joinF · mapF p2 · p1

by (5.13)

= joinF · h ∗ h · mapF p2 · p1

by (ii)

= joinF · h · mapF h · mapF p2 · p1
= joinF · h · mapF (h · p2 ) · p1

by (6.45)
by (2.2)

= joinF · mapF (h · p2 ) · (h · p1 )
= (h · p1 ) F (h · p2 ).

by (i)
by (5.13)

The fact that the monad Forest is an initial object in the “category of
monads that describe the search part of logic programming” captures the
idea that the dfs and bfs morphisms are unique. Also, it implies that the list
of algebraic laws for operators which we provide is complete: any additional
laws would exclude some of the current members of the category of the search
monads. The Forest model satisﬁes exactly those laws that are satisﬁed by
every search model.
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Chapter 7

Adequacy of the Embedding
In this chapter we describe how a particular selection of the algebraic laws
can be used to prove that our translation of logic program into Haskell gives
the same eﬀect as LD-resolution. Since the laws we use are provably correct
for the implementation of our embedding, we use this connection to argue
for the correctness, that is, soundness and completeness, of our embedding.

7.1

Motivation for LD-simulation

We can view LD-resolution as a recipe for growing the LD-tree for a query,
starting with just the query itself, and iteratively adding further nodes.
Consider the deﬁnition of the append predicate presented earlier:
append(x, y, z) =
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = z)
.
.
 (∃a, b, c. x = [a|b] & z = [a|c] & append(b, y, c)).
One step of LD-resolution causes the growth of a single branch in the LDtree, corresponding to the application of a single clause to a non-empty
query in the tree. The eﬀect is to move the frontier of the examined part of
the LD-tree by one node further away from the root.
Our aim is to manipulate predicates such as append using the algebraic
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laws for our embedding, so that the transformations follow the growth of
the LD-tree. However, in our setting, we cannot simulate the growth of a
single branch, because all the clauses deﬁning the same relation are joined
in the completed form of the predicate, and we have no means of applying
them separately. Nevertheless, we can simulate several LD-steps at once.
The evaluation which proceeds by a simultaneous growth of all the branches
from one node in the LD-tree is provably equivalent to the computation in
the embedding.
Our argument is based on the idea that one such “sprouting” of the LDtree is equivalent, according to our laws, to the unfolding of a query in the
embedding. Therefore the original query q is also inductively equal to q̄, the
result of unfolding it completely: but that complete unfolding q̄ represents
the set of answers computed by LD-resolution. The two predicates q and
q̄ must compute the same stream, matrix or forest of answers, since lazy
functional programming computes the same answers from equal expressions.
For example, the terminated LD-tree for the computation of the query
append(x, y, [1, 2]) is presented below:
append(x, y, [1, 2])

2





{x/[1|b1 ]} 





 ],y/[1,2]}
{x/[


µ

append(b1 , y, [2])

Ü

2





{b1 /[2|b2 ]} 





/[ ],y/[2]}
{b
1


µ

append(b2 , y, [ ])

Ù

{b2 /[ ],y/[ ]}

2
¯

In the embedding, successful computations encounter equations, which result immediately in computed answer substitutions; these answers are, in
turn, stored in the forest which is the input to the rest of the computation,
which corresponds to the frontier of the LD-tree.
For the purposes of simulating LD-resolution in this chapter, we now wish
to keep the information about the frontier and all partial answers explicit.
The partial answers can be represented explicitly in the predicate, in a form
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.
of a conjunction of = equations preﬁxing each  branch. For brevity, let us
refer to any such conjunction of equations:
.
.
x1 = t1 & . . . & xn = tn ,
.
where no xi appears in any tj , as an environment, and to each such xi = ti as
an assignment. This environment can be applied to subsequent computation
through the appropriate use of the law for the substitution of equals for
equals (4.25), the one-point law (4.12), and the distributivity laws for &
though  and ∃ (4.6, 4.10). Through a series of applications of these laws,
a predicate is transformed from one equivalent form to another. We require
each of these forms to be a (possibly empty) disjunction of the form:
.
.
i (∃xi . xi1 = ti1 & . . . & xini = tini & r ui ),
.
.
where xi1 = ti1 . . . xini = tini is an environment, and the list of terms ui
contains none of xi1 . . . xini . We shall refer to this form of predicates as the
normal form.
The combination of laws used to transform one normal form into another
is operationally not the same as the executed evaluation of our embedding.
However, all the laws used are valid for the implementation of the embedding in all the models. Therefore, we know that the abstract evaluation is
equivalent to the normal Haskell one in an extensional sense: they compute
provably equal collections of answers when provided with the same input.
Because of the left-most selection rule, all the nodes to the left of the current one are fully explored, and in these branches the computational frontier
touches the leaves of the LD-tree. In the embedding these branches correspond to the previously evaluated  disjuncts.

7.2

Example of LD-simulation

We now show how to simulate the growth of the LD-tree for predicate:
append(x, y, [1, 2]),
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using our algebraic laws. For simplicity, in this section we omit the applications of step, and address this issue later. After one unfolding of the
deﬁnition of append get the following predicate:
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
.
 (∃a, b, c. x = [a|b] & [1, 2] = [a|c] & append(b, y, c)).
The ﬁrst disjunct in this predicate consists only of an environment, and
is therefore already in normal form, while the other disjunct needs to be
transformed to this form. We can ﬁrst apply the ∃-related law (4.13) to
rename the bound variables a, b, c to fresh variable names a1 , b1 and c1 ,
.
followed by an application of the equality law (4.22) to simplify [1, 2] =
.
[a1 |c1 ]. We then use the symmetry property of = (4.26) to get:
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
.
.
 (∃a1 , b1 , c1 . x = [a1 |b1 ] & a1 = 1 & c1 = [2] & append(b1 , y, c1 )).
The second disjunct now has a conjunction of equations as a preﬁx; however,
some of these equalities can be simpliﬁed, and some local variables removed,
before the normal form is reached. We use the law for substitution of equals
for equals (4.28) to propagate the equalities:
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
.
.
 (∃a1 , b1 , c1 . x = [1|b1 ] & a1 = 1 & c1 = [2] & append(b1 , y, [2])),
and subsequently remove the unused local variables a1 and c1 with (4.14):
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
 (∃b1 . x = [1|b1 ] & append(b1 , y, [2])).
This predicate is in normal form. It corresponds to the frontier of the partial
LD-tree for append(x, y, [1, 2]) after the sprouting of all the branches from
the root node. The ﬁrst  branch corresponds to the ﬁrst successful branch
of the LD-tree, with the answer substitution {x/[ ], y/[1, 2]}. The second
.
 branch carries the environment with the partial answer x = [1|b1 ] at the
front, and has the as yet unresolved parts of the predicate, corresponding
to the contents of the LD-node append(b1 , y, [2]), as the rest.
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We now repeat the sprouting process for the node append(b1 , y, [2]) in the
second branch. After unfolding we get:
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
 (∃b1 . x = [1|b1 ] &
.
.
( (b1 = [ ] & y = [2])
.
.
 (∃a, b, c. b1 = [a|b] & [2] = [a|c] & append(b, y, c)))).
.
We now need to distribute x = [1|b1 ] through  in the newly expanded part.
At this point there is a slight complication due to the one-sided distributivity
.
.
.
of &: we wish to rewrite x = [1|b1 ] & (p1  p2 ) to (x = [1|b1 ] & p1 )  (x =
[1|b1 ] & p2 ), but & does not, in general, distribute through  from the right.
Fortunately, in this case we are able to extend our set of laws with an
additional law (7.1), because & distributes through  from the right when the
predicate e in the equation below is restricted to a conjunction of equations.
The law holds because such a predicate e can only have zero or one answers.
Rather than interrupt the ﬂow of the example, we present the proof of this
law at the end of the present section:
e & (p1  p2 ) = (e & p1 )  (e & p2 ).

(7.1)

Returning to the example and the predicate above, using (7.1), we can
.
distribute x = [1|b1 ] through . Then, using law (4.17), we distribute ∃b1
through . Finally, we apply the law (4.4) about associativity of  to get:
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
.
.
 (∃b1 . x = [1|b1 ] & b1 = [ ] & y = [2])
.
.
.
.
 (∃b1 , a, b, c. x = [1|b1 ] & b1 = [a|b] & [2] = [a|c] & b1 = [2|b] &
append(b, y, c)).
After simpliﬁcation of last two  branches and renaming of b (4.13), we get:
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
.
 (x = [1] & y = [2])
.
 (∃b2 . x = [1, 2|b2 ] & append(b2 , y, [ ])).
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This normal form predicate corresponds to the LD-tree above after the
sprouting of the append(b1 , y, [2]) node. The second branch corresponds
to a successfully terminated branch in the LD-tree, representing the answer
{x/[1], y/[2]}. In the third branch, the environment represents the combination of substitutions which label the corresponding branch of the LD-tree.
After unfolding append(b2 , y, [ ]), and more simpliﬁcation as before, we get:
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
.
 (x = [1] & y = [2])
.
.
 (x = [1, 2] & y = [ ])
.
.
 (∃a3 , b3 , c3 . x = [1, 2, a3 |b3 ] & [ ] = [a3 |c3 ] & append(b3 , y, c3 )).
.
Finally, in the last  branch the uniﬁcation [ ] = [a3 |c3 ] fails, and is thus
equivalent to false. This branch thus rewrites to:
.
(∃a3 , b3 , c3 . x = [1, 2, a3 |b3 ] & false & append(b3 , y, c3 )).
Using the law (4.3), stating that false is a left zero of &, we get:
.
(∃a3 , b3 , c3 . x = [1, 2, a3 |b3 ] & false)
In general case false is not a right zero of &, because in the computation
of p & false, the predicate p might diverge. However, if the left argument
is a conjunction of equations e, we know that e never diverges, and we can
prove:
e & false = false.

(7.2)

Thus, using the law (7.2), and subsequently the laws (4.5) and (4.24) we
can now remove this branch, and terminate the computation. The resulting predicate is a list of environments, corresponding to the frontier of the
completely explored LD-tree:
.
.
(x = [ ] & y = [1, 2])
.
.
 (x = [1] & y = [2])
.
.
 (x = [1, 2] & y = [ ]).
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In this example, for brevity we have omitted step from all predicates, even
though it occurs at each unfolding of a predicate deﬁnition. With step, the
normal form of a predicate would conform to the grammar:
.
.
nf → (∃xn . x1 = t1 & . . . & xn = tn & r tm )
| step (i nfi ).
This form retains the structure of the LD-tree. It slightly complicates the
presentation, but not the argument.
Returning to the proof of law (7.1), we need to consider two cases in the
proof, since for some input σ, e(σ) has either one or zero solutions. If e(σ)
has exactly one solution, we can write e(σ) = unitT (σ  ), for any search
model T . We use the notation from Chapter 6, so & in T is

T . Then:

(e T p)(σ)
= (joinT · mapT p · e)(σ)

by defn. of


T

by e(σ) = unitT (σ  )

= (joinT · mapT p · unitT )(σ )
= p(σ  )

by (6.3) and (6.5)

so, in the forest model, and similarly in the others, for such e and σ, we get:
(e F (p1 orF p2 ))(σ)
= (p1 orF p2 )(σ  )

by eqn. above

= p1 (σ  ) ++ p2 (σ  )

by defn. of orF

= (e F p1 )(σ) ++ (e T p2 )(σ)

by eqn. above

= ((e F p1 ) orF (e F p2 ))(σ)

by defn. of orF

If e has no solutions, we can write e(σ) = emptyT (σ) for any search model,
that is, any extended monad T , and we use the similar argument:
(e T p)(σ)

T

= (joinT · mapT p · e)(σ)

by defn. of

= (joinT · mapT p · emptyT )(σ)

by e = emptyT

= emptyT (σ).

by (6.21)
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In the last step we use the law for extended monads which states that emptyT
is a left zero for

T . For forests we then have the pointwise proof:

(e F (p1 orF p2 ))(σ)
= emptyF (σ)

by eqn. above

= emptyF (σ) ++ emptyF (σ)

by defn. of ++ and emptyF

= (e F p1 )(σ) ++ (e F p2 )(σ)

by eqn. above

= ((e F p1 ) orF (e F p2 ))(σ)

by defn. of orF

We now proceed to formalise the approach presented in this example.

7.3

Soundness and completeness of the embedding

The contents of this section are closely related to Clark’s [26] treatment of
the soundness and completeness (for positive literals) of the evaluation of
completed logic programs. This is not surprising, since we both deal with
the semantics of completed logic programs and the correspondence of their
evaluation to LD-resolution. However, we have diﬀerent motivations for this
approach.
Clark arrives at the completed form of a logic program and draws a connection between LD-resolution in Horn clause logic and deduction in ﬁrst
order logic in order to justify the use of the negation-as-failure inference rule
with respect to truth-functional semantics. We arrive at the completed form
of a logic program and draw a connection between LD-resolution and lazy
evaluation of a Haskell programs in order to justify the use of equational
reasoning about logic programs. We shall return to the diﬀerences in our
approaches at the end of this section.
.
The example in the previous section makes heavy use of our laws for =;
they are used for inference about equalities in order to emulate uniﬁcation.
According to Clark [26], such use of an identity theory is correct:
Lemma 7.1
For any relation r, if r(t1 , . . . , tn ) unifies with r(t1 , . . . , tn ), with strong mgu
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θ = {x1 /t1 , . . . xk /tk }, then the following two conjunctions of equations can
be proved equivalent according to our algebraic laws:
.
.
.
.
(t1 = t1 & . . . & tn = tn ) = (x1 = t1 & . . . & xk = tk )

(7.3)

On the other hand, if r(t1 , . . . , tn ) does not unify with r(t1 , . . . , tn ), then
we have:
.
.
(t1 = t1 & . . . & tk = tk ) = false.

(7.4)

In other words, the predicate on the right, representing either the substitution θ or the failed result false, can be arrived at either by a simultaneous
uniﬁcation of all the term pairs (ti , ti ), or by rewriting the conjunction of
.
all equations on the left using our =-related laws.
According to our laws, these two equations can be proved using induction on
the number of steps in the uniﬁcation algorithm, and relating each of these
.
steps to the =-laws. This is not surprising, since the equality-related laws
were deﬁned exactly so that they would correspond closely to the uniﬁcation
algorithm described in Chapter 2. In the induction proof, we can use the
law (4.22) when the uniﬁcation algorithm breaks composite terms apart, we
use the substitution law (4.28) to apply the computed bindings to the rest of
the term, and the laws (4.23–4.24) to give a contradiction when uniﬁcation
would fail.
We proceed to prove that one LD-sprouting step corresponds to a transformation, using our algebraic laws, of a predicate. In order to simplify the
proofs that follow, we ﬁrst establish some notation. The normal form of a
predicate, introduced earlier in this chapter, is crucial for the formalisation
of the sprouting steps in the embedding. We shall abbreviate the normal
.
.
form: i (∃xi . xi1 = ti1 & . . . & xini = tini & qi ) as:
i (∃xi . eθi & qi ).
Here xi denotes the list of all the local variables of the ith disjunct, and eθi is
the environment representing the substitution θi , which corresponds to the
.
.
conjunction of assignments xi1 = ti1 & . . . & xini = tini . As before, the query
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qi is the conjunction which corresponds to the remaining computation. The
empty normal form is equivalent to false.
Recall from the deﬁnition of SLD-resolution (from Chapter 2) that we use
the pair q; θ to denote the query q in the environment θ, where, if q is nonempty, that one atom is selected in it. Since we know that a conjunction
of equations can be used to represent environments and substitutions, we
shall now replace θ with eθ , where e is an environment representing the
substitution θ. According to the deﬁnition of an LD-resolvent, where a
restriction to a left-most selection rule has been imposed, the LD-resolvent
q  , q; eθη of a pair l, q; eθ , with l the selected atom, and the clause c, is:
l, q; eθ

−→
SLD

q  , q; eθη ,

where h ← q  is a variant of c that is variable disjoint with l, q and eθ ; and
lθ and h unify with the mgu η.
This presentation of LD-resolution is convenient for our purposes because
it is very close to the normal form of a predicate. In the completed form,
where the conjunctions and existential quantiﬁcations of local variables are
made explicit, we may write this LD-step as:
(∃x. eθ & l & q) −→ (∃x, x . eθη & q  & q),
SLD

Three comments regarding this alternative notation: First, the placement of
& between the environment and the rest of the query is justiﬁed both logically in the completed form of the predicate, and also by the implementation
.
of our embedding. In the embedding, the interaction of = and & operators is
such that, during evaluation, the environments eθ and eθη are applied to the
rest of the query. This interaction is recorded appropriately with our laws.
Second, since we assume a left-most selection rule, the queries to the left of
l will already be computed when we select l, and all the information these
computed predicates contain is represented by the environment eθ . Third,
the syntactic constraint that h ← q  must be variable disjoint with l, q and
eθ can be satisﬁed by appropriately renaming the local variables of q  . These
renamed local variables are exactly the variables x .
An LD-sprouting step from q results in a disjunction of k queries derivable
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from q by resolving on the selected literal. In our case, this selected literal
must be l, the left-most predicate after the environment. Then, a sprouting
step, denoted as −→, is deﬁned as:
SLD

(∃x. eθ & l & q) −→ (∃x, x1  . eθη1 & q1 & q)
SLD

 ...
 (∃x, xk  . eθηk & qk & q),
where the elements xi , eθηi and qi of each disjunct are derived as for a single
LD-step. If there are no derivable queries from q by resolving on the selected
literal, that is, if k = 0, we have:
(∃x. eθ & l & q) −→ false.
SLD

Both of these derivation steps can be achieved by equational rewriting using
the certain sequences of algebraic laws. So we can prove:
Lemma 7.2
A query q is equivalent, according to our algebraic laws, to the disjunction
of queries derivable from q by LD-resolving on the left-most literal.
In the proof of this lemma, we need to show that the algebraic laws can
simulate LD-sprouting in two cases, corresponding to the deﬁnition above:
one where the disjunctions of derivable queries is non-empty, and the other
one where it is empty. In case of an unsuccessful sprouting, that is, if k = 0:
∃x. (eθ & l & q)
{literal l does not match any clause}
= ∃x. (eθ & false & q)
{false is a left zero for & , law (4.3)}
= ∃x. (eθ & false)
{false is a right zero for & in equations such as e & p, law (7.2)}
= ∃x. (false)
{x does not appear in false, law (4.15)}
= false.
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In case of a successful sprouting, that is, if k = 0, we have:
∃x. (eθ & l & q)
{selecting l and expanding it to general form}
= ∃x. (eθ & ((∃x1 . eη1 & q1 )  . . .  (∃xk . eηk & qk )) & q)
{variable renaming, law (4.13)}
= ∃x. (eθ & (∃x1 . (eη1 & q1 )  . . .  (∃xk . eηk & qk )) & q)
{& distributes through  from the left for e-predicates, law (7.1)}
= ∃x. (((eθ & (∃x1 . eη1 & q1 ))  . . .  (eθ & (∃xk . eηk & qk ))) & q)
{∃ distributes through & , law (4.15)}
= ∃x. (((∃x1 . eθ & eη1 & q1 )  . . .  (∃xk . eθ & eηk & qk )) & q)
{right distributivity of & through  , law (4.6)}
= ∃x. ((∃x1 . eθ & eη1 & q1 & q)  . . .  (∃xk . eθ & eηk & qk & q))
{∃ distributes through  , law (4.17)}
= (∃x, x1 . eθ & eη1 & q1 & q)  . . .  (∃x, xk . eθ & eηk & qk & q).
Now we can evaluate, separately in each new query, the left-most literal from
qi in the respective new environments.
Since LD-derivations are obtained by a repeating application of LD-steps, we
can simulate LD-derivations by grouping the single LD-steps into sprouting
steps, and simulating the sprouting steps by algebraic rewriting according to
Lemma 7.2. By induction, we can prove that the construction of a complete
LD-evaluation tree is tantamount to a rewriting proof in the embedding.
But the algebraic laws which guide this rewriting are provably correct with
respect to the execution of the embedding. So we have:
Theorem 7.1
For any computed answer substitution θ|Var(q) resulting from an LD-derivation
q; ε −→∗ 2; θ , there is a corresponding answer substitution θ returned by
SLD

the embedding, such that θ and θ are equal up to renaming of automatically
generated variables.
In this proof, let q̄ represent the frontier of the completed LD-tree for q.
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If the query for q results in k answers θi , where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then q̄ can be
represented as the normal form predicate:
∃x1 . eθ1  · · ·  ∃xk . eθk .
Each of these disjuncts consist only of an existentially quantiﬁed environment, corresponding to one computed instance qθi , or answer substitution
θi |Var(q), of the LD-derivation from the query q.
Given q and q̄ as above, we simply use induction on the number of sproutings
in an LD-tree, and apply Lemma 7.2 to prove that
q −→∗ q̄ ⇔ q = q̄.
SLD

Consequently, also q(ε) = q̄(ε), so if the embedding computes the answers {θ1 , . . . θk } for q(ε), they are the same as the ones computed by LDresolution for q(ε). Not only do q(ε) and q̄(ε) contain the same answers, they
also compute the same stream, matrix or forest of answers in the respective
implementations of the embedding. So the results returned by the embedding are presented in the same order, under any chosen search strategy, as
the answers computed by LD-resolution.
We stress again that even though the computation of q(ε) in the embedding
does not follow this process, it does give the same answers. This result
holds for any search strategy chosen for the traversal of the LD-tree, since
the algebraic laws used for the simulation hold in all search models of the
embedding.
The Theorem 7.1 is important because it allows us to prove the adequacy of
the embedding, under any search strategy and allowing recursive predicates.
According to Theorem 2.1 LD-resolution is sound, and according to Theorem
2.2, it is complete. Since the answers computed by the evaluation of our
embedding are the same as the ones computed by LD-resolution, we have:
Theorem 7.2
The embedding is sound and complete with respect to the standard declarative semantics of logic programming.
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The treatment above deals only with the completeness for evaluations sprouting from positive literals. Even though we have an operator not which corresponds to negation of a predicate, here we choose to not elaborate on the
semantics of its evaluation. It suﬃces to say that, since we implement it as
a simple negation as failure rule, we adopt the soundness results from Clark
and follow the same restrictions. In order to allow recursive predicates we
only consider evaluation of ground negated literals, that is, of literals which
become ground in the given environment. Non-ground literals could possibly be dealt with by means of some residuation-like technique, but we have
not explored this possibility.
As mentioned earlier, our proof of soundness and completeness is reminiscent
of Clark’s original treatment of the correctness of evaluation of completed
logic programs. We now stress our diﬀerences. Clark sees the LD-tree as a
structural representation of a natural deduction style proof, where alternatives in the proof space become explicit disjunction and and match-failures
become false equalities. Consequently his logic operators ∧, ∨ and ∃ obey
all the standard laws of predicate calculus. His predicates are simply ﬁrstorder logical formulae. On the other hand, our operators &,  and ∃ are, in
fact, Haskell functions which are more restricted than their logic counterparts, and our predicates have an operational semantics which corresponds
to LD-resolution. Therefore, as we know, & is not commutative, and does
not always distribute through  from the left. Also, we choose to implement
& as sequential, rather than parallel, composition – and for this reason we
cannot allow a random selection rule. Clark’s declarative approach does not
have such restrictions.
In this operational respect, our treatment is more related to an approach
called “Formulas as Program” taken by Apt and Bezem in [5]. In the next
section we relate our treatment to this work, and use this connection as an
alternative proof of adequacy of the embedding.

7.4

Relation to Formulas as Programs

In [5] Apt and Bezem provide a computational interpretation of ﬁrst-order
formulae over arbitrary interpretations. This is a generalisation of our ap93

proach, since we provide an operational semantics for a subset of ﬁrst-order
logical formulae over a ﬁxed interpretation of all ground terms of the given
language. Both our restrictions follow from the standard logic programming
tradition. With respect to the approach of Formulas as Programs, our ﬁrst
restriction is primarily of syntactical nature, while the second has signiﬁcant semantical consequences: it constrains us to Herbrand models, but this
restriction allows us to guarantee a decidable and computationally eﬃcient
notion of equality, without forcing us to restrict the equality predicates to
ground assignments or ground tests.
In this work, as in ours, ﬁrst-order formulae are viewed as executable programs, searching for a satisfying valuation for the formula in question. The
operational semantics is given in terms of evaluation trees for a formula and
a given input environment. In contrast, our operational semantics is given
by executable Haskell code. The main result in [5] states that this computational mechanism is sound, in the sense that every computed answer
valuation of a query validates it. Below we prove that, with appropriate restrictions on the notion of equality, our semantics are equivalent. Therefore
we may conclude that also our work is sound.
The generalisation from Herbrand models to arbitrary interpretations is
achieved in [5] by lifting the notion of substitutions to valuations. Valuations are, like substitutions, deﬁned as single-valued sets of pairs x/d,
where x is a variable, but d can be an element of an arbitrary domain, so
not necessarily a term. The concepts of empty valuations, compositions
of valuations, and of a subsumption ordering on valuations, are parallel to
those for substitutions.
In [5] the operational semantics of a formula is deﬁned in terms of a tree
[φ]α , depending on a formula φ and the initial valuation α. The root and
all internal nodes of the evaluation tree are labelled with a pair consisting
of a formula and a valuation, and the leaves of the tree are labelled with
either: error , corresponding to a diverging computation; fail , corresponding
to a failed computation; or a valuation α , corresponding to a successful
computation and containing a satisfying valuation of the free variables of
the root formula.
For example, the evaluation tree for the empty conjunction, denoted as 2,
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is depicted below:
2, α
¯

α
This empty conjunction 2 corresponds to the predicate true in our embedding, and as our computation of true, this tree just returns the input
valuation. However, in our setting the return type is always explicitly a
collection, while here that information is implicitly given by the fact that
the tree might have several branches, each possibly resulting in a successful
valuation.
Such evaluation trees are deﬁned for all formulas, which are inductively
deﬁned as follows. All formulas are conjunctions; this corresponds to the
form of queries in logic programming. As seen above, the empty conjunction
is denoted as 2, and in the non-empty case every conjunct is either an
atomic formula or one of the following: disjunction, conjunction, implication,
negation, or an existential quantiﬁcation of another formula. The atomic
formulas include equations of terms s = t. The operational semantics is
deﬁned in terms of lexicographic induction on the pairs (s1 , s2 ) where, for
any formula φ1 ∧ψ, s1 is the size of the whole formula and s2 is the size of φ1 .
We claim that this inductive deﬁnition corresponds to our implementation of
operators in the embedding, when valuations are restricted to substitutions
and the notion of equality is restricted to “is uniﬁable with”:
Lemma 7.3
Given a formula φ and substitution α, and a translation p of φ to a predicate
in our embedding. If the notion of equality is restricted to “is unifiable
with”, then each state in the evaluation tree [φ]α corresponds to a state in
the Haskell evaluation of p(α).
The proof is by induction on the structure of the formula φ, following the
deﬁnitions of the evaluation trees.
The base case concerns the leaves of the evaluation tree, and we argue that
for each there exists a corresponding result of a Haskell program in our
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setting. When interpretations are restricted to free term algebras, the notion of valuations coincides with that of substitutions, so a successful leaf
in the evaluation tree corresponds a successful answer substitution in the
computation of embedding. In our setting an invariably failing computation
corresponds to the predicate false, which is the zero of each monad and
therefore terminates the  branch where it occurs. Finally, the operational
meaning of error in our setting is an inﬁnite, or diverging, computation.
The inductive step has six cases, one for each type of conjunctions: where
the selected formula is an atom (i), a disjunction (ii), a conjunction (iii),
implication (iv), negation (v) or existential quantiﬁcation (vi).
The (i) is the most interesting case, since this is where the restriction from
arbitrary algebras to the free algebra of terms is most signiﬁcant. When
interpretations are not restricted to term algebras, the equality atoms are
not guaranteed to be safely evaluated, since equality may involve solving a
test for satisﬁability of a sequence of constraints, which may be undecidable.
Therefore, in [5] computation of = atoms is restricted to a form where this
may not happen, as described below.
The concepts of an α-closed term and an α-assignment are, in turn, a gener.
alisation of our ground terms, and a restriction of our =-predicates. If α is a
valuation, a term t is said to be α-closed if every variable in t gets a value in
α. The result of applying the valuation α of some expression E is denoted
as E α and is obtained by replacing each α-closed term t by tα. Further, an
α-assignment is an equation s = t where one side is a variable that is not
α-closed, and the other a term which is α-closed, that is, “ground”.
The four trees below show the evaluation of formulas where the left-most
literal is an atom. As seen from the trees, also this framework imposes a
left-most selection rule. We expand on the four conditions below.
A ∧ ψ, α
cond 1
¯

[ψ]α

A ∧ ψ, α

A ∧ ψ, α
cond 2

A ∧ ψ, α

cond 3

¯

¯

error

fail

cond 4
¯

[ψ]α

Conditions 1 and 2 require that the atom A is α-closed and respectively true
or false. In our setting, this corresponds to terms that evaluate to ground
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terms in the input environment; this results either in success, with no new
additions to the resulting environment for the rest of the computation, or
in failure.
Conditions 3 and 4 correspond to cases where the atom A is not α-closed,
and where in the ﬁrst case it is not an α-assignment while in the second
it is. The tree corresponding to condition 3 is one where our restriction
the Herbrand algebras allows us a more liberal treatment of atoms; we may
have atoms with logical variables which get values later in the computation,
and do not have to diverge in this case. The second tree assumes that A
is an α-assignment, say, x = t. Here the rest of the evaluation consists of
evaluating φ in the new environment α , which corresponds to α extended
.
with the pair x/t. In our setting, the computation of (x = t & p)(θ) also
.
computes p in the environment θ ∪ {x/t}, since we know that x = t succeeds
whenever x does not appear in t. Again, we do not need to require that tθ
is ground.
The cases (ii) and (iii) are quite straightforward. The evaluation trees of ∨
and ∧ are depicted below. They have the same eﬀect as our implementations
of  and &, where the ﬁrst uses concatenation to evaluate the two branches
independently, while the second behaves as sequential composition:
(φ1 ∨ φ2 ) ∧ ψ, α







Ú

[φ1 ∧ ψ]α






(φ1 ∧ φ2 ) ∧ ψ, α

´

[φ2 ∧ ψ]α

¯

[φ1 ∧ (φ2 ∧ ψ)]α

In the next three trees we see the evaluation of implication, case (iv). Conditions 5 and 6 require that φ1 is α-closed and respectively failed (containing
only failed leaves) or successful (containing at least one success leaf). The
last tree, with condition 7, covers all other cases.
(φ1 → φ2 ) ∧ ψ, α

(φ1 → φ2 ) ∧ ψ, α

cond 5
¯

[ψ]α

(φ1 → φ2 ) ∧ ψ, α

cond 6
¯

[φ2 ∧ ψ]α

cond 7
¯

error

In the embedding we do not have →, but we have negation and disjunction,
and the combination of these operators gives exactly the same operational
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behaviour as these trees for →. By law (4.6), we know that the evaluation
of (not p1  p2 ) & p3 is equivalent to evaluating (not p1 & p3 )  (p2 & p3 ).
These two  branches are evaluated independently, and they correspond to
the ﬁrst and second tree above.
We only compute negation of ground literals, but the same restriction is
present in the evaluation trees above; the two successful trees only allow the
evaluation of a α-closed negated formula. Such evaluation succeeds or fails
without extending the environment, and that is why both ψ and φ2 ∧ ψ are
evaluated in the old α environment.
The next three trees deal with case (v), the “negation as failure” rule:
¬φ ∧ ψ, α

¬φ ∧ ψ, α

cond 8
¯

[ψ]α

¬φ ∧ ψ, α

cond 9
¯

cond 10
¯

fail

error

Conditions 8 and 9 require that φ is α-closed (the same restriction about
ground negation as above), and in the ﬁrst condition [φ]α is assumed to
contain only failure leaves while in the second it contains at least one success
leaf. In the third tree the computation diverges due to non-ground negation.
Our implementation behaves the same in all three cases.
For case (vi), the evaluation tree of ∃ is presented below:
∃x. φ ∧ ψ, α
cond 11
¯

[φ ∧ ψ]α
Condition 11 imposes syntactic requirements about the freshness of the variable x: it must not occur neither in the domain of α nor in φ. This is assumed ﬁxed via appropriate renaming, which is exactly what we do in our
implementation of ∃.
So we know that our embedding simulates evaluation trees, under described
.
restrictions on the permitted interpretations and the use of =. This gives
us an alternative proof of the soundness of the embedding, because the
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following soundness theorem has been proved for evaluation trees: Let φ be
a formula and α a valuation. If [φ]α contains a success leaf labelled with α ,
then α extends α and ∀(φα ) is true. If [φ]α is failed, then ∃(φα ) is false.
The proof of this theorem is by lexicographic induction on the structure of
the computation.
Regarding program transformation, the notion of equivalence between two
formulas in [5] is based on their evaluation trees, similarly to our equality between predicates. Two formulas are equivalent if both computation
trees are successful and return the same set of successful leaves, or if both
computation trees are failed. In our setting, the equivalence between two
formulas is the precise notion of equivalence between two Haskell programs,
and as we have shown, it may be used for a complete axiomatisation of the
equivalence relation induced by the computation mechanism. This axiomatisation transfers to the evaluation mechanism of Formulas as Programs in
the restricted case of logic programs.
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Chapter 8

Properties of Predicates
Certain universal properties are satisﬁed by all predicates, whatever the underlying search model may be. In this chapter we identify such properties
and show that they are respected by all predicates deﬁned using the operators of our embedding. We also show that, because of our function step,
recursive deﬁnitions of predicates have a unique ﬁxed point.

8.1

Non-recursive predicates

The implementation of the basic operators of the embedding can be used
to recognise the characteristic properties which cause predicates in the embedding, such as append , to behave like a corresponding Prolog relation.
We call these characteristics the healthiness properties of predicates in the
embedding. We state and prove three such properties: all predicates are conservative (8.1), monotonic (8.2) and oblivious (8.3), in the following sense:
σ  ∈ p(σ) ⇒ σ  σ  ,

(8.1)

σ1  σ2 ⇒ p(σ1 ) ∗ p(σ2 ),

(8.2)

t1 (σ) = t2 (σ) ⇒ (r t1 )(σ) = (r t2 )(σ).

(8.3)

It is exactly these three properties that we need for our treatment of the
denotational semantics of predicates, and the property (8.3) was also used
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in our argument for the correctness of the Leibnitz law (4.28). The relation
∗ used above is the subsumption relation on collections of substitutions,
deﬁned in Chapter 2, where for two sets of substitutions S and S  , S∗ S 
holds iﬀ for every σ  ∈ S  there exists a more general σ ∈ S.
Predicates are conservative because each substitution σ  in the answer returned by a predicate p(σ) reﬁnes the input substitution σ. Predicates are
monotonic in their input, because the more reﬁned the input substitution
to a predicate, the more reﬁned will be each of the answers. Finally, relations r deﬁnable with our operators do not diﬀerentiate between input
arguments which have the same value under the input substitution, so they
are oblivious to argument names.
Our predicates, in the most general model, return forests.

Forests, in

essence, are trees with an arbitrary ﬁnite branching factor. In this section we consider all such trees that have ﬁnite depth. For ﬁnite trees, each
of these properties can be proved by induction over the structure of predicate expressions. In the next section we show that these properties are such
that we may extend this argument to inﬁnitely deep trees as well. In the
rest of this chapter we use “predicate” to mean predicate deﬁnable in the
.
embedding, that is, a Haskell function built from from =-predicates, true
and false, and possibly other healthy primitives, and with &, , not and ∃
as the predicate combinators.
Lemma 8.1
All non-recursive predicates definable in terms of the operators are conservative: For any non-recursive predicate p and substitutions σ and σ  , if σ  is
one of the answers in the collection computed by p(σ), then σ  is a refinement
of σ. That is:
σ  ∈ p(σ) ⇒ σ  σ  .

In the proof of this lemma, the basis of induction concerns atomic predi.
cates, which are either =-predicates, or true or false. In case of equations,
.
the reﬁnement holds by our deﬁnition of the = operator. All equations
compute the uniﬁcation of two terms relative to the input substitution. If
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the uniﬁcation fails, the result is the empty list of answers, so the property
holds trivially. If the uniﬁcation succeeds, the resulting substitution must be
a reﬁnement of the input. In case of true the collection of answers returned
is the singleton containing the input answer, so the reﬁnement is σ  = σε.
In case of false the collection of answers returned is empty, so the property
holds trivially.
For the inductive step, we assume that the property holds for the predicates
p1 and p2 , so each element in the collections of answers to these predicates
must reﬁne the input substitution. The operator  preserves the conservative
property since its collection of answers is the concatenation (or merging, in
the bfs model) of the collections of answers to the two disjuncts and thus
contains the same elements. By the induction hypothesis, each of these
elements reﬁnes the input substitution.
The operator & preserves the property since in (p1 & p2 )(σ) it ﬁrst computes
p1 (σ), in which each element σ  reﬁnes σ by the induction hypothesis, and
then for each σ  it computes p2 (σ  ), where each element σ  reﬁnes σ  again
by the hypothesis. But reﬁnement is a transitive relation on substitutions,
so each σ  also reﬁnes σ.
We write (∃x. p1 ) as a shorthand for exists (λx. p1 ). Here exists provides
a fresh variable x to the λ-expression, so in eﬀect it replaces the bound
variable x with a fresh variable x in p1 , let us denote this renamed predicate
as p1 . By the induction hypothesis, each answer σ  to p1 (σ) reﬁnes the input
σ. Depending on whether we standardise the answers or not, ∃ either leaves
this substitution unchanged, or removes the variable x from it. In the ﬁrst
case we already have that σ  σ  . In the second case, make σ  = dropx (σ  ).

Since x ∈ Dom(σ), we still have σ  σ  .
Lemma 8.2

All non-recursive predicates definable in terms of the operators are monotonic: For any non-recursive predicate p and input substitutions σ1 and σ2 ,
if σ2 refines σ1 , then also every answer of p(σ2 ) refines some answer of p(σ1 ).
That is:
σ1  σ2 ⇒ p(σ1 ) ∗ p(σ2 ).
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.
The base case of induction again concerns = predicates and true and false.
The property holds trivially for true and false, because true returns the
unchanged input substitution in a singleton, and false return the empty
collection of answers.
.
In case of (t1 = t2 ), we may use Lemma 7.1 from the previous chapter,
.
.
.
stating that (t1 = t2 ) is equivalent to (x1 = t1 & . . . & xk = tk ), if the
uniﬁcation of t1 and t2 succeeds, and to false, if it fails. As before, xi
denotes a variable and ti denotes a term. If we assume σ1  σ2 , we may
write σ2 = σ1 η. The relationship between:
.
.
.
.
(x1 = t1 & . . . & xk = tk )(σ1 ) and (x1 = t1 & . . . & xk = tk )(σ1 η)
must then be one of the following. If the ﬁrst query returns the empty
.
collection of answers, it is because one or more xi = ti assignments were
inconsistent with σ1 . But they must also be inconsistent with σ1 η, so the
property holds trivially. If the ﬁrst query returns a non-empty collection,
it will return a singleton with σ1 as its only solution, where σ1 consists

of σ1 extended with some subset of {x1 /t1 , . . . , xk /tk }, with the duplicated
bindings removed from this set. The collection returned by the second query
will either be a singleton containing the same answer, or be empty because
of some inconsistency between {x1 /t1 , . . . , xk /tk } and η. In both cases the
.
.
relation (t1 = t2 )(σ1 ) ∗ (t1 = t2 )(σ2 ) holds.
For the inductive step, assuming that the predicates p1 and p2 are monotonic
in the sense above, we show that the remaining operators preserve the property. For , the collections of answers to (p1  p2 )(σ1 ) and (p1  p2 )(σ2 ) are,
respectively, the concatenation of the collections of answers to the queries
p1 (σ1 ) and p2 (σ1 ), and p1 (σ2 ) and p2 (σ2 ). By induction hypothesis each of
the elements of p1 (σ2 ) and p2 (σ2 ) reﬁne some element in p1 (σ1 ) and p2 (σ1 ),
respectively, so this property holds for the union of these collections as well.
Further, for (p1 & p2 )(σ1 ) and (p1 & p2 )(σ2 ), by the hypothesis we have that
each answer σ2 in the collection returned by p1 (σ2 ) reﬁnes some answer σ1

from p1 (σ1 ). So when p2 is mapped over these σ2 and σ1 , by the induction

hypothesis each resulting substitution in p2 (σ2 ) must reﬁne some substitution in the collection returned by p2 (σ1 ).
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Finally, for ∃x. p1 , by the hypothesis each answer σ2 to p1 (σ2 ) reﬁnes some

answer σ1 in p1 (σ1 ). Let σ2 = σ1 η; due to ∃x, renaming of x to fresh x

in p1 (σ2 ) results in σ2 , where either σ1 or η (or none) are correspondingly

renamed. If the change aﬀects σ1 , then obviously the answer σ1 to ∃x. p1 (σ1 )

will change the same way, so σ2 reﬁnes σ1 . If it aﬀects η, the shared bindings

stay the same so σ2 is still a reﬁnement of σ1 , which is identical to σ1 .
Lemma 8.3

All non-recursive predicates definable in terms of the operators are oblivious:
For any non-recursive predicate r t, terms t1 and t2 , and input substitution
σ, if t1 and t2 evaluate to the same term under substitution σ, the query
(r t1 )(σ) is equivalent to (r t2 )(σ). That is:
t1 (σ) = t2 (σ) ⇒ (r t1 )(σ) = (r t2 )(σ).

In other words, predicates compute the same answer for all arguments that
have same values under the input substitutions. The reason for this is
that our uniﬁcation operator computes relative to the input substitution,
so the diﬀerence is annulled whenever we get to the part of the computation
that leads to new components in the answers. The other three combinators merely propagate the relationship down to uniﬁcation. For example, if
t1 σ = t2 σ, then obviously (r1 t1  r2 t1 )(σ) will compute the same answers
as (r1 t2  r2 t2 )(σ).

8.2

Healthiness of recursive predicates

Using the forest model, we now show that the properties considered in the
previous section extend to recursive predicates. The argument presented
in this section has two parts. First we show that all predicates are such
that the healthiness properties are preserved for arbitrary large ﬁnite trees.
Then we show that the properties we consider here are such that we may
generalise their preservation from arbitrary large ﬁnite trees to inﬁnite trees.
Some care must be taken here, because the transition to from ﬁnite to inﬁnite trees does not hold for many important properties for predicates: for
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example, in general completeness cannot be proved this way, which is why
we base our completeness proof on simulating LD-resolution.
The proof of the ﬁrst part is based on computation induction, where we show
that the computation preserves the healthiness properties in each step, so if
a predicate is healthy up to n steps of computation, it will also be healthy
for n + 1 steps. If we relate this to our general model, the steps of the
computation correspond to the depth of the tree for the query. This means
that if we can prove that the properties propagate in this way, we can assume
that they hold for all queries resulting in an arbitrarily big ﬁnite search tree.
Consider a recursively deﬁned predicate r x. We may assume that such
predicates are deﬁned as:
r x = step (F (r) x),
where F is some predicate expression built from the relation r, other healthy
.
predicates previously deﬁned in the program, and atomic predicates =, true
and false, using combinators &, , not and ∃. We do not wish to restrict the
terms on the right to be smaller than on the left, since this may not always
be the case. For example, the deﬁnition (3.1) of the recursive predicate
append can alternatively be written as:
append(p, q, r) = step (F (append)(p, q, r))
where F (app)(p, q, r) =
.
.
(p = nil & q = r)
.
.
 (∃x, y, z. p = [x|y] & r = [x|z] & app(y, q, z)).
For simplicity, we only discuss linear recursion, where F has at most one
recursive call. However, the argument extends to the non-linear case. The
ﬁrst auxiliary result we need is:
Lemma 8.4
F is non-destructive. That is, the partial answers in the first n levels in the
search tree of (F (p))(σ) depend only on the partial answers from the first n
levels in the search tree of p(σ).
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The proof is by induction on the structure of F . For the induction base,
F (p) must either be an equation or true or false, and therefore does not
have any constituent predicates, so the lemma holds trivially in this case.
For the inductive step, we assume that the property holds for p1 and p2 .
Then, F (p) is either a disjunction p1  p2 , a conjunction p1 & p2 , a negation
not p1 or a quantiﬁed predicate ∃x. p1 . The combinators , not and ∃
preserve the depth of the answers in the search tree, while the answers
resulting from & have depth equal to the sum of the depths of answers of
the two conjuncts. So all the answers to (F (p))(σ) on the level n come
from answers to p(σ) on levels n or less. By the induction hypothesis, these
answers only depend on levels n or less, so we are done.
Letting healthy stand for any the three healthiness properties from the previous section, we are now ready to prove that if a predicate returns healthy
answers up to level n in the search tree, then it also returns healthy answers
for level n + 1. This argument is based on the behaviour of step function,
which pushes each answer one level down the tree.
Lemma 8.5
If r x = step (F (r) x) and the predicate r x is healthy up to n levels, for
arbitrary n, then step (F (r) x) must also be healthy up to n + 1 levels.
The proof is by induction on n. The base case concerns the answers at
level 0; but there are no such answers, so the statement holds trivially.
For the induction step, we consider n = 0. The induction hypothesis states
that for any term x and any substitution σ, any answer σ  produced by
(r x)(σ) up to level n is healthy. We denote the restriction of a search tree
of p(σ) up to level n by p(σ)↑n. By deﬁnition of step, if σ  is an answer in
(step (F (r) x)(σ))↑(n + 1), it must be an answer in (F (r) x)(σ))↑n. That
is, the answers to (step (F (r) x))(σ) at level n + 1 come from the answers
to ((F (r) x))(σ) at level n.
Now, F builds its resulting predicate from the predicate r x and other
healthy predicates using , &, not and ∃ combinators. But we have established that F is non-destructive, so all the answers to (F (r) x)(σ) at level
n must come from answers to r x and these other predicates from the level
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n or less. By the induction hypothesis, they are all healthy.
We have already shown in lemmas 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 that these operators
preserve the three healthiness properties. Therefore, all the answers at level
n in (F (r) x)(σ) are also healthy, and thus also all the answers at level n + 1
in (step (F (r) x))(σ)↑(n + 1) are also healthy.
So, we know that all recursive predicates with ﬁnite trees are conservative,
monotonic and oblivious. Further, we wish to show that since this is the
case for arbitrarily large ﬁnite trees, it extends to the inﬁnitely large trees.
Lemma 8.6
The conservative, monotonic and oblivious properties of predicates do not
depend on the finiteness of the search tree.
The conservative property of predicates concerns only computed answers.
They are always a result of a ﬁnite computation, corresponding to a ﬁnite
branch, and it is irrelevant whether the tree might contain inﬁnite branches.
So in this case, the property does not depend on the ﬁniteness of the tree.
The monotonicity property compares two trees for the same predicate p,
under diﬀerent substitutions σ1 and σ2 such that σ1  σ2 . The query pσ1
involving the more general substitution might result in an inﬁnite tree where
the other query pσ2 results in a ﬁnite tree. For example, in the two queries:
append(x1 , x2 , x3 )({x2 /[2]}) and append(x1 , x2 , x3 )({x1 /[1], x2 /[2]})
the ﬁrst one results in a tree with inﬁnitely many successful branches, while
the second results in a ﬁnite tree with a singe successful leaf corresponding
to the answer {x1 /[1], x2 /[2], x3 /[1, 2]}. However, the property is stated for
all computed answers of the more reﬁned query, and each such answer will
always be reached at a ﬁnite depth in the tree. Relating to our example, the
second, more reﬁned, query has only one answer {x1 /[1], x2 /[2], x3 /[1, 2]},
and for this answer there exists a more general answer in the collection returned by the ﬁrst query: {x1 /[x4 ], x2 /[2], x3 /[x4 , 2]}. But this corresponding less reﬁned answer is always reached at the same depth in the tree, so
it does not matter that there are inﬁnitely many other answers.
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The oblivious property states that the two trees corresponding to the queries
(r t1 )(σ) and (r t2 )(σ) are equal under certain conditions. But both ﬁnite
and inﬁnite trees are equal exactly if they can be proved equal to an arbitrary
depth, so this property is conserved by transition to inﬁnite trees.
So, we have shown that the three healthiness properties hold for recursive
predicates when their search trees are ﬁnite, and that the properties are
preserved also when the trees are inﬁnite. Combining the two results, we get:
Theorem 8.1
All predicates are conservative, monotonic and oblivious, in the sense of
lemmas 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.
For the sake of discussion, it is interesting to note why this argument does
not apply to some other properties of predicates, such as completeness. The
inductive proof of completeness, even in the non-diverging case, depends on
the ﬁniteness of the answer tree. Completeness states that the computed
tree of the predicate query contains all the correct answers. We can prove
by induction that we always compute the subset of correct answers which
corresponds to the answers found in the tree up to depth n. However, with
recursion, there can be inﬁnitely many answers, and these answers could
require increasingly deep branches; even though each ﬁnite tree is complete
up to a given level, this does not mean that the inﬁnite is as well.
Since we treat completeness through LD-resolution, the recursive predicates
do not cause problems.
Another complex area related to recursive logic programs is the issue nontermination. It is a complex issue in program transformation and semantic
analysis of Prolog programs. However, non-termination is not a great issue
for us for two reasons. First, program transformation in our case is by
equivalence, not implication. Since all our steps preserve non-termination,
each of transformation step yields two equally non-terminating trees, which
is ﬁne. Second, our  is parallel under fair search strategies; in Prolog the
unfair dfs is used, and a divergence of one  branch leads to the divergence
of the whole query.
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8.3

Denotational semantics of predicates

The semantics of pure logic programming provided by our embedding is
denotational, in the sense that the meaning of each predicate arises from
the composition of the meanings of its constituents. Indeed, in [3], Apt
proposes a denotational semantics for ﬁrst order logic that is similar to our
embedding. The semantics proposed there is the denotational counterpart
of the operational semantics from [5], and it is consequently also built in
a more general setting of arbitrary interpretations for a given language L,
while our embedding is, as pointed out before, set in a Herbrand world of
universal term algebras for L.
From a denotational point of view, we need to attribute to each predicate
symbol p in the program some well-deﬁned and uniquely minimal relation r,
so that the meaning given to p shall be unambiguous. The approach taken
in [3] is to deﬁne the meaning of a formula relative to input substitutions,
as a mapping from an input substitution to a set of answer substitutions.
This ﬁts well with our treatment of predicates, since we also view them as
mappings from substitutions to collections of substitutions. Recall the type
of predicates in the general search model:
type Predicate = Answer → Forest Answer ,
where Answer is, in essence, a substitution. Each substitution is a ﬁnite
mapping, so can be viewed as a ﬁnite set. A Forest is a (possibly empty or
inﬁnite) collection of such ﬁnite sets. If P(A) denotes the powerset of the set
A, a set-based reading of the type deﬁnition above gives us the denotational
semantics of predicate p:
p

: Answer → P(Answer).

The basic principle of denotational semantics is that the meaning of each
syntactic construct is deﬁned as a semantical function of its direct constituents. This induces a deﬁnition driven by the syntactic structure of the
.
language; our primitive syntactic constructs are the atomic predicates =,
true and false, and the composite predicates are built with &, , not and ∃.
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The denotational semantics of the atomic predicates is:
true(σ)

= {σ},

(8.4)

= ∅,
.
t1 = t2 (σ) = {σµ | µ ← mgu(t1 σ, t2 σ)}.
false(σ)

(8.5)
(8.6)

These deﬁnitions correspond directly to our implementation of predicates
.
=, true and false in the embedding.
Further, for each of the predicate operators &, , not and ∃ we deﬁne a
corresponding semantic operator, and state equations that relate the two
kind of operators. We have:
p1

 p2 (σ) = p1 (σ) ∪ p2 (σ),

(8.7)

p1

& p2 (σ) = union(map p2  (p1 (σ))),

(8.8)

∃x.

rx(σ) = {dropv (σ  ) | σ  ∈ rv (σ)}, v is fresh.

(8.9)

Here ∪ computes a union of two (possibly inﬁnite) sets; however, in the
forest model, even inﬁnite sets of answers are represented as ﬁnite lists of
trees, some of which may be of inﬁnite depth. The union of two such sets
of answers can easily be computed as a concatenation of the two lists of
trees, which is exactly what our  operator does. Similarly, & composes
the answers in the two sets corresponding to their cost, so union · map p2 
computes also on inﬁnite sets. The dropv (σ) function removes the variable
v if it is in the domain of σ. For simplicity, our implementation of ∃ does not
perform this elimination, but in principle it is a part of the standardisation of
answers described in Chapter 4. The equations (8.7–8.9) above correspond
to a set-based reading of the implementation of the operators.
Relating our semantics to that of Apt’s [3], the main diﬀerences are in the
generality of interpretations, and in the consequent treatment of terms and
equations. There, the substitutions are generalised to correspond to an
arbitrary interpretation J , and a special state error is needed to deal with
the possibility of a divergence in the computation of t1 = t2 or elsewhere.
So the meaning of a formula φ is:
φ

: Subs → P(Subs ∪ {error}).
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The reason for our not having error in the answer set is that we have fairsearch strategies to deal with inﬁnite computation and in our restricted
setting equalities never lead to error .
The denotational semantics of a term t is in [3] deﬁned relative to the chosen J -substitution and is denoted tJ . It is a “partially-evaluated” term
where each maximal ground subterm is replaced by its value in J. An J substitution can be viewed as a generalisation of our substitutions: if one
chooses the Herbrand algebra as the interpretation J , J -substitutions and
substitutions coincide and so do the meaning of the term t, tJ , and the
term t itself.
The other main diﬀerence is in the treatment of equality: our treatment of
equality can be more liberal, since uniﬁcation does not diverge. The denotational semantics of equality in [3] allows only ground equality-tests and
arbitrary assignments to variables (with the occurs-check restriction). For
other atomic formulae p(t1 , . . . , tn ), the denotational semantics is deﬁned
only if they are ground.
With the restrictions of the interpretation to Herbrand interpretations, and
the more liberal treatment of equality for our setting, our denotational semantics can be viewed as a restriction of that of [3] to logic programming.
Our embedding is provably consistent with this denotational semantics; it is
also consistent with the operational semantics of [5], for the restricted case
of logic programming. So, the embedding can be used as the link between
the two in the restricted setting of logic programming.

8.4

Herbrand semantics of predicates

We now give an alternative denotational semantics for predicates, where
the meaning of a predicate is independent of an input substitution. This
approach is similar to the traditional declarative semantics of logic programming, where the meaning of a logic program corresponds to the set of atoms
that are implied by the program. The relation that we now attribute to each
predicate p is the minimal model of p. To diﬀerentiate from the semantics
·

in the previous section, we denote this semantics by decl(p).
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The Least Herbrand Model of p, decl(p), corresponds to the set of all ground
substitutions γ which extend some computed answer σ of p(ε):
decl(p) = {γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set(p(ε)) ∧ σ  γ},

(8.10)

where Set(p(ε)) corresponds to the set of all answers computed by the predicate call p(ε). It is a collection of all the leaves in the forest returned by
this predicate, and may consequently be an inﬁnite set.
Following the basic compositionality principle of denotational semantics, we
again specify how the meaning of the whole is composed from the meaning
.
of its constituent parts. For each of the syntactic operators &, , ∃, and =
we deﬁne a corresponding semantic operator, and equations that relate the
two kind of operators:
decl(p1  p2 ) = decl(p1 ) ∪ decl(p2 ),

(8.11)

decl(p1 & p2 ) = decl(p1 ) ∩ decl(p2 ),

(8.12)

decl(∃x. rx) = {dropv (γ) | γ ∈ decl(rv)}, where v is fresh
.
decl(t1 = t2 ) = {γ | t1 γ = t2 γ}.

(8.13)
(8.14)

Such equations need to be justiﬁed – we need to show that, for example,
∪ satisﬁes (8.11). This claim constitutes the soundness and completeness
proof for the implementation of . We have:
decl(p1  p2 )
= {γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set((p1  p2 )(ε)) ∧ σ  γ}

by (8.10)

= {γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set((p1 (ε) ++ p2 (ε)) ∧ σ  γ}

by (5.12)

= {γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set((p1 (ε)) ∧ σ  γ} ∪
{γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set(p2 (ε)) ∧ σ  γ}
= decl(p1 ) ∪ decl(p2 ).

by (8.15)
by (8.10)

The step marked with (8.15) is justiﬁed because Set satisﬁes the following
property with regards to ++:
Set(p1 (σ) ++ p2 (σ)) = Set(p1 (σ)) ∪ Set (p2 (σ)).
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(8.15)

If the answer collection to a predicate call p1 (σ) is an inﬁnite stream, the
set Set(p1 (σ)) will also be inﬁnite. The union of two sets, even if they
are inﬁnite, should be commutative. The question then, is, whether (8.15)
holds in all models of the embedding. In case of the dfs-model, where inﬁnite
streams are used, the concatenation p1 (σ) ++ p2 (σ) would never reach the
second stream if the stream of p1 (σ) is inﬁnite. However, in any fair model,
including our general-search and bfs models, this step holds. This is because
the answer collections in each of these models consist a ﬁnite list of possibly
inﬁnitely deep structures, and the concatenation therefore always computes
in a ﬁnite time. On the other hand, in case of unfair search, this property
does not hold in logic programming either. The same holds for diverging
computation, that is, if the search-tree of p1 (σ1 ) contains inﬁnite branches.
In the proof of (8.12), things are more complicated. We can only prove the
soundness part decl(p1 & p2 ) ⊆ decl(p1 ) ∩ decl(p2 ):
decl(p1 & p2 )
= {γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set((p1 & p2 )(ε)) ∧ σ  γ}

by (8.10)

= {γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set(join(map p2 (p1 (ε)) ∧ σ  γ}

by (5.13)

⊆ {γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set((p1 (ε)) ∧ σ  γ} ∩
{γ | ∃σ. σ ∈ Set(p2 (ε)) ∧ σ  γ}
= decl(p1 ) ∩ decl(p2 )

by (∗)
by (8.10)

The step marked by (∗) is justiﬁed by the monotonic (8.2) and conservative
(8.1) healthiness properties, as we show below. Let σ ∈ Set(p1 (ε)) and
σ  ∈ Set(p2 (σ)). For any such σ and σ  , we have:
σ  ∈ Set(p2 (σ)) ⇒ σ   σ.

by (8.1)

σ  ∈ Set(p2 (σ)) ∧ ε  σ ⇒ ∃θ ∈ Set(p2 (ε)). θ  σ  ,

by (8.2)

So, σ  reﬁnes at the same time the answer σ in Set(p1 (ε)) and some answer
θ in Set(p2 (ε)). But then, for any such σ  , the set of ground reﬁnements of
σ  must be in the intersection of the ground reﬁnements of σ and θ.
To prove completeness for our implementation of & in this setting, we need
to prove that the set inclusion holds the other way as well. For this we
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need to use induction, with the assumption that p1 and p2 also preserve
the set inclusion in the other direction. This induction hypothesis corresponds to Theorem 3 from Clark’s paper [26], and to the approach used to
prove completeness by Apt in [3], where a predicate is assumed equivalent
to the disjunction of its computed answer substitutions written out in an
equational form. As their results show, this proof can indeed be carried
out, but the argument does not extend to the recursive case. The reasons
for this are discussed in Section 8.2: properties such as completeness do
not extend trivially from arbitrary large ﬁnite trees to inﬁnite trees. They
may be another way of extending this argument to the recursive case, but
at present we do not know of it. That is one of our reasons for using the
simulation of LD-resolution to argue for the soundness and completeness of
the embedding, also for recursive predicates.
The argument for the adequacy of our implementation of ∃ (8.13), is straightforward, and follows from the oblivious property of predicates (8.3). The
equation (8.14), which implies the soundness and completeness of equations,
.
follows immediately from the implementation of =.

8.5

Uniqueness of ﬁxpoints

Let p = F (p) denote a recursive predicate deﬁnition. Below we outline a
proof that this equation deﬁnes a unique predicate solution. The proof uses
metric spaces (cf. Smyth [128]) and a contraction property of predicates to
prove its uniqueness. This uniqueness result is best proved for the tree model
of logic programs, and can be easily promoted to the other fair models of
logic programs, such as the matrix model, but it does not hold for the unfair
model of depth-ﬁrst search. The extension of the argument to mutually
recursive predicates is straight-forward, and uses tuples of predicates.
Intuitively, we need to show that there is some well-deﬁned way of measuring
the ’distance’ between two predicates, that the predicates are well-behaved
in a certain sense regarding this distance, and that the functional F has
some contractive eﬀect on it. In what follows below we denote by Ì the set
of all answer trees, by È the set of all predicates, by dT the distance function
between two trees and by dp the distance function between two predicates.
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The contractiveness of F is provided by the step function which, as described
in section 3.4, determines the level of an answer in the search tree. We
deﬁne the truncation (T ↑n) to be the tree T restricted to n levels. We will
use ↑n to measure how similar two trees are: the distance between two trees
corresponds to their level of agreement, and diminishes the longer it takes
to distinguish between them. We ﬁrst deﬁne a diﬀerence function dT (T1 , T2 )
between two trees T1 and T2 to be 2−n (the so-called Baire distance), where
n = max{n | (T1 ↑n) = (T2 ↑n)}, that is, the deepest common level of the
two trees. If the trees are equal, we deﬁne dT (T1 , T2 ) to be 0.
Then, we deﬁne dp (p, q), for two predicates p and q, to be the supremum
sup{d(p(x), q(x)) | x ∈ Subst} of all the distances between answer trees for
p and q for all input substitutions x. This is always deﬁned, because sup is
1 in the worst case (when n = 0), and 0 in the case when the two predicates
are equal.
The set of all trees with the function dT , (Ì , dT ), forms a metric space. This
is the case since the function dT satisﬁes the following by its deﬁnition:
dT (x, y) = 0 ⇔ x = y,

(8.16)

dT (x, y) = dT (y, x),

(8.17)

dT (x, z) ≤ dT (x, y) + dT (y, z).

(8.18)

The space (Ì , dT ) is actually ultrametric, since we can state an even stronger
inequality than (8.18): the level of agreement between two trees is less or
equal to the maximum level of agreement between the two original trees and
a third one. This obviously implies that it must be less or equal to their sum.
Because all the distances in this space are ≤ 1, we call (Ì , dT ) 1-bounded.
Now, predicates are functions from substitutions to trees of substitutions,
and a standard result from the metric space theory guarantees that if (Ì , dT )
is 1-bounded (ultra)metric space, and the distance between two functions in
the space È is deﬁned as dp above, we have that the function space (È , dp )
is ultrametric.
Furthermore, a Cauchy sequence Ti of trees is deﬁned as:
∀ > 0. ∃i. ∀j, k > i. d(Tj , Tk ) ≤ .
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(8.19)

The distance between trees in a Cauchy sequence diminishes as the level of
agreement between the trees is getting deeper. For any , we can guarantee
that the trees in the sequence agree on at least i levels. Since this  can get
arbitrarily small, the trees in the sequence will have to agree to arbitrary
many levels, and the trees of the sequence will resemble more and more the
(possibly inﬁnite) tree that is the limit of such a sequence. Thus, every
Cauchy sequence Ti of trees in this space converges to some limit tree T
(8.20):
∀ > 0. ∃i. ∀j ≥ i. d(Tj , T ) ≤ .

(8.20)

Since every Cauchy sequence in the space (Ì , dT ) converges to an element of

Ì , it is a complete metric space. This property of the space guarantees that
limits are available, whenever necessary, and this is crucial for the ﬁxpoint
theory stated further below.
Completeness of the space is preserved on the function space constructed
from it. Therefore, we also have:
Lemma 8.7
(È , dp ) is a complete metric space.
A function f is said to be contractive on some metric space if there exists
some constant ρ such that d(f (x), f (y)) < ρ × d(x, y), for all x and y in that
space. In the case of the functional F , which adds at least one level to any
particular search tree (because it must contain at least one application of
step) the distance dT between the two trees is at least halved. So F is a
contraction on trees, and also on predicates because it will (at least) halve
the sup as well as the distance for each individual tree, with ρ = 1/2. If F
is contractive, we also have that it is non-destructive:
(T1↑n) = (T2↑n) ⇒ (F (T1 )↑(n + 1)) = (F (T2 )↑(n + 1)),

(8.21)

since the left hand side implies that dT (T1 , T2 ) ≤ 2−n , and the contractiveness of F results in dT (F (T1 ), F (T2 )) ≤ 2−(n+1) which implies the right hand
side. By the deﬁnition of dp , this property also promotes to predicates:
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Lemma 8.8
F : È → È is a contractive function.
Intuitively this must be true since the answers of (F (p))(σ) with depth n + 1
depend only on the answers of p(σ) with depth n or less.
Since we have asserted that (È , dp ) is a complete metric space and that
F : È → È is a contractive function, Banach’s ﬁxed point theorem allows
us to assume and compute the unique solutions to our recursively deﬁned
predicates in the tree model. So ﬁnally, we have:
Theorem 8.2
For all p ∈ È , the equation p = F (p) has a unique solution.
As we have seen here, the uniqueness of ﬁxpoints crucially depends on the
step function, which provides the contraction property for F in the general
model. The same approach works for the breadth-ﬁrst search model, because
it can be made in a metric space in a similar way, and the step there will also
make F contractive. However, in the depth-ﬁrst model, step is the identity
function, so the ﬁxpoints in this model are not unique.
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Chapter 9

Program Transformation
In this chapter we describe how some important program transformation
techniques from functional programming can be translated to logic programs, and present three examples where these technique have been successfully applied to derive eﬃcient implementations of logic programs from
their speciﬁcations. The transformations presented here are based on fold
operations, and as such they preserve program termination.

9.1

Algebraic program transformation

The Prolog predicates rev1 and rev2 are both true exactly if one argument
list is the reverse of the other:
rev1([ ], [ ]).

rev2(A, B) ← revapp(A, [ ], B).

rev1([X|A], C) ←

revapp([ ], B, B).

rev1(A, B), append(B, [X], C).

revapp([X|A], B, C) ←
revapp(A, [X|B], C).

These two predicates have the same Least Herbrand Models, but they have
a very diﬀerent computational behaviour: the time complexity for rev1 is
quadratic while for rev2 it is linear. We now present a general technique
for developing the eﬃcient predicate from the clear but ineﬃcient one, in
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this and similar examples. The approach presented here is primarily inspired by Bird and de Moor’s work [18] on similar program synthesis and
transformation techniques for functional programming.
Arguably the most general transformational technique in logic programming
is the “rules and strategies” approach [99]. In this technique the rules perform operations such as an unfolding or folding of clause deﬁnitions, introduction of new clause deﬁnitions, deletion of irrelevant, failing or subsumed
clauses, and certain rearrangements of goals or clauses. Subject to certain
conditions, these rules can be proved correct relative to the most common
declarative semantics of logic programs.
In this approach, the application of the transformation rules is guided by
meta-rules called strategies, which prescribe suitable sequences of basic rule
applications. The main strategies involve tupling of goals that visit the
same data structure in a similar way, generalisation of goals in a clause
in order to fold them with some other clause, elimination of unnecessary
variables, and fusion of predicates deﬁned by two independent recursive
predicates into a single predicate. Such strategies are used as the building
blocks of more complex transformation techniques, and for limited classes
of predicates these strategies have been well understood and can be seen as
the backbone of a compositional method for transforming logic programs.
Our transformational example can indeed be solved by the rules and strategies approach, together with mathematical induction, needed to prove the
associativity of append on which the transformation depends. The basic
strategies involved are tupling and generalisation, and the derivation is simple and semantically correct relative to the least Herbrand model of the two
programs. However, there are a few methodological problems in this approach. First, the declarative semantics does not quite capture the behaviour
of logic programs when they are evaluated under the standard depth-ﬁrst
search strategy, and we have no clear measure of the reduction of the computation complexity. Second, the application of induction requires a separate
form of reasoning. But maybe most importantly, if we did not know of this
particular combination of strategies, there would be no systematic method
to guide us in the derivation. As far as we know, there are no general results
regarding what complex strategies can be applied for families of predicates.
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Below we outline a general approach to logic program transformations, and
argue that such an approach should be based on higher-order predicates and
their properties.
Many problems similar to the one described above have recently been explored and explained for functional programs in [18]. These results build on
the ample heritage of program transformation in the functional programming community and are based on laws of algebra and category theory.
According to this algebra of functional programming, the program transformation in the example above can be seen as an instance of a more general
transformational strategy, valid for an entire family of programs based on
functions foldl and foldr and parametric in the data structure. Algebraic
laws regarding such higher-order functions prove to be highly versatile for
functional program transformations.
There are two main advantages in using our functional embedding for transformation of logic programs. The ﬁrst one is that it allows us to reason
about logic programs in a simple calculational style, using rewriting and the
algebraic laws of combinators. The second, and the more interesting reason,
is that many predicates are easily expressible using higher-order functions
that accept more basic predicates as arguments.
We can implement the general “prepackaged recursion operators” foldl ,
foldr , map etc. as functions from predicates to predicates, and thereby get
the opportunity to use their algebraic properties for program transformation.
This approach avoids the problems related to higher-order uniﬁcation, while
it gives us the power of generic programming and provides the appropriate
language and level of abstraction to reason about logic program transformation. Also, even though we use higher-order syntax, we only apply it
in a manner which can be translated in a systematic way to the ﬁrst-order
syntax. Consequently, the laws of Chapter 4 that were proved only for the
ﬁrst-order syntax are still applicable.
Even though each particular derivation can be performed in a ﬁrst-order
setting, the general strategies guiding the program transformations depend
essentially on the higher-order functions. We argue that, as in functional
programming, so also in logic programming it is the properties of generic
recursion operators that yield generic transformation strategies.
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9.2

Emulation of the unfold/fold technique

We begin with the following deﬁnition of a predicate adj1(x, y, xs) that holds
if x and y are adjacent elements of list xs:
adj1(x, y, l) = (∃n. elem(x, n, l) & elem(y, succ(n), l))
elem(x, n, l) =
.
.
(∃xs. n = 0 & l = cons(x, xs))
.
.
 (∃m, y, ys. n = succ(m) & l = cons(y, ys) & elem(x, n, ys)),
where succ(n) is the term denoting the successor of numeral n. By transforming this program, we aim to obtain the following, declaratively equivalent, deﬁnition of adj1 that avoids the auxiliary predicate elem:
adj2(x, y, l) =
.
(∃xs. l = cons(x, cons(y, xs)))
.
 (∃z, ys. l = cons(z, ys) & adj2(x, y, ys)).
The proof of their equivalence can be done by our algebraic laws as follows.
We ﬁrst substitute the deﬁnition of elem for its ﬁrst occurrence in the body
of adj1 and use the distributivity of & and ∃ through  (laws 4.6 and 4.8),
getting:
adj1(x, y, ps) =
.
.
(∃n, xs. n = 0 & ps = cons(x, xs) & elem(y, succ(n), ps))
.
.
 (∃n, m, z, xs. n = succ(m) & ps = cons(z, xs) &
elem(x, m, xs) & elem(y, succ(n), ps)).
Next we apply the one-point rule (4.19) for n and use the substitution of
equals for equals (4.28) to replace ps by cons(x, xs), to obtain:
adj1(x, y, ps) =
.
(∃xs. ps = cons(x, xs) & elem(y, succ(0), cons(x, xs)))
.
 (∃m, z, xs. ps = cons(z, xs) &
elem(x, m, xs) & elem(y, succ(succ(m)), cons(z, xs))).
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We now reason about the expression elem(y, succ(0), cons(x, xs)). The rewrite
steps are shown below. We also use the fact that the uniﬁcation of two nonuniﬁable terms (succ(0) and 0) equals the predicate false, and that (∃x.false)
equals false as a consequence of (4.14). We get:
elem(y, succ(0), cons(x, xs))
.
.
= (∃zs. succ(0) = 0 & cons(x, xs) = cons(y, zs))
.
 (∃m, z, zs. succ(0) = succ(m) &
.
cons(x, xs) = cons(z, zs) & elem(y, m, zs))
.
.
= false  (∃z, zs. x = z & xs = zs & elem(y, 0, zs))
= elem(y, 0, xs)
= ...
.
= (∃us. xs = cons(y, us)).
We reason similarly about the expression elem(y, succ(succ(m)), cons(y, xs))
to get elem(y, succ(m), xs). Then we substitute these back into our previous
expression for adj1(x, y, ps), and get:
adj1(x, y, ps) =
.
.
(∃xs. ps = cons(x, xs) & ∃us.(xs = cons(y, us))
.
 (∃m, z, xs. ps = cons(z, xs) &
elem(x, m, xs) & elem(y, succ(m), xs)).
Now in the ﬁrst clause we pull ∃us to the front using (4.8), then eliminate
xs using the one-point rule (4.12). In the second clause we move m inwards
using (4.8) and then fold last two goals according to the deﬁnition of adj1:
adj1(x, y, ps) =
.
(∃us. ps = cons(x, cons(y, us)))
.
 (∃z, xs. ps = cons(z, xs) & adj1(x, y, xs)).
This equation is equivalent to our deﬁnition of adj2. Since adj1 and adj2
satisfy the same guarded recursive equation, we ﬁnally appeal to the uniqueness of ﬁxed-points for recursive predicate deﬁnitions, and conclude that the
predicates adj1 and adj2 are the same.
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In fact, here and in all the following examples we need the function step
in order to justify this appeal to uniqueness of ﬁxed-points, since it is the
step function of a fair strategy that guarantees the contractiveness of the
predicate space. We have omitted step in the example above for simplicity
of presentation. We now sketch the changes needed and the applications to
the laws of step. The “proper” predicate deﬁnition for adj1 is:
adj1(x, y, l) = step (∃n. elem(x, n, l) & elem(y, succ(n), l)),
and so on for adj2 and elem2. After the same transformation steps as before,
consisting of the substitution of the deﬁnition of elem for its ﬁrst occurrence
in the body of adj1 and the distribution of & and ∃ through , we have two
step occurrences enclosed by ∃ in the new predicate. We then apply the law
(5.26, 5.27) relating step to ∃ and &, which let us extract the two inner step
occurrences to the front of each  branch. Next we apply the distributivity
of step through  (5.29) to extract these step’s to the front:
adj1(x, y, ps) = step (step (
.
(∃xs. ps = cons(x, xs) & elem(y, succ(0), cons(x, xs)))
.
 (∃m, z, xs. ps = cons(z, xs)
& elem(x, m, xs) & elem(y, succ(succ(m)), cons(z, xs))))).
As before, we now reason about the expression elem(y, succ(0), cons(x, xs)),
.
but now we get step (step (∃us. xs = cons(y, us))). From the expression
elem(y, succ(succ(m)), cons(y, xs)) we get step (step (elem(y, succ(m), xs))).
Substituting these back into above expression for adj1(x, y, ps), we get:
adj1(x, y, ps) = step (step (
.
.
(∃xs. ps = cons(x, xs) & step (step (∃us. xs = cons(y, us)))
.
 (∃m, z, xs. ps = cons(z, xs)
& elem(x, m, xs) & step (step (elem(y, succ(m), xs))))).
Now we apply in both clauses the weak-equality law (5.28) for moving the
step from the second conjunct outside &. This is the ﬁrst point in this example where we are performing rewriting steps that are true in the declarative
but not in the procedural sense. We know, however, that the computed
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answers are still the same. We then eliminate xs from the ﬁrst clause using
the one-point rule (4.19), and contract the deﬁnition of adj1 in the second
clause, to get:
adj1(x, y, ps) = step (step (step (step (
.
(∃us. ps = cons(x, cons(y, us)))
.
 (∃z, xs. ps = cons(z, xs) & adj1(x, y, xs)))))).
We apply the other weak-equality law for step (5.30) to reduce the four
outermost steps to one, and the equation above becomes equivalent to our
translation of the second deﬁnition of adj2.

9.3

Accumulator introduction

We now return to the example introduced at the beginning of this chapter,
ignoring step for sake of readability. The standard deﬁnition of the naive
reverse predicate has quadratic time complexity:
rev1(l1, l2) =
.
.
(l1 = nil & l2 = nil)
.
 (∃x, xs, ys. l1 = cons(x, xs) &
rev1(xs, ys) & append(ys, cons(x, nil), l2)).
A better deﬁnition of reverse uses an accumulating parameter and runs in
linear time:
rev2(l1, l2) = revapp(l1, nil, l2)
revapp(l1, acc, l2) =
.
.
(l1 = nil & l2 = acc)
.
 (∃x, xs. l1 = cons(x, xs) & revapp(xs, cons(x, acc), l2)).
We can prove these two deﬁnitions equivalent by using the previously mentioned algebraic laws together with structural induction, following the same
style of transformation as in the previous section. This approach is similar
to the rules and strategies approach for logic program transformation.
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However, there is a shorter and more elegant way of proving these predicates
equal, by resorting to program derivation techniques based on higher-order
fold predicates and their properties. The outline of the derivation is:
rev1(xs, ys)
= foldr (snoc, nil) (xs, ys)

by defn. of foldr and snoc

= foldl (ﬂipapp, nil) (xs, ys)

by duality law (9.1), see below

= revapp(xs, nil, ys)

by defn. of foldl

= rev2(xs, ys).

by defn. of rev2

We denote this derivation by (∗) and justify each of the steps below.
The higher-order operators have proved to be fundamental in functional
programming, partly because they provide for a disciplined use of recursion,
namely a recursive decomposition that follows the structure of the data type.
They also satisfy a set of laws that are crucial in the functional program
transformations, and we will rely on one of those laws in our derivation (∗).
The deﬁnitions of some families of higher-order predicates, for example the
map and fold predicates over lists or other data structures, can be made
without any extensions to the implementation of our embedding. They can
be implemented using Haskell’s higher-order functions on predicates, so we
do not need to resort to the higher-order uniﬁcation machinery of, say, λProlog. For example, the predicate foldr , which holds iﬀ the predicate p
applied right-associatively to all the elements of the list l yields the term
res, could be deﬁned as:
foldr (p, e) (l, res) =
.
.
(l = nil & e = res)
.
 (∃x, xs, r. l = cons(x, xs) &
foldr (p, e) (xs, r) & p(x, r, res)),
where (p, e) are the higher-order parameters to the function foldr and (l, res)
are the arguments to the resulting predicate. The predicate p corresponds
to a binary function to be applied to the consecutive list elements, and
e denotes the initial element used to ‘start things rolling’. For example,
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the function foldr (add, 0) applied to ([2, 7, 8], res) produces the predicate
.
r1 = 0 & add(8, r1 , r2 ) & add(7, r2 , r3 ) & add(2, r3 , res); when invoked with
the appropriate input substitution (say the empty one), this predicate has
the eﬀect that res uniﬁes with the term denoting the numeral 17.
In the ﬁrst step of the derivation (∗), we use the following predicate snoc:
snoc (x, l, res) = append(l, cons(x, nil), res).
The pattern of recursion in the deﬁnition of rev1 is the same as that captured
by foldr . Using a result that guarantees that recursive deﬁnitions have
unique ﬁxed points, we may conclude that rev1 is equal to the instance of
foldr shown in the second line of our derivation (∗).
The next step in (∗) involves a transition from foldr to another higher-order
predicate, foldl . This left-associative fold over lists could be deﬁned as:
foldl (p, e) (l, res) =
.
.
(l = nil & e = res)
.
 (∃x, xs, r. l = cons(x, xs) &
p(e, x, r) & foldl (p, r) (xs, res)).
Roughly speaking, the function call foldl (add, 0) ([2, 7, 8], res) would return
.
the predicate add(0, 2, r1 ) & add(r1 , 7, r2 ) & add(r2 , 8, r3 ) & r3 = res. Again,
this predicate has the eﬀect of setting res to 17, but this time the numbers
are added from left to right.
The second step in (∗) is an instance of the duality law:
foldr (f, e) (l, res) = foldl (g, e) (l, res),

(9.1)

where f is replaced by snoc, g by ﬂipapp, and e by nil . Intuitively, we replace
tail-concatenation of snoc by a composition of frontal append operations.
The law above holds if f , g and e satisfy the following requirements: f and g
must associate with each other, and f (x, e, res) must equal g(e, x, res) for all
x and res. The predicates f and g associate with each other iﬀ the predicates
(∃t. f (x, t, res) & g(y, z, t)) and (∃t. g(t, z, res) & f (x, y, t)) are equal. In
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functional notation this corresponds to f (x, g(y, z)) = g(f (x, y), z).
The proof of (9.1) requires the following auxiliary result:
(∃t. f (x, t, res) & foldl (g, y) (xs, t))
= (∃t. f (x, y, t) & foldl (g, t) (xs, res)).
This is proved by induction, using the associativity assumption about f
and g. Then this equality, with y instantiated to e, is used together with the
assumption about the equality of f (x, e, res) and g(e, x, res), in the induction
proof for (9.1).
Returning to our derivation (∗), we need to check that the duality law really
is applicable, so we now prove that the predicates snoc and ﬂipapp and term
nil satisfy the requirements for f , g and e. If ﬂipapp is deﬁned as:
ﬂipapp (l, x, res) = append(cons(x, nil), l, res),
then we unfold the deﬁnition of both functions, and use the associativity of
append in step marked with (∗∗), to get:
(∃t. snoc(x, t, res) & ﬂipapp(y, z, t))
= (∃t. append(t, cons(x, nil), res) & append(cons(z, nil), y, t))
= (∃t. append(cons(z, nil), t, res) & append(y, cons(x, nil), t)) (∗∗)
= (∃t. ﬂipapp(t, z, res) & snoc(x, y, t)),
and similarly for snoc(x, nil, res) and ﬂipapp(nil, x, res). The associativity
of append used in (∗∗) can be shown by induction on the list argument res.
For the penultimate step in our derivation (∗), we ﬁrst prove that
revapp(l, acc, res) = foldl (ﬂipapp, acc) (l, res),
using a simple induction proof. Then, instantiating the arbitrary term acc
in foldl to the term nil, we get exactly the foldl (ﬂipapp, nil) (xs, ys) from
the third line of (∗), so we can rewrite this to a call to revapp(xs, nil, ys) in
the fourth line. The ﬁnal step follows directly from the deﬁnition of rev2.
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9.4

Generate-and-test elimination

We start with the standard implementation of the naiveSort predicate that
uses the ’generate-and-test’ method to sort a list:
naiveSort(l1, l2) = perm(l1, l2) & isSorted(l2)
isSorted(l) =
.
l = nil
.
 (∃x. l = cons(x, nil))
.
 (∃x, y, l2. l = cons(x, cons(y, l2)) &
le(x, y) & isSorted(cons(y, l2))),
where perm has the standard deﬁnition, using the auxiliary predicate delete:
perm(l1, l2) =
.
.
(l1 = nil & l2 = nil)
.
 (∃x, xs, zs. l2 = cons(x, xs) &
delete(x, l1, zs) & perm(zs, xs))
delete(x, l1, l2) =
.
.
(∃ys. l1 = cons(x, ys) & l2 = ys)
.
.
 (∃y, ys, zs. l1 = cons(y, ys) & l2 = cons(y, zs) &
delete(x, ys, zs)).
We now wish to show that naiveSort is equivalent to its more eﬃcient variant
iSort, which performs insertion sort.
Given a predicate insert(x, zs, l2) which is true if the sorted list l2 is the
result of inserting the element x in the appropriate position in the sorted
list zs, the usual implementation of the iSort predicate is:
iSort(l1, l2) =
.
.
(l1 = nil & l2 = nil)
.
 (∃x, ys. l1 = cons(x, ys) &
iSort(ys, zs) & insert(x, zs, l2)),
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insert(x, l1, l2) =
.
.
(l1 = nil & l2 = cons(x, nil))
.
.
 (∃y, zs. l1 = cons(y, zs) & l2 = cons(x, cons(y, zs)) &
le(x, y))
.
.
 (∃y, ys, zs. l1 = cons(y, ys) & l2 = cons(y, zs) &
gt(x, y) & insert(x, ys, zs)).
The outline of this derivation is similar to the previous example, except that
the essential step this time uses the fusion law for fold instead of the duality
law. If a function is expressed as a composition of functions, the fusion law
may be applicable; it combines two or more subsidiary computations into
a single function. This may eliminate multiple traversals and intermediate
data structures, as in the example here. The derivation is:
naiveSort(l1, l2)
= isSorted(l2) & perm(l1, l2)

by defn. of naiveSort

= isSorted(l2) & foldr(add, nil) (l1, l2)
= foldr(insert, nil) (l1, l2)

by defn. of foldr
by fusion (9.2), see below

= iSort(l1, l2).

by defn. of iSort

In step one we simply unfold the deﬁnition of naiveSort(l1, l2) and use the
commutativity property of &. In the next step we argue that the predicate
perm is an instance of foldr(add, nil), where the predicate add is as deﬁned
below. First, we use an auxiliary result stating that the relation perm is
symmetric, i.e. the deﬁning equation for perm(zs, xs) and perm(xs, zs) can
be rewritten to the same recursive equation. Second, we deﬁne add to be
the converse of delete, that is, add(x, zs, l1) = delete(x, l1, zs), and we can
now rewrite perm as:
perm(l1, l2) =
.
.
(l1 = nil & l2 = nil)
.
 (∃x, xs, zs. l2 = cons(x, xs) &
add(x, zs, l1) & perm(xs, zs)).
Then, once again using the result about the symmetricity of perm, we swap
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l1 and l2 and obtain a recursive equation equivalent to the one deﬁning
foldr (add, nil) (l1, l2).
The third step is the major step in this proof, and it is the one where
the eﬃciency gain is achieved, i.e. the one that captures this transformation strategy. It involves the fusion law for foldr , which can be proved by
induction on the length of the input list. The assumptions for this law1
are as follows: let predicates f , g and h, and a term e, be such that f (e)
holds, and that f (res) & g(x, y, res) rewrites to the same recursive equation as h(x, y, res) & f (y) for all terms x, y and res (in functional notation,
f (g x y) = h x (f y)). Then, the fusion law states that:
f (res) & foldr (g, e) (l, res) = foldr (h, e) (l, res).

(9.2)

If we now insert our predicate isSorted for f , add for g, insert for h, and
nil for e, the third step in the main proof is a straight-forward application
of the fusion law. We only need to prove that our choices for f , g, h, and
e satisfy the two fusion law requirements. The predicate call isSorted(nil)
holds by deﬁnition, and the remaining condition for f , g and h is that:
isSorted(res) & add (x , l , res) = insert(x , l , res) & isSorted(l ).
This equality can also be proved by an application of algebraic laws and
induction on the lists l and res, using the lemma:
delete(x, zs, ys) & isSorted(cons(y, zs))
= gt(x, y) & delete(x, zs, ys) & isSorted(cons(y, zs))
which can also be proved by induction on the argument lists zs and ys.
In the ﬁnal step, we simply recognise that iSort(l1, l2) is equivalent to
foldr (insert, nil) (l1, l2).
Following a similar approach, we can also derive the equivalence of the naive
sort and, for example, quickSort or selectionSort. Both of these derivations
rely on the fusion law, but they are algebraically slightly more advanced
than the above derivation of iSort because they also involve properties of
1

the assumptions are slightly simplified for the sake of this example
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unfold predicates.
The derivation of quickSort uses fold and unfold predicates on trees. The
reason for this is that even though quickSort is usually represented as a ﬂat
recursive predicate, it has a compositional form which is basically a sort on
trees where the intermediate tree data type has been eliminated. Essentially,
the derivation of quickSort involves proving the equality:
isSorted(l2) & perm(l1, l2)
= mkTree(l1, t) & ﬂatten(t, l2),
where the predicate mkTree(l1, t) holds if t is an ordered tree:
mkTree(l, t) =
.
.
(l = nil & t = null)
.
.
 (∃x, xs, t1, t2, l1, l2, a. l = cons(x, xs) & t = fork(t1, a, t2) &
split(l, l1, a, l2) & mkTree(l1, t1) & mkTree(l2, t2))
split(l, l1, a, l2) =
.
.
(∃y, ys. l = cons(y, ys) & a = y &
ﬁlter (λx.le(x, y)) (l, l2) & ﬁlter (λx.gt(x, y)) (l, l1)),
where ﬁlter (g) (l, l1) is a higher order predicate that holds if l1 contains all
the elements of l that satisfy g, and ﬂatten(t, l) holds if the list l corresponds
to the ﬂattened tree t. The terms representing trees and fold functions on
trees are deﬁned similarly to the corresponding deﬁnitions for lists.
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Chapter 10

Advanced Program
Transformation
Optimisation problems are well suited for logic programming, because they
often require a simple speciﬁcation and a subsequent search for the best
solution in a combinatorial space. In this chapter we show how our algebraic
calculus of relations can be applied to an analysis and the derivation of the
appropriate eﬃcient algorithm for certain families of optimisation problems.
The main purpose of this chapter is to make a tentative connection, and to
provide a fresh perspective on the work of Bird and de Moor in [18]; we do
not attempt a thorough semantical analysis of their theorems in the setting
of our embedding.

10.1

Optimisation problems

Dynamic programming1 is the name for a general strategy used in algorithms
that organises the computation so that subproblems are evaluated once instead of many times; traditionally this is done by combining a recurrence
equation with tabling or memoing. As applied to combinatorial optimisation problems, dynamic programming was ﬁrst popularised by Bellman in
1

The nomenclature in the dynamic programming literature is somewhat inconsistent,
so in what follows we have chosen to follow a neutral source [32].
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[107], where he introduced the Principle of Optimality which states that an
optimal solution is composed of optimal solutions to subproblems. This is
the essential (though only suﬃcient and not necessary) condition for the
dynamic programming technique to be applicable. Greedy algorithms also
suppose that the principle of optimality holds, but in addition they exploit
a greedy condition which guarantees that on basis of some local information only the best subproblem needs to be computed. Some problems fall
in between these two extremes of pursuing all or only one of the recursive
decompositions.
The problems which satisfy the principle of optimality can be divided into
two categories. Some are naturally solved in a top-down way, through a
decomposition of a recursive data-type and a consequent combination of
the partial answers. Others are better solved in a bottom-up way, where
a recursive data-type which contains the answers is being composed from
some seed. Provided that the conditions mentioned above hold, greedy
algorithms can be derived for both of these classes of problems, but dynamic
programming, as treated here, only applies to problems with bottom-up,
compositional speciﬁcations. For the problems which do not satisfy the
greedy condition yet require a decompositional solution, we derive a third
alternative: thinning algorithms.
From a programmers point of view, two main questions arise from this description of algorithms for optimisation problems. One is how to formalise
the aforementioned conditions for each of the three strategies, in such a way
that programmers can easily analyse the problem and identify the appropriate algorithm design strategy. The second is how can the programmers use
this information to derive the correct and eﬃcient algorithm within the given
strategy. In the traditional, tabulating, approach to dynamic programming,
there is no general answer to these two questions.
These two questions have recently been addressed by the relational algebraic approach to optimisation problems, and applied in the framework of
functional programming. Helman [61] was the ﬁrst to separate the ideas of
problem structure and computation, and his ideas have been generalised by
de Moor and Bird [18, 39] and later by Curtis [36].
Here, we apply these results to the setting of logic programs by showing how
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this approach can be used to answer these questions for three standard examples in dynamic programming: the string-edit, the minimum lateness and
the 1/0 knapsack problem. In section 10.2 we present the general framework,
and in section 10.3 we formulate in terms of higher-order logic programs the
three central theorems for the classiﬁcation of optimisation problems and
for the derivation of the respective algorithms. In sections 10.4, 10.5 and
10.6 we show how the theorems can be applied to the problems mentioned
above. The full code for the three examples, written in HiLog, can be found
in the appendix B.

10.2

Algebraic approach to optimisation problems

The goal behind the algebraic approach to optimisation problems is to provide a general tool for both the analysis and the derivation of the appropriate
eﬃcient algorithm. The starting point for both these tasks is a uniform speciﬁcation of optimisation problems. In this section, we ﬁrst present this speciﬁcation, and then we prepare the ground for the analysis and the derivation
that will be presented in the following section.
In order to make the theorems as general as possible, we use higher-order
predicates. In many higher-order logic programming languages, these predicates would have to be deﬁned in terms of call/n, which applies a given
predicate to the rest of the argument list. In our embedding, however, we
have direct access to higher-order functions such as map and fold. Also, for
the sake of simplicity, when we need to return a collection of answers to
a given predicate rather than the individual answers, we deﬁne a function
bagof, corresponding to the standard logic programming predicate bagof/3.
Also, in the examples in this chapter we will use interchangeably the notation cons(x, xs) and [x|xs], depending on the context.
Optimisation problems ask for the best solution among all the solutions to
a particular problem. This speciﬁcation is most naturally formulated as a
composition of two relations: ﬁrst generate all the possible solutions to the
problem, and then test this collection of answers to ﬁnd the best answers
among them.
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Which answers are “best” depends on the particular ordering of solutions
which will inevitably vary from problem to problem, such as maximising the
value, minimising the delay, etc. To abstract from such particulars, we write
r to denote the ordering of the solutions, and use a higher-order predicate
best(r, bag, out) that is true if out contains the r-optimal solutions in the
collection bag. Given a predicate bagof(x, p(x), bag) that collects in bag all
the x’s satisfying p(x), the speciﬁcation can be implemented as:
optimal r (in, out) =
(∃x, bag. bagof (x, solution(in, x), bag) &
best (r, bag, out)).
The relation r must be a preorder, i.e. a reﬂexive and transitive relation.
However, some elements of bag may not be related by it, so it need not be a
connected preorder. We say that a solution a is better then b with respect to
r if and only if the predicate r(a, b) holds, and the predicate best(r, x, c) holds
when r happens to be connected and c matches all the optimal elements in
x with respect to r:
best (r, x, c) =
.
x = [c]
.
 (∃a, b, y. x = [a|[b|y]] & r(a, b) & best (r, [a|y], c))
.
 (∃a, b, y. x = [a|[b|y]] & r(b, a) & best (r, [b|y], c)).
Further, we observe that most of the common optimisation problems can be
formulated in terms of some initial data-types, such as lists or trees, and that
the computation of individual solutions performed by solution(in, x) can be
expressed in terms of higher-order relations over these initial data-types,
such as fold or unfold . We simplify the presentation by expressing all the
results in terms of lists, which suﬃces for the purposes of our three examples,
although the more general setting of [18] includes any initial data-types.
The fold relation for lists collapses an input list to a value according to a
given relation p, while unfold constructs from an input value a list according
to the relation p. They are converses of each other; declaratively, we do not
need two separate deﬁnitions as we do in functional programming languages,
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as we could simply reverse the roles of two arguments in to produce a list
rather than consume a list. Operationally, however, we need to reverse the
order of the two premises so that Prolog and other systems with an unfair
selection rule can solve the subgoals in the correct order. Still, in the relational setting of logic programming and of our embedding their deﬁnitions
are almost identical, the only diﬀerence being ordering of the two literals in
the second clause:
fold (p, e) (l, res) =
.
.
(l = nil & e = res)
.
 (∃x, xs, r. l = [x|xs] & fold (p, e) (xs, r) & p(x, r, res)),

unfold (p, e) (res, l) =
.
.
(l = nil & e = res)
.
 (∃x, xs, r. l = [x|xs] & p(x, r, res) & unfold (p, e) (xs, r)).
In case of fold it is expected that the input parameter will be the third
and the output will be the fourth argument, while for unfold their positions
will be swapped. For example, fold (add, 0) ([2, 7, 8], x) will be true for
{x/17}, while unfold (add, 0) (y, 17) will return {y/[2, 7, 8]} as one of its
many answers, for an appropriate deﬁnition of the predicate add.
As for an application of fold in a computation of a particular solution in
bagof , it is the natural predicate to use whenever we are given a list and
need to decompose it, say, in order to ﬁnd an optimal way to select some
elements from it. For example, in the knapsack problem, if in is a list of
items and the task is to select the most valuable sublist of it within a given
knapsack capacity, a solution out can be computed by a fold which uses
the term emptysack as the initial input to the computation and the relation
consumeone to consume the consequent elements of the in list:
solution (in, out) =
fold (consumeone, emptysack) (in, out).
Alternatively, whenever we need to compose the solutions from some seeds,
as for example in the string edit problem where we are looking at sequences
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of editing operations between two strings, we will use unfold to implement
the predicate solution. The solutions can be computed by an unfold which
uses the term emptyedit as the initial edit empty sequence and the relation
addone to produce the consequent edit instructions in the list out. Predicate
addone builds the list out from its previous result and the seed in, which
simply contains the two strings to be edited:
solution (in, out) =
unfold (addone, emptyedit) (out, in).
Finally, the notion of reﬁnement in the next section is as follows: the derived
predicate fast reﬁnes the speciﬁcation spec if for all inputs in, we have:
fast (in, out) ⇒ spec (in, out).
With these preliminaries out of the way, we are now ready to express the
three central optimisational theorems regarding the applicability and the
derivation of dynamic, greedy and thinning algorithms. The proofs of these
theorems are omitted here, but can be found in a more general form in [18].
These proofs, as the ones in the previous chapter, are based on equational
reasoning about the algebraic properties of the relations involved, which
is why we refer to this as an “algebraic” approach. As already seen in
the previous chapter, in this style of program calculation, theorems about
higher-order functions like fold play a central role.

10.3

The three theorems

Before we start introducing the main theorems of this chapter, we need
the notion of monotonicity of predicates. The predicate p((a, x), newx) constructs a solution newx by incrementing the partial solution x by a. We say
that p is monotonic, or order preserving, on a preorder r if, for any arguments xi and xj , if xi is better than xj with respect to r, no matter how
p extends the inferior solution to some newxj , we can always ﬁnd at least
one way to extend by p the superior solution so that the resulting newxi is
better than newxj . If this is the case, we know that it is safe to throw the
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inferior solutions away and only extend the best ones. Formally:
r (xi , xj ) ∧ p ((a, xj ), newxj ) ⇒
(∃newxi . p ((a, xi ), newxi ) ∧ r (newxi , newxj )).
The predicate p can be non-deterministic.

(10.1)

When p happens to be de-

terministic, in particular, when it is the list constructor cons deﬁned by
cons((a, x), [a|x]), the condition (10.1) simpliﬁes to:
r(xi , xj ) ⇒ r([a|xi ], [a|xj ]).

(10.2)

The Dynamic Theorem is applicable to problems in which it is natural
for the partial results to be computed by an unfold , i.e. by constructing
candidate answers from a seed. The theorem also guides the ﬁrst part of
the derivation of the dynamic program, but the programmer is still left to
his own ingenuity to derive the appropriate tabling scheme. If (10.2) holds
for some given r, the speciﬁcation:
d (in, out) =
(∃x, bag. bagof (x, unfold (step, base) (x, in), bag) &
best (r, bag, out)),
can, for any given step and base, be reﬁned to:
d (in, out) =
.
out = nil
 (∃x, bag, bag1. bagof ((a, x), step((a, x), in), bag) &
consmap (d, bag, bag1) &
best (r, bag1, out)),
where the auxiliary predicate consmap is deﬁned as:
consmap (p, l1, l2) =
.
.
(l1 = nil & l2 = nil)
.
.
 (∃a, x, y, newx, newy. l1 = [(a, x)|y] & l2 = [[a|newx] | newy] &
p (x, newx) & consmap (p, y, newy)).
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The derived program is better since it ﬁlters the input through best at each
level of recursion, rather than maintain all the unproﬁtable solutions and
choosing the optimal ones at the very end, as the speciﬁcation does. The second program for d describes a recursive scheme in which ﬁrst step((a,x),in)
is applied to in in all possible ways. These results (a1 , x1 ), . . . , (an , xn ) are
collected by bagof in the bag bag. Then the recursive calls to d are applied by consmap to each of the new seeds x1 , . . . , xn . These calls to d
generate the lists newx1 , . . . , newxn , which are consequently “consed” with
a1 , . . . , an , resulting in the list bag1 of solution lists.
The monotonic condition (10.2) is actually the Principle of Optimality stated
formally for lists. Here is the reason why it is needed in this derivation. Each
seed xi may generate many alternatives for newxi , and all of these will be
contained in bag1. However, since each of these newxi is consed with the
same ai , according to (10.2), the best xi ’s will always lead to the best solutions. That is why we only need to consider the result of best for each
decomposition of subproblems.
If the set of decompositions associated with each subproblem is overlapping,
a naive evaluation of the derived program will involve much repeating work.
However, several declarative languages provide a built-in tabulation facility
where the solutions to subproblems can be implicitly recorded and retrieved
for subsequent use, and with such evaluation the derived program would
have polynomial rather than exponential time complexity.
Notice that such implicit tabulation would not reduce the time complexity
of the original speciﬁcation in the same way; this is because the speciﬁcation
produces a bag with all the solutions and if there are exponentially many of
them, the best predicate must take exponential time.
Similarly, the Greedy Theorem is used to check whether one can solve an
optimisational problem by a greedy algorithm, and for the positive instances
to derive this algorithm from the speciﬁcation. While the dynamic theorem
allows us to improve the eﬃciency of the speciﬁcation by only considering
the best partial solutions for each decomposition, the greedy theorem goes
much further: the derived greedy program arrives to the optimal solution by
only computing the best partial solutions of one, best, decomposition at each
recursion level. Obviously, the conditions required by this theorem must be
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rather strong, since we need an additional ordering which will provide us
with a hint exactly which decomposition to use, based on local information.
There are actually two greedy theorems, one for fold and one for unfold ,
and here we choose to present only the one relevant for our examples, based
on unfold . If the monotonicity condition (10.2) is satisﬁed, and if we can
ﬁnd a preorder q deﬁned on pairs which represent problem decompositions,
such that:
q((ai , ini ), (aj , inj )) ∧ unfold (step, base) (outj , inj ) ⇒
(∃outi . unfold (step, base) (outi , ini ) ∧ r ([ai |outi ], [aj |outj ])).
(10.3)
Then the following program segment:
g (in, out) =
(∃x, bag. bagof (x, unfold(step, base) (x, in), bag) &
best (r, bag, out)),
can be reﬁned to:
g (in, out) =
.
out = nil
.
 (∃x, a, a1, bag1. out = [a1|newx1] &
bagof ((a, x), step((a, x), in), bag) &
best (q, bag, (a1, x1)) & g (x1, newx1)).
As in the dynamic theorem, the condition (10.2) enables us to consider only
the best partial solutions for each decomposition. Even better, only the best
decomposition is needed, and the greedy condition (10.3) uses q to chose
this decomposition, say, (ai , ini ). In cases where the input is such that best
matches more than one element in bag, we can reﬁne this program further
by replacing best with a predicate onebest which is matched only once.
Note that q is an ordering on decompositions, while r is an ordering on
results. If we have an ordering q such that for any pair of decompositions, say
(ai , ini ) and (aj , inj ), if (ai , ini ) is preferred to (aj , inj ) by q, then we know
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the following: for any possible outcome outj of the inferior decomposition,
we can ﬁnd at least one outcome outi of the superior decomposition, such
that the total result [ai |outi ] will be better than [aj |outj ], according to the
ordering r. This is why, in the derived program, we can after each step
safely chose the best decomposition (a1, x1) according to q, and recursively
apply g only to this optimal decomposition without considering others.
On the continuum of the optimisation problems that satisfy the principle of
optimality, on one extreme we ﬁnd the problems requiring dynamic programming, and on the other problems that can be solved by greedy algorithms.
Some problems fall between these two extremes of all and one: in [18] there
is a reﬁned dynamic theorem with an additional condition which allows us to
move away from the “all” extreme to “some”, where an additional preorder
is used discard some of the decompositions, and pursue only those which
incorporate all the potentially proﬁtable solutions. This approach is called
“thinning”.
We have previously mentioned that two distinct forms of greedy theorem
exists, one for problems deﬁned in terms of fold and one for those deﬁned in
terms of unfold . The dynamic theorem, however, only works for problems
speciﬁed with unfold . Problems that satisfy the principle of optimality and
require a speciﬁcation in terms of fold can be solved by the Thinning
Theorem. This theorem speciﬁes a monotonicity condition that can be used
to discard some of the unproﬁtable decompositions in the derived program.
Assume that we have preorders r and q respectively on solutions and on
problem decompositions, with the following speciﬁcations. The preorder
q is a sub-relation of preorder r, meaning q(x, y) ⇒ r(x, y), and it is not
necessarily connected. The predicate step is monotonic (as in (10.1)) on the
converse of q, which we denote by q ◦ .
Furthermore, assume that we have predicates thin and pow , with the following speciﬁcations. The predicate thin(r, xs, ys) holds if ys is a subset of
xs and ∀x ∈ xs. ∃y ∈ ys. r(y, x), that is, for each solution in xs there is a
better solution in ys. Finally, pow(p, (a, xs), y) holds if ∃x ∈ xs. p((a, x), y),
that is, if p applied to some arbitrary element of x of xs yields y. Then the
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program:
t (in, out) =
(∃x, bag. bagof (x, fold (step, base) (in, x), bag) &
best (r, bag, out)),
can be reﬁned to:
t (in, out) =
(∃bag. fold (tstep, [base]) (in, bag) &
best (r, bag, out)),
where the auxiliary predicate tstep is deﬁned as:
tstep ((a, as), ys) =
(∃x, xs. bagof (x, pow(step, (a, as), x), xs) &
thin (q, xs, ys)).
The motivation here is that we promote bagof in fold , so that we can thin it
at each recursion stage. At each stage, we use a pow operator to apply step
in all possible ways to the bag of partial solutions, then collect the results.
The role of thin is to use the preorder q to shrink the size of the bag of
solutions.
The speciﬁcation of thin(q, x, y) in eﬀect means that if an element in x is
worse than some other element with respect to q, then by monotonicity we
need not keep it in y. Obviously, this speciﬁcation allows thin to return its
input unshrank, and in that case the derived program is as ineﬃcient as the
speciﬁcation. To gain from this reﬁnement without relying on tabling, we
need to ﬁnd a q that removes a considerable portion of the bag of the partial
solutions. On the other hand, if we manage to ﬁnd a q so strong that it is
a connected preorder, we can simply keep the best partial solution at each
stage, which would correspond to a greedy algorithm.
Finally, the premises for the three theorems are actually stronger than they
need to be, so both (10.2) and (10.3) can be additionally restricted. We
shall prefer to use these weaker conditions in section 10.6, so we deﬁne them
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as well. A weaker form of (10.2) requires that xi and xj are composed from
the same seed in:
∃in. (unfold (step, base) (xi , in) ∧ unfold (step, base) (xj , in)) ∧ r (xi , xj )
⇒ r ([a|xi ], [a|xj ])

(10.4)

and, similarly, a weaker form of (10.3) requires that both (ai , ini ) and
(aj , inj ) are decompositions of the same input in:
∃in. (step ((ai , ini ), in) ∧ step ((aj , inj ), in))
∧ q ((ai , ini ), (aj , inj )) ∧ unfold (step, base) (outj , inj )

(10.5)

⇒ (∃outi . unfold (step, base) (outi , ini ) ∧ r ([ai |outi ], [aj |outj ]))
Now we go on to apply these three theorems to three classic optimisation
problems: dynamic theorem to the string edit problem, thinning theorem to
1/0 knapsack problem, and greedy theorem to the minimal lateness problem.

10.4

Dynamic programming example: string edit

Given two strings x and y, the string edit problem asks for the minimal
sequence of editing operations required to transform x into y. The choice
of the editing operations varies in diﬀerent formulations of this problem,
and we choose the simplest possible set: insert a character into x, delete
a character from x, and copy a character in x, that is, retain it. These
three operations contain enough information to construct both strings from
scratch, if one interprets copy a as “append a to both strings”, insert a as
“append a to the right string” and delete a as “append a to the left string”.
We choose to represent the strings as lists of characters and the edit sequence
as a list containing pairs of (op, char), where op is one of ins del or cpy. Each
operation costs one unit, so the optimal edit sequence is one with a minimal
length. Since there might be more than one such solution, we choose the
ﬁrst.
The string edit problem constructs the lists of editing instructions out by
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means of an unfold from the seed (s1, s2), containing the two input strings:
edit ((s1, s2), out) =
(∃x, bag. bagof (x, unfold (step, (nil, nil)) (x, (s1, s2)), bag) &
best (lleq, bag, out)),
where the predicate step applies one editing instruction to the pair of input
strings, and the predicate lleq compares the lengths of two edit sequences:
step (in, out) =
.
.
(∃x, y, a, b. in = ((cpy, a), (x, y)) & out = ([a|x], [a|y])
.
.
 in = ((del, a), (x, nil)) & out = ([a|x], nil)
.
.
 in = ((del, a), (x, [b|y])) & out = ([a|x], [b|y])
.
.
 in = ((ins, b), (nil, y)) & out = (nil, [b|y])
.
.
 in = ((ins, b), ([a|x], y)) & out = ([a|x], [b|y])),
lleq(x, y) =
(∃m, n. length(x, m) & length(y, n) & m =< n).
Obviously lleq is monotonic on cons, since consing an element to two sequences preserves the length comparison between them. So (10.2) holds and
we can apply the dynamic theorem, which results in the following program:
edit2 ((s1, s2), out) =
.
.
.
(s1 = nil & s2 = nil & out = nil)
 (∃x, bag, bag1. bagof (x, step(x, (s1, s2)), bag) &
consmap (edit2, bag, bag1) &
best (lleq, bag1, out)).
Using XSB [119], or some other tabling Prolog system, edit2 can be automatically tabled and the execution complexity becomes polynomial2 because
there are only m ∗ n diﬀerent subproblems, where m and n are the lengths
of the two sequences. The complexity of the speciﬁcation edit, on the other
side, would remain exponential even after tabling.
2

Since we are tabling strings, lookups require string comparisons and are potentially
expensive, but these strings are prefixes of a fixed string, so we can use integers as keys.
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10.5

Thinning example: 1/0 knapsack

Given n items, each of weight wi and of value vi , and a knapsack of capacity
K, the goal is to ﬁnd the subset of items with maximal total value whose
total weight does not exceed K. The naive implementation of this problem
constructs all subsets of items within weight limit and returns the subset
with the greatest value; the size of the powerset of a set of n elements is 2n ,
so the complexity of this algorithm is exponential in the number of items:
knapsack (w, in, out) =
(∃x, bag. bagof (x, fold (step(w), (nil, 0, 0)) (in, x), bag) &
best (vgeq, bag, out)).
The predicate knapsack(w, x, y) holds if y is the optimal way to select items
from the list x within weight w. We adopt a fold to capture the process of
examining all the items one by one. In each step we have two choices: to
ignore this item, or to add it to the bag if the total weight does not exceed
our limit:
step (w, (a, x), y) =
.
x=y
 (addone(a, x, y) & within(w, y)).
The explicit use of nondeterminism here is suggestive and we consider that
the relations of a logic programming language give us in this case a clear
notational advantage over conventional functional languages. The predicate
addone(a, x, y) holds if y is a partial solution gotten by adding the item a to
the partial solution x. The predicate within(w, y) holds if the total weight
of all the items in list y is within the weight limit w.
The auxiliary vgeq simply compares the values of two collections:
vgeq (a, b) = (∃va, vb. value(a, va) & value(b, vb) & va >= vb).
Since the speciﬁcation of knapsack is expressed in terms of fold , we can
try to apply either the thinning or the greedy theorem. Optimally, we
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would like to try to use the greedy theorem, since it results in the simplest
and the most eﬃcient algorithm. Unfortunately, step is not monotonic on
vgeq. We cannot give up a selection of items just because it is less valuable
than another selection, because the step might not be able to add it to the
partially ﬁlled knapsack due to overﬂow.
However, we can identify a sub-relation q of value such that step is monotonic
on a converse of q. If a selection of items is not only less valuable, but also
heavier than another selection, then this choice of items is deﬁnitely not
leading to the optimal solution. Given an auxiliary predicate wleq which is
true if the weight of its ﬁrst argument is less than or equal to that of its
second argument, we deﬁne q simply as the conjunction:
q (a, b) = vgeq (a, b) & wleq (a, b).
The proof that step is monotonic on q ◦ follows directly from the deﬁnition
of step. If q ◦ (a, b) holds, then a has smaller value and greater weight than b.
Given a partial solution x, we can always ﬁnd a way to use step to extend
it with these two items so that the resulting solutions, say xa and xb, are
related by q ◦ (xa, xb), i.e. so that the solution resulting from the less valuable
and heavier item will also be less valuable and heavier.
Thus, we know that we can apply the thinning theorem. Actually, a special form of this theorem, known as the Binary Thinning Theorem, can be
applied in this case, because the deﬁnition of step has only two alternatives. This theorem states that under the conditions described above, we
can derive the following program from our knapsack speciﬁcation:
knapsack2 (w, in, out) =
(∃list. fold (step3(w), [(nil, 0, 0)]) (in, list) &
head (list, out)),
step3 (w, (a, x), ys) =
(∃y, bag1, bag2. bagof (y, pow(step1(w), (a, x), y), bag1) &
bagof (y, pow(step2(w), (a, x), y), bag2) &
merge (vgeq, bag1, bag2, bag) &
thin (q, bag, ys)).
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Instead of referring to a theorem not presented here, we could have used
simple algebraic calculations to derive this program from the code resulting
from the original thinning theorem in a few steps. The sketch of the main
steps in this proof is as follows. First, best r is reﬁned by a composition of
predicates sort r◦ and head , since taking the ﬁrst element of the list sorted
in reverse order of r gives the optimal element. Then, the fusion theorem is
used to push sort into the fold , and the conditions of the fusion theorem are
used to calculate the composition of predicates bagof , merge and thin used
in the code above.
Let n be the number of items, and w their total weight. As discussed earlier,
the time complexity of the speciﬁcation is O(2n ). The derived program
computes step3 n times, once for each item in the input list. The size of the
bag in bagof is in this case bounded by the the total weight w because for
each weight the bag contains at most one element, and thin and merge are
easily implemented such that they are linear in the length of the input lists,
so the time complexity of the derived program is O(n ∗ w).
This problem is traditionally solved by tabling, where one builds a table
containing a row for each item and a column for each weight, up to the total
sum of the weights of all items. In each entry the best possible value within
the given subset of items and the given weight is recorded. Since the number
of entries is the product of the number of items and the total weight, the
running time becomes polynomial, so the complexities of the tabled program
and our program are comparable. However, unlike the tabling program, our
program also works for non-integer weights and values, but in that case the
running time becomes exponential.

10.6

Greedy example: minimal tardiness

The minimum tardiness problem is a scheduling problem from Operations
Research. Given a bag of jobs, it is required to ﬁnd some scheduling of
it, that is, some permutation of the bag, that minimises the worst penalty
incurred if the scheduled jobs are not completed in their due time. Each job j
is associated with three quantities: the completion time ct(j, c), determining
how long it takes to complete the job; the due time dt(j, d), determining
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the latest time before which the job must be completed; and a weighting
wt(j, w), measuring the importance of the job.
Given predicates bagify(x, in), which holds if x is some permutation of the
bag in, and costleq(a, b), which holds if the schedule a has a cost less than
or equal to the schedule b, the scheduling problem sche can be speciﬁed as:
sche (in, out) =
(∃x, bag. bagof (x, bagify(x, in), bag) &
best (costleq, bag, out)).
We can implement bagify using unfold with the auxiliary predicate bcons.
In one direction, bcons adds an item a to a bag x; used in the reverse way,
it nondeterministically picks an arbitrary item from the bag and pairs it
with the rest of the bag. With unfold , it can be used to generate all the
permutations for a bag. The predicate costleq is as expected:
bagify (y, x) = unfold (bcons, nil) (y, x),

bcons (x, ys) =
.
.
(∃a, z. x = (a, z) & ys = [a|z])
.
.
 (∃a, b, y, z. x = (b, [a|z]) & ys = [a|y] &
bcons ((b, z), y)),

costleq (x, y) =
(∃cx, cy. cost(x, cx) & cost(y, cy) & cx =< cy).
The cost of a scheduling is the maximum penalty of any scheduled job.
The relation penalty((j, x), p) below denotes that the penalty p is incurred
when the job j is performed after some jobs x. Notice that in this example
schedules should be read backwards, i.e. the last job is written at the head of
the list. If a job is completed before its due time, according to the deﬁnition
below its assigned penalty is negative, but since we only need to be concerned
with the maximum penalty, we choose to ignore negative penalties in the
deﬁnition of cost. To this end we use the predicate bmax which simply
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relates the maximum of its ﬁrst and second arguments to the third. Given a
predicate totaltime which calculates the time taken to complete all the jobs
in x by summing up their completion time, the deﬁnitions of penalty and
cost are:
penalty ((j, x), p) =
(∃c, w, d, tt. ct(j, c) & wt(j, w) & dt(j, d) &
totaltime(x, tt) & p is (tt + c − d) ∗ w),

cost (x, c) =
.
.
(x = nil & c = 0)
.
 (∃j, z, c1, c2. x = [j|z] & penalty((j, z), c1) &
cost(z, c2) & bmax(c1, c2, c)).
As the number of permutations of a list is exponential in its length, the
above speciﬁcation of sche takes exponential time to run. Fortunately, the
two conditions of the greedy theorem hold for this speciﬁcation, so we can
derive a greedy algorithm for this problem. We give an informal argument for
their validity below, and a formal, calculational proof can be found in [18].
The monotonicity condition states that if the cost of a scheduling x is less
than or equal to the cost of scheduling y, attaching job j to both of them
does not change the ordering. In this example we ﬁnd the weaker version
(10.4) easier to prove. Given a job j, schedules s1, s2, and a bag b, we claim
that:
(∃b. bagify (s1, b) ∧ bagify (s2, b)) ∧ costleq (s1, s2)
⇒ costleq ([j|s1], [j|s2]).
The premise (∃b. bagify(s1, b) ∧ bagify(s2, b)), also called the context, says
that both s1 and s2 are schedulings of the same bag of jobs b. For any
permutation of a bag of jobs b, i.e. any schedule resulting form b, the total
completion time must be the same. Therefore also adding the same job
to both schedules results in a same completion time. But the penalty of
[j|s1] only depends on the weight of j and the total completion time of s1,
so the penalties for doing j after s1 and s2 are the same. Since the cost
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of a scheduling is deﬁned to be the maximum penalty, the monotonicity
condition trivially holds.
Proving the greedy condition is trickier, and again we chose to prove the
weaker version (10.5). We need to invent an ordering which will help us
to choose the best job to pick in each stage. Formally, we need to ﬁnd an
ordering q such that, for jobs j1, j2, bags b1, b2, b and schedules s1, s2, we
can prove:
(∃b. bcons((j1, b1), b) ∧ bcons((j2, b2), b))
∧ q((j1, b1), (j2, b2)) ∧ bagify(s2, b2)
⇒ (∃s1. bagify(s1, b1) ∧ costleq([j1|s1], [j2|s2])).

(∗)

We claim that the ordering penaltyleq is the right choice for q, that is, that
in each step we only need to follow the decomposition with the least penalty
job:
penaltyleq (x, y) =
(∃px, py. penalty(x, px) & penalty(y, py) & px =< py).
We refer to the two parts in the antecedent of the greedy condition (∗)
as the context and the premise, respectively. The context of the greedy
condition states that (j1, b1) and (j2, b2) are decompositions of the same bag
b. Further, the premise penaltyleq((j1, b1), (j2, b2)) means that the job j1
after any scheduling of b1 incurs less penalty than the job j2 after any
scheduling of b2.
If the context and the premise hold, then, we argue, for any scheduling s2 of
the bag b2, there must exist some way to construct a schedule s1 out of the
bag b1, such that the total schedule [j1|s1] has lower cost than the schedule
[j2|s2].
The argument is as follows. Remember that the cost of [j1|s1] is the maximum of the cost of s1 and the penalty of j1. Regarding the cost of s1, notice
ﬁrst that inserting a job into a schedule either keeps the total schedule cost
the same or increases it. Because both [j1|s1] and [j2|s2] are schedulings
of the same bag b, we can chose the schedule s1 to be the same as schedule
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[j2|s2] without the job j1; then the cost of s1 must be less than or equal to
the cost of [j2|s2]. Regarding the penalty of j1 after s1, by the premise we
know that it is less than or equal to the penalty of j2 after s2.
And then, through a direct application of the greedy theorem, we derive:
sche2 (b, y) =
.
.
b = nil & y = nil
.
 (∃x, bag, j1, s1, b1. y = [j1|s1] & bagof (x, bcons(x, b), bag) &
best (penaltyleq, bag, (j1, b1)) &
sche2(b1, s1).
The complexity of this is cubic in n, since there are totally n recursive
calls to sche2, in each call we need to examine among a linear number
of decompositions to pick the one with least penalty, and the calculation
of penalty also takes linear time (to sum up the completion time). We
could have reﬁned the data structure such that computing the penalty takes
constant time, but we keep the code in this form to emphasise the structure
of the program described in the theorem.

For completeness, we ﬁnish this chapter with a few words about dynamic
programming in logic programming: traditional tabulation methods have
been successfully used to solve dynamic programming problems in logic programming: examples of tabular logic programming systems include XSB
[119], DyALog [140], and B-Prolog [148]. There is an alternative approach,
advocated by Clocksin in [31], where recomputation is avoided by using
data-ﬂow analysis at compile time; this approach is implemented for logic
programming in [22, 41]. However, they do not focus on algorithms; we do.
Finally, the three theorems in this chapter are presented in specialised forms
for lists. The more general form can be found in [18], where an optimisation
problem is represented as fold and unfold for any initial data-type. However,
not all dynamic programming or greedy algorithms can be expressed in terms
of fold and unfold . Curtis [36] generalises the model further to cover most
dynamic programming or greedy problems.
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Chapter 11

Evaluation and Future Work
In the ﬁnal chapter we summarise the work presented in this thesis, present
and discuss some areas of related work and outline possible directions for
further research.

11.1

Summary of the thesis and conclusions

The work presented in this thesis is a part of a research program which explores the application of algebra to program transformation and calculation
for declarative languages. In this case, the general conceptual advantage of
using an algebra, instead of using speciﬁc language semantics, is that many
diﬀerent programming styles can be speciﬁed in the same formalism, so that
the approach elucidates similarities between the diﬀerent declarative styles.
Also, the techniques presented hold for whole families of programs which
are found in each of the declarative styles.
Since the algebraic approach is closely related to the equational style of
functional programming, functional programs can be treated directly in this
setting, using a ﬂexible range of formal analysis techniques and symbolic
simulation. Therefore, most of the work in the area of algebraic program
transformation has been focused on functional programming, where the results are plentiful. However, the other main family of declarative languages,
logic programming, has not yet been studied in this setting.
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The objective of this thesis was to investigate whether the algebraic approach
to program transformation and derivation is similarly well-suited to model
and analyse logic programs.
In this thesis we have proposed and studied an embedding of pure logic
programs into lazy functional ones. This work was not aimed towards an
implementation of a new programming language, although a language implementation based on the embedding is conceivable. Rather, this work was
directed towards producing and using a theoretical tool (with a simple implementation) for the analysis of diﬀerent aspects of logic programs. Our
three top-level goals were:
• the core implementation of the operators of the embedding,
• the operational analysis of the combinators of the embedding, and
• the application of the embedding to program transformation.
Each of these tasks turned out to be quite tractable in the embedding, in
the sense that they could be carried out in a reasonably straightforward and
self-explanatory manner. Indeed, this simplicity was the key idea and the
main strength of the embedding. The procedural semantics of the embedded program proved to be both transparent and very close to the declarative
semantics of the original logic program. The embedding is abstract enough
to be ﬂexible: it permits experimenting with diﬀerent search strategies and
higher-order logic programs. It also facilitates reasoning about logic programs and can used to generalise the analysis of programs and program
transformation.
Based on this work, our two major conclusions are that:
• algebraic semantics is a suitable semantic framework for logic programming; it facilitates a compositional approach to reasoning about logic
programs, and yields several interesting theoretical insights; and
• program transformation based on algebraic laws and higher-order functions is more generic than the traditional methods employed for logic
program transformation.
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On a pragmatic level, we found algebraic semantics an appealing tool for
reasoning about logic programs because it is based on a fairly natural and
well-known formalism, and because of its abstract modelling of the computation process and support for equational reasoning.
We also found that the two major practical advantages of our functional
embedding were, ﬁrst, that it made expressible language principles that
are normally “outside” the language, such as properties of the predicate
operators & and  which are implicit in logic program, and second, that it
was simple. We now expand on these results and conclusions, relating them
to the relevant chapters.
There have been several earlier research contributions exploring the algebraic
model of logic programming. The ﬁrst one has been the work of Clark
on completion of logic programs [26], a transformation of a deﬁnite logic
program into an equational form, where the implicit logic operators that
form the logic program are made explicit. The original goal of this work
had been to allow negation in clause bodies. Although the completed form
of a logic program has been shown to be adequate for reasoning about logic
programs, since it preserves the semantics, this equational form had not
been, to the best of our knowledge, used for transfer of methodology from
functional programming. A variety of executable implementations of logic
programming in a functional setting are based on this result, notably [11,
63, 114, 117], but they did not attempt to exploit the full potential of the
algebraic framework. Nevertheless, this work also indicated that algebra is
indeed well-suited to modelling and analysing logic programs.
For building the embedding, we chose Haskell as a meta-language, in which
other languages – in this case several variants of logic programming, including Prolog – were represented and executed. Speciﬁcally, the implementation
of the embedding extends the standard library of Haskell, and makes extensive use of Haskell’s lazy and higher-order features. Besides giving a great
saving in implementation eﬀort, the design of the embedding as an extension of Haskell also meant that the embedding inherited and extended the
rich algebra of Haskell, including laws for higher-order functions and many
important theorems, including those implied by the theory of [18]. Our experience was that it was rewarding to have a concrete, working prototype to
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experiment with; and that the proofs of the proposed algebraic properties
were greatly simpliﬁed by only requiring the standard algebra of functions.
As an alternative to Haskell any polymorphically-typed lazy language and λabstractions would do. Our implementation showed that any such functional
language contains much of the expressive power of functional logic languages,
but to achieve the full power of these languages further extensions (e.g. typed
uniﬁcation) would be needed.
The implementation of the embedding was presented in Chapter 3. It was
implemented by translating each logic programming primitive to a function
or an operator. The implementation was centred on six functions, true, false
.
and = for deﬁning primitive predicates, and &,  and ∃ for constructing composite predicates from other predicates. In this manner we could implement
the substitutional operators and the search-control operators separately; so
this could be seen as a realisation of Kowalski’s slogan that programs are
logic plus control, bearing in mind that we deal only with the search strategy of the “control part”, but not the selection rule. Our implementation is
arguably the simplest possible formalisation of diﬀerent denotational semantics of logic programming and can be thought of as an executable operational
semantics for logic programming. The embedding shows that any pure logic
program can be quite naturally and directly expressed as an executable
function.
The use of lazy lists in the implementation gives rise to a natural implementation of the possibly inﬁnite search-space and the depth-ﬁrst search
strategy of Prolog. We called this the depth-ﬁrst model of logic programming. In Chapter 5 we described how the embedding can be changed to
implement breadth-ﬁrst search by lifting the operations to streams of lists,
where each list has one higher cost that the predecessor; we called this the
breadth-ﬁrst model . Further, we oﬀered a third, more ﬂexible model based
on lists of trees which accommodates both search strategies; we called this
the general model of logic programming. We found that the the changes
required to implement each of the diﬀerent search models were small and
simple, and that the polymorphism and higher-order functions of Haskell
simpliﬁed this task further; this was a substantially more pleasant situation
than the one faced by implementors of diﬀerent search strategies in deep
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embeddings, such as interpreters based on LD-resolution.
Our deliberately minimalist approach laid bare the algebraic laws of logic
programming. In Chapter 4 we have derived a set of algebraic laws serving
as a speciﬁcation of the basic operators of the embedding. These laws were
chosen such that they respect the operational behaviour of logic programs
as well. For example, the predicate false is a left zero for &, but the &
operator is strict in its left argument, so false is not a right zero. The &
operator distributes through  from the right, but not from the left. Other
identities that are satisﬁed by the connectives of propositional logic are
not shared by our operators because in our stream-based implementation,
answers are produced in a deﬁnite order and with deﬁnite multiplicity. This
behaviour mirrors the operational behaviour of Prolog, and as it turns out,
more generally SLD-resolution with a left-most selection rule under any
search strategy.
However, the embedding and the laws also exposed this operational behaviour in a compositional manner, and made it explicit in an equational
setting. Therefore we could make it subject to algebraic methods for reasoning about operational properties of programs, search strategies, and program transformation. Many properties of logic programs, for example, the
associativity of append in fair search models, were easily expressed in the
embedding, because of explicit scoping; on the other hand, in a Prolog setting, expressing this property would require some awkward coding using
additional parameters.
Our approach is in a contrast to the standard methods used for reasoning
about Prolog, or other logic programming languages. They are traditionally
explained in terms of their declarative and operational semantics, where for
a given logic program, these are respectively considered its speciﬁcation and
its model of execution. One of the main attractions of logic programming
is its abstract and simple declarative semantics, but this semantics does
not allow for reasoning about the results of a concrete query to a concrete
logic program. The operational semantics does permit such reasoning, but
it is generally too low-level for equational reasoning. We have shown that a
semantics based on algebra can, to some extent, ﬁll the gap between these
other two semantics.
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We have thus developed three diﬀerent implementations of a logic programming language. In comparing their logical and computational properties
we have concentrated on those algebraic laws which are shared in all three
execution models, and in this sense the three models proved to be strongly
consistent with each other and with the declarative reading. In Chapter 6
we used concepts from category theory to formalise the relationship between
the three models, by deﬁning three semi-distributive monads – extensions of
the stream, matrix and forest monads – that satisfy certain laws and that
capture each of the computation models. Then we proved the existence
of unique mappings between the monad corresponding to the most general
model and the other two monads, where the two mappings correspond exactly to the depth-ﬁrst and breadth-ﬁrst traversal of the search tree of a
logic program.
Finally, we have also proved the forest monad to be the initial object of
this category of search monads; this corresponds to the fact that the general
search model sums up all the information that is common to all the elements
in the “category of search-strategies” in logic programming. This means that
any search strategy that is compositional, meaning that it obeys our list of
laws for the explicit logic operators, can be obtained by searching the tree.
In order to use the algebraic framework of the embedding for purposes of
modelling and reasoning about logic programs, we also needed to show that
our implementation of the embedding and the resulting algebraic speciﬁcation preserve the standard understanding of pure logic programs. We
showed that our algebraic semantics complements more abstract semantics,
such as Least Herbrand Models, as well as more concrete, execution-based
ones, such as LD-resolution, by providing:
1. the possibility of executing, and deriving, correct implementations
from the equational form by simulating LD-resolution;
2. a precise mathematical model of the system against which more abstract speciﬁcations, such as the set-based Least Herbrand Model semantics, can be proved correct by means of inductive reasoning; and
3. support for formal reasoning and analysis at the equational logic level,
such as symbolic simulation, and transformation, derivation, and a
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wide range of formal methods for the analysis of programs.
We addressed the ﬁrst point in Chapter 7. Our argument for the correctness of the embedding with respect to LD-resolution was indirect: ﬁrst, in
Chapter 6 we showed that our algebraic laws are provably correct for all
the models of the embedding, and second, in Chapter 7 we showed that
the algebraic laws can be used to simulate LD-resolution. This also entails
the soundness and completeness of the embedding with respect to the Least
Herbrand Model semantics for logic programs.
To summarise our argument for the operational validity of our transformations of logic programs: in Chapter 3 we have shown how to translate into
Haskell, in a compositional way, the fragment of the ﬁrst-order logic which
corresponds to pure logic programs. Next, the laws concerning these translations of the formulas were stated and proved in Chapter 4. Finally, in
Chapter 7 we prove in Theorem 7.1 that the successful outcomes of the LDresolution can be simulated by means of the algebraic laws of Chapter 4.
These laws allow us to transform a given query in presence of the completed
deﬁnition of the program in question to the equational representation of
the computed substitution. Theorem 7.2 provides this result. Theorem 7.1
also guarantees that for each transformation of a query to the equational
representation of the computed substitution there corresponds a successful
LD-derivation.
We addressed the second point in Chapter 8. There we showed that predicates have a set based reading which corresponds to the Least Herbrand
Model for the predicate, and that the operators of the embedding preserve
this reading. We also related the embedding to the denotational semantics of
ﬁrst-order logical formulas given by Apt in [3], and to the operational semantics of ﬁrst-order logical formulas given by Apt and Bezem in [5]. We argued
that our embedding conforms to both of these semantics for the restricted
case of logic programs and Herbrand interpretations, and can therefore used
to help in bridging the gap between the more abstract semantics and the
operational one, showing their equivalence in the case of logic programs.
After showing that the algebraic semantics is a suitable semantic framework
for logic programs, we investigated how well the analysis and transformation
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methods of algebraic semantics, already known to work well for functional
programming (see for example [15, 16]), specialise to logic programs. For
this purpose, we have chosen two groups of examples: one consists of wellknown problems of program transformation, where standard techniques are
used, and the other of optimisation problems, for which the equational transformations are less widely known.
In Chapter 9 we described the algebraic transformation methods for the ﬁrst
group, covering the unfold/fold technique, accumulating parameters, and the
transformation of generate-and-test programs. These examples have already
been studied for logic programming, but we believe that our treatment is
simpler and more generic than the previously used rules-and-strategies approach. In addition, our treatment highlights the algebraic similarities between functional and logic programming. Finally, the algebraic transformations can now be related to the underlying operational semantics, allowing
one to argue about the preservation of computational properties such as
termination. This relationship has not been explored before in the case of
logic program transformation.
We found that there are two main practical advantages in using our functional embedding for transformation of logic programs. The ﬁrst one is that
it allows us to reason about logic programs in a simple calculational style,
using rewriting and the algebraic laws of combinators; equations work better in this setting than implications. The second, and the more important
advantage, is that many predicates are easily expressible using higher-order
functions that can take predicates as arguments. The appropriate transformation strategy became obvious once we presented the predicates in a
higher-order form using folds, and we could readily apply the ever important fold laws, such as the fusion law.
The examples we studied in Chapter 10 proved that the algebraic approach
to program transformation is truly general, in the sense that the methods
apply to whole families of examples, and to a large variety of such groups of
examples. The case studies we have undertaken have been the speciﬁcation
and analysis of the 1/0 knapsack, the string edit, and the minimal tardiness
problems. These algorithms arise in a variety of real-world problems, such as
DNA-sequencing, natural language processing, and operations research, and
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therefore present challenging speciﬁcation and analysis problems of a kind
typically not included in formal methods for logic program transformation.
To perform these transformations, we have used the embedding to translate
all examples from a logic to a functional setting. We have then used the
algebraic representation to analyse the examples, and to select and apply the
appropriate program transformation strategy. We found that in each of the
three examples, the particular transformations arise from a straight-forward
application of respective theorems from the Algebra of Programming in [18].
We found that, while the traditional approach views dynamic programming
and greedy algorithms as separate and unrelated, the approach we take
from [18] relates them to the same speciﬁcation and thereby also makes clear
the diﬀerences between the two strategies. Further, this approach made it
easier to derive the eﬃcient algorithms from the common speciﬁcation, thus
achieving two things: it helped us to write clear and eﬃcient code and made
us aware of the algorithmical issues.
These examples have also taught us a lesson about the expressiveness of the
two programming styles, and of our embedding. We would argue that the
problems studied here make a good case for functional logic programming
languages, as we found that we needed the best of both worlds for a simple
and clear presentation. Originally we wrote the examples in HiLog [24], a
higher-order logic programming language which supports tabling (in XSB).
This language provided relations and non-determinism, which were required
by the theorems and the examples. In [18] the examples are written in
Haskell, and non-determinism had to be simulated. Also, the predicate bagof
and the use of logical variables were a big convenience. On the other hand,
higher-order functions are essential for the derivations, and we ﬁnd that the
call notation is somewhat cumbersome. In HiLog we also missed currying,
and types were needed to make the theorems more intuitive, because many
of our predicates use sets with non-trivial structure.
In summary, a language that incorporates these features would be the perfect
tool for declarative algorithm derivations. There exist several good candidates, such as Mercury, Curry, Oz or Escher, but one does not even need
to go that far: as we have shown, our embedding can add all the desirable
relational features to, say, Haskell, for a cost of a few dozen lines of code.
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Even bagof came for free in our setting. The present simple implementation
of the embedding posed problems for the treatments of arithmetics and we
missed built-in operators; however, this is not a conceptual problem, just a
programming one.

11.2

Related work

Translating logic programs into functional ones, or to the related area of
term rewriting systems, has long been a subject of investigation. The literature presenting a translation from logic to functional programs, or rewriting
systems, is divided into two main groups. One group focuses on translations
where nondeterminism or failed computations are not permitted. They do
not concern themselves with the search-related issues, and they are mainly
interested in using the translated form of the program for proving properties, such as termination, of the original logic program. The other group
study the extent to which the full computational mechanism of a logic program is preserved, and most often provide implementations of a Prolog like
LD-resolution with depth-ﬁrst search, in which failure and multiple answers
are allowed.
The earliest translations were motivated by a better insight on the relation
between functional and logic languages, and belong to the second group
mentioned above. Reddy [108, 110] and Robinson [116, 114] described in
the mid-eighties translations of logic programming languages to functional
programming languages.
The next generation of translations belongs to the ﬁrst group above, focusing on using the translation to rewriting systems for proving logic program
properties, most often termination. However, all these translations impose
the restriction that the original logic program must be well-moded or simply
moded , a property which can be considered ‘the functional core of logic programs’. Such logic programs have a straightforward left-to-right dataﬂow
model and prohibit the use of logic variables in complex data structures
such as diﬀerence lists. As stated by Etalle and Mountjoy in [46], ‘It is
now widely accepted that “complex” logical variables, the possibility of a
dynamic selection rule, and general properties of non-well-moded programs
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are exclusive features of logic programs. This is not quite right.’ We return
to [46] later.
For example, Krishna Rao, Kapur and Shyamasundar present in [71] a termination preserving, but complex, translation of well-moded logic programs
into unconditional rewriting systems. Ganzinger and Waldmann [51] describe a simple translation of well-moded logic programs into conditional
rewriting systems and a criterion of quasi-reductivity as a method to derive
whether a logic program terminates in a unique result. Marchiori describes
in [82] a termination preserving, but complex, translation from well-moded
and simply-moded logic programs to term rewriting systems, and Arts and
Zantema describe in [7] a translation of logic programs into constructor
systems, and a method for proving the termination of constructor systems
which implies the termination of the original program. Finally, also in this
group, van Raamsdonk presents in [139] a translation similar to that of
[51], where a well-moded logic program is translated into a termination preserving conditional rewriting system with explicit substitutions. The paper
contains also a correctness result relating a successful resolution sequence to
a rewriting sequence resulting in a normal form expression containing the
single computed answer substitution.
Our work belongs to the other group, since we explicitly choose to deal
with nondeterminism and logic variables. As already mentioned, Reddy was
the ﬁrst to show [108, 110] that many logic programs can be translated
in a straightforward way into functional programs using list comprehensions. He used mode annotations, specifying which arguments are expected
to be ground, to turn relations into functions; he thereby restricted the class
of logic programs used in translations. The languages LogLisp and Super
[30, 114, 116] of Robinson use a compositional approach similar to our embedding, in that an existing functional language (Lisp) is used to model the
behaviour of logic programs, and a set of logic programming primitives is implemented as functions. Wand presents in [147] another compositional embedding of Prolog into Scheme. On a more abstract level, Baudinet presents
in [11] a model-theoretic, denotational semantics for logic programs that is
equivalent to the denotational semantics which arises from our embedding,
as described in Chapter 8; she also expresses cut in this semantics, and uses
the semantics to analyses termination of queries. Hinze presents in [63] a
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translation of nondeterministic logic programs in Haskell, using a monadic
approach. His translation appeared approximately at the same time as ours,
and the two transformations are quite similar, but we use them for diﬀerent
purposes. We focus on applications of the embedding for program transformations; he focuses on its application to program termination analysis,
and uses it as an example of the expressiveness of monads in Haskell. In
[85, 86] McPhee and de Moor propose a system for compositional logic programming; however, their focus is more on implementation whereas ours is
on applications to program transformation. Billaud [14] describes the list
of algebraic laws that capture depth-ﬁrst search, the same list as our laws
for & and , but he does not generalise to the other basic operators in the
completed form of a logic program, and he does not generalise to the other
search models.
In [117] Ross proposes a compositional algebraic semantics for Prolog, based
on the process algebra CCS, but he is not concerned with other search strategies or program transformation. Also, in [58], Hamfelt, Nilsson and Vitoria
present a compositional embedding of pure logic programs into equational
programs, using a point-free style of Bird and de Moor [18] and quasi higherorder predicates to implement the logic operators, and prove this semantics
equivalent to the usual Kowalski-van Emden ﬁxpoint semantics of logic programs. We believe that our Haskell embedding and the operational semantics arising from our embedding are simpler. The similarities continue on
a denotational level: [58] identiﬁes a canonical form of predicates involving
only combinators for conjunction, disjunction and generalised projection,
parallel to our operators &,  and ∃, with the corresponding denotational
semantics, respectively intersection, union, and an operation corresponding
to a projection on the Herbrand universe.
We discuss in some length the relationship of our work to [46], since it is
the most recent translation-oriented work we have found to date. In [46] a
literal , syntactic, translation of consistent logic programs to Haskell is proposed; no restrictions to well- or simply-modedness of logic programs are
made, but they assume that arguments are moded. Our paths diverge from
the very start, since they do not consider logic programs which may return
more than one answer, stating that ‘such programs are intrinistically logic
programs and therefore do not belong to our target’. They subsequently
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discuss the relationship between lazy evaluation and logical variables, dynamic scheduling, and nondeterminism, and our standpoints diﬀer on all
of these. They view logical variables as an exclusive feature of logic programs; our work does not elaborate upon this point, but we use “complex”
logic variables such as lists throughout our examples. Concerning dynamic
scheduling, [46] state that ‘the lazy computing mechanism compensates for
the lack of control over dynamic scheduling’; we discuss this issue in some
length in Chapter 3, where we argue why it is more diﬃcult to vary the
selection rule than the search strategy, and we point to the work of McPhee
[85] for a deeper analysis of dynamic selection rules in a lazy functional setting. About non-determinism [46] state that only input discriminative nondeterministic logic programs may be “safely” translated to Haskell, where
this property guarantees that for any consistent query corresponds to an
SLD-tree with only one successful branch. They do mention that multiple answers can be returned can be returned by a list of successes, such as
advocated by Wadler [141] and used by us, or Reddy [108, 110], Robinson
[114, 116] and others. However, the position of [46] is that nondeterminism
should be considered a peculiarity exclusive to logic programming. They
imply that this restriction to determinate programs is necessary to obtain
an ‘literal translation in which the computational mechanism of the resulting functional program is as similar as possible to the one of the original
logic program.’ Our view is that this restriction is not necessary, since our
embedding has provably the same computational model, LD-resolution, as
the original logic program, and in addition allows a variation in the search
strategy, while allowing nondeterminism.
Another large area of related work is the transformation of logic programs.
As discussed in Chapter 9, the work in logic program transformation can be
divided in two main categories: approaches based on “rules and strategies”,
and approaches based on “schemata”. For an excellent survey of these techniques, see [98] by Pettorossi and Proietti. In short, the rules and strategies
approach has a set of ﬁne grained, elementary rules, and the application
of these rules is guided by strategies, metarules which prescribe suitable sequences of applications of rules. The central rule in this technique is “unfoldfold”, originally introduced by Burstall and Darlington already in 1977 in
[23]. In the alternative approach, based on schemas, the program derivation
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is guided by recognition of higher-order clichés, that is, recursion schemes
of universal nature. Traditionally, schemas are expressed in a ﬁrst-order
setting, so a program schema is an abstraction of a program, where some
terms, goals and clauses are replaced by metavariables. In the extensive
existing literature, the schema transformations deal with recursion removal
and the reduction of nondeterminism in generate-and-test programs. Our
style of program transformation is somewhere between these two groups. It
is similar to the schema approach, where the schemas in our case correspond
to applications of theorems regarding fold operators. However, we do not
transform whole programs at once, just parts of predicates. On the other
hand, our algebraic laws can also be viewed as the rules from the rules and
strategies approach; in that case, applications of theorems about fold operators correspond to strategies. Therefore we choose to not adhere to this
division in this summary of related work, but to rather address some of the
more recent results in program transformation.
In [100], Pettorossi and Proietti present the syntax and operational semantics for a higher-order logic programming language, which is an extension of
a deﬁnite logic program with goals as predicate arguments. This allows them
to apply some of the ideas from higher-order based transformations [18] or
continuation based transformations [146] in functional programming. They
provide a set of transformational rules together with a correctness theorem,
which ensures that if a goal succeeds or fail in the given program, then also
the derived program succeeds or fails; however, they do not preserve computed answers. They do not seem to deal with termination in the general
case, but rely on the operational semantics based on universal termination.
In such semantics, the meaning of a goal is deﬁned iﬀ all LD-derivations
starting from that goal are ﬁnite. Our transformation technique preserves
termination and the computed answers.
Transformation of deﬁnite logic programs has also been extensively studied
by Bossi and Cocco. In [20], they study the correctness conditions for foldunfold transformations in left terminating logic programs. A logic program
P is left terminating iﬀ all ground goals universally terminate in P . They
present a transformational system which preserves the computed answers,
but the folding rule they present there requires exactly one clause whose
body is a conjunction of atoms. Since we deal with folding and unfolding
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in an equational setting, we do not have to place such restrictions. Also,
[20] does not guarantee termination preservation. In [21], Bossi, Cocco and
Etalle present the suﬃcient conditions for the goal rearrangements to preserve left termination. Our rules preserve general termination.
Hamfelt and Nilsson take a schema-oriented approach to program transformation, based on a higher-order form of logic programs and on theorems
relating the higher-order predicates. This approach is very close to ours,
also in the sense that they rely on these theorems not only for declarative
equality of the original and derived programs, but also on their procedural equality, in the sense that they compute the same answers and have
the same termination behaviour. In [56] they describe a set of higher-order
relational recursion operators, which is intended to cover all forms of recursive predicate formulations met in logic programming practice. In [93] they
identify a class of primitive recursive list processing logic programs which
can be formulated using the relational counterparts of foldl and foldr from
functional programming. They prove the duality theorem connecting these
relational fold operators and their termination behaviour. Since they only
use higher-order relations which can be replaced by explicit recursions in
a pure logic program, they refer to them as quasi higher-order predicates.
A similar system of recursion operators for quasi higher-order predicates
was proposed simultaneously and independently in [52] for λprolog. In
[58] Hamfelt, Nilsson and Vitoria propose a compositional form of deﬁnite
logic programs, called Combilog, mentioned earlier. In this work they view
predicates as being formed by composition of basic predicates or program
deﬁned predicates by means of combining forms functioning as higher-order
predicates. In [57] they apply a recursion schema based transformation approach to such compositional logic programs, and also come to the conclusion that the higher-order representation may help support the declarative
understanding of logic programs.
Finally, Pettorossi and Proietti present in [105] a transformation strategy
based on the introduction of lists and higher-order predicates on lists; this
strategy can be viewed as a rules-and-strategies counterpart of our example
for derivation of eﬃcient reverse.
As stated before, the transformational examples we present in this thesis
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are taken from Bird and de Moor’s [18]. For most of these examples there
exists a substantial body of research, and we choose not to elaborate on
all of them. We focus on the work related to the derivation of the sorting
example.
Sorting algorithms are traditionally classiﬁed according to their main operational semantics, for example, whether they do sorting by insertion, partitioning and so on. More recently top-down program synthesis has been
used as a basis for classiﬁcation. Darlington presents in [37] a family of six
sorting algorithms, where the classiﬁcation is based on program transformation on recursion equations, using fold-unfold as the key transformation
rule. He derives and classiﬁes quick sort, selection sort, merge sort, insertion sort, exchange sort and bubble sort. Clark and Darlington derive in [28]
the ﬁrst four algorithms listed above, using similar transformational rules in
a ﬁrst-order predicate logic notation. Green and Barstow synthesise in [54]
the same six algorithms using the divide-and-conquer paradigm; they show
how their system can automatically construct the programs, and analyse
the facts and rules used in the process.
Smith describes in [127, 126] yet another method for derivation and classiﬁcation of the ﬁrst four sorting algorithms by top-down decomposition
of speciﬁcations into subproblem speciﬁcations, followed by a synthesis of
concrete program for the subproblems, and then a bottom-up composition
of these. The classiﬁcation criterion is the design strategy chosen in the
decomposition and composition phases. Dromey uses in [44] Dijkstra’s constructive weakest pre-condition technique to derive sorting algorithm from
a speciﬁcation which is in the form of a pair of pre- and post-condition, and
manipulating the post-condition. Lau and Prestwich derive in [73] the sorting algorithms listed above and also bsort, radix exchange sort, distribution
sort, block bubble sort and external merge sort. Their approach is also based
on the fold-unfold rule, and describes the computation of a semi-automatics
logic programming system which produces a recursive logic procedure by
top-down syntheses from its given speciﬁcation.
In Chapter 6 we refer to category theory in order to give a rigorous analysis
of the relationship between our three implementations. We do not aim to
give a categorical semantics to logic programming; however, this has been
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done in several ways before, and we describe this area of work as the last
subtopic for our related work.
Category theory has been successfully used to give a mathematical treatment
of several aspects of the syntax and the semantics of programming languages
[101], such as types [35, 72], state [88, 89, 94, 130, 143], non-determinism
[96] or polymorphism [102]. The reason for the popularity of this approach
is that it captures the desired features in a generic and implementation
independent, yet rigorous, manner. For the same reasons, the categorical
approach has more recently been applied to logic programming features as
well.
The ﬁrst logic programming feature analysed in a categorical setting was
uniﬁcation, in a paper by Burstall and Rydeheard in [118]. Further, logic
programs were described in a topos theory by Aspetti and Martini [8] and
the syntax of Horn clause programming over the Herbrand Universe was was
formalised in ﬁrst-order categorical logic. Logic program transitions and
structure were analysed and described using indexed monoidal categories by
Corradini, Asperti and Montanari in [33, 34]. Concurrent constraint logic
programming was treated in categorical setting by Panangaden, Scott, Seely
and Saraswat in [97]. Horn clause resolution was described via indexed
categories by Power and Kinoshita in [103]. Constraint Horn clause programming was formulated using categories and institutions by Diaconescu
in [43]. The evaluation of a logic program was studied in a categorical framework of types and realisability by Pym in [106]. A categorical treatment of
non-declarative extensions of logic programming, notably constraints and
uniform proof systems, based on a resolution system over ﬁnite product τ categories, has been undertaken by Finkelstein, Freyd and Lipton in [75].
Non-deterministic SLD-resolution proofs are represented as arrows in an extension of a base syntactic category, subject to certain categorical constraints
on data, by Lipton and McGrail in [69, 84]. However, all this research is
only marginally related to the work presented in this thesis. We only apply
category theory brieﬂy, in order to make a formal argument that our list
of algebraic laws is “reasonable” and complete; our main goal is to use the
laws for program transformation, and not a thorough categorical analysis of
the logic programming paradigm.
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Finally, the work presented here has been cited in the following two papers:
in [25] Claessen and Ljunglöf extend our embedding to incorporate functional logic programming. In [137] Todoran and Papaspyrou give denotational models to parallel logic programming languages, where the semantics
arises from a functional embedding akin to ours.

11.3

Functional logic programming

Our work is in some ways related to the area of functional logic programming (flp), a style of programming which subsumes purely functional languages as well as pure logic programming. The integrated languages of flp
have more expressive power than functional languages due to features like
inversion and logical variables, and they have more eﬃcient operational behaviour than logic languages due to deterministic evaluation. At present,
the research focus concerning such integrated languages is mainly on the
improvement of execution principles and eﬃcient implementation for integrated languages.
However, the major motivating factor behind this programming style lies
beyond the purely operational aspects of programming: it is to enable the
sharing of developments on many facets of declarative programming language research between the two programming styles. Our work is closer in
intention to this aspect of uniﬁcation of the two styles, and we believe that
our examples in the area of program transformation could help assure both
functional and logic programmers of the advantages of this uniﬁed style.
In order to easier contrast the approach taken by diﬀerent flp languages
and our embedding, we now present a summary of the execution principles
of flp. This summary is based on Hanus [59], and on [13, 38, 77, 79, 112].
The integration of the operational principles of functional and logic programming can be approached from both styles, but in both cases it yields similar
results. One way of allowing function deﬁnitions inside logic programs is
to treat functions as atoms with a special predicate symbol =, taking this
to mean “evaluates to” rather that the usual syntactic uniﬁability on the
two arguments. Such atoms are called equations. Then clauses, queries and
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programs can be deﬁned as in pure logic programming. Given a clause:
p0 ← p1 , . . . , pn ,
if p0 is an equation, this clause is also called an equation; if n > 0, it is called
conditional , otherwise it is called an unconditional equation. Equations are
always used from left to right, so they are also called rewrite rules. For
example, the function append can be deﬁned with unconditional equations:
append([ ], x) = x.
append([x|a], b) = [x|append(a, b)].
Terms such as append([1], [2]) may be used as any other terms in programs containing these deﬁnitions. When such functional term only contains ground terms, it is simply evaluated as a rewrite step. However, it
may also be non-ground, so we might have queries such as:
append(l, [2]) = [1, 2].
To compute such results in general one has two alternatives: either to search
for the right instantiation of the new variable l occuring in the condition, or
to delay the computation of such atoms until they are suﬃciently instantiated. The ﬁrst approach is called narrowing and the second residuation.
The fundamental idea behind narrowing, as introduced by Slagle [125], is
to use uniﬁcation rather than matching in the rewrite step, if the function
call contains free variables. The uniﬁcation required to do this is computed
with respect to a set E of axioms, and is called E-uniﬁcation. Unfortunately, E-uniﬁcation is undecidable even for simple equational axioms like
distributivity and associativity of functions. The practical solution to problems involving E-uniﬁcation is to impose restrictions on the deﬁnition of
the equality predicate, that is, on the rewrite rules in the system. The
aim, then, is to ﬁnd restrictions which are acceptable from a programming
point of view, and which ensure the existence of a usable algorithm. Such
restrictions often include conﬂuence and termination of the rewrite rules.
In one step of narrowing, a non-variable subterm of the query is uniﬁed with
the left-hand side of some rule and the instantiated subterm is replaced by
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the right-hand side of that rule. We refer to the subterm chosen for uniﬁcation as the narrowing position. A narrowing step from q; σ to q  ; ση ,
with the uniﬁer η, is denoted as:
q; σ

η q  ; ση .

For example, in order to solve append(l, [2]) = [1, 2], the second rule for
append is applied, followed by the ﬁrst rule:
append(l, [2]) = [1, 2] ; ε

{l/[x|a]}
{a/[ ]}

[x|append(a, [2])] = [1, 2] ; {l/[x|a]}
[x, 2] = [1, 2] ; {l/[x], a/[ ]}

The ﬁnal equation instantiates x to 1, so the computed solution is {l/[1]}.
Given a conﬂuent and terminating set of rewrite rules deﬁned by an unconditional set of equations E, narrowing is sound and complete in the sense
that each computed substitution is a uniﬁer w.r.t. E, and for each uniﬁer
w.r.t. E exists a more general computed substitution.
However, there is an obvious practical diﬃculty in the deﬁnition of narrowing: if more than one left-hand side is uniﬁable with the selected subterm,
the evaluation must choose a suitable rule nondeterministically. To guarantee completeness, each rule must be applied at each non-variable subterm
of the given query, and this yields a huge search space with many inﬁnite
paths even for a small program. In order to use narrowing as a practical
operational semantics, further restrictions are necessary.
One possible restriction is called basic narrowing [67]. Here the narrowing
step may only be performed at a subterm which is not part of a computed
substitution, but belongs to an original program clause or query. Basic
narrowing is also sound and complete in the sense above, because searching
for narrowing positions inside substitutions is superﬂuous, but is still highly
nondeterministic.
For a restricted set of functional logic programs, called constructor-based
functional logic programs, the deterministic strategies of functional programming can be simulated with innermost [49] and outermost [91, 109] nar171

rowing strategies, corresponding to eager and lazy evaluation in functional
programming. Another improvement is selection narrowing [19], where a
selection rule, similar to the selection rule of SLD-resolution, is employed
to select exactly one innermost position for each narrowing step. Leftmost
innermost basic narrowing, a combination of these three strategies, can be
shown to be equivalent to LD-resolution after appropriate translation of the
functional logic program into a logic one. There are further improvements
on narrowing which result in an execution mechanism that is superior to
LD-resolution.
Outermost narrowing is based upon lazy evaluation, where the next narrowing position must be an outermost one, and is complete if the rule set is
conﬂuent, terminating and if the selection strategy is well-behaved in a certain sense. Lazy evaluation allows inﬁnite data structures; but if the rewrite
relation is not terminating, which is the case when inﬁnite data structures
are involved, conﬂuence also becomes undecidable, so a series of strong restrictions on the rules is required to ensure completeness. Finally, in the
case of conditional equations, conditional narrowing [68] is used.
With all forms of narrowing, an uninstantiated value of an argument must
be guessed in a nondeterministic way. The alternative is a reduction strategy
based on delaying evaluation of functions until it is possible in a deterministic
way, when all the arguments are suﬃciently instantiated, so that they are
reducible to unique ground value. This mechanism is often called residuation
[136]. The basic operational semantics is SLD-resolution, with an extended
uniﬁcation procedure in which any function call in a term is evaluated before
it is uniﬁed with another term.
This evaluation strategy seems preferable to narrowing since it preserves the
deterministic nature of functions. For example, the query
append([1], l) = [x], l = [2].
solves the ﬁrst literal by producing the residual append([1], l) = [x], which
will be proved or disproved as soon as the variable l becomes ground. After
solving the second literal l = [2], the residual append([1], [2]) = [1, 2] can be
proved true, binding x to [1, 2] in the process.
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This delay principle is satisfactory in many cases, but is incomplete in general. The evaluation may result in an inﬁnite derivation path, generating
inﬁnitely many residuals, and even if these residuals become together unsolvable at some point in the derivation, this is not detected since they are
simply delayed. On the other hand, a functional logic language based on
narrowing can solve such a query in a ﬁnite search space.

11.4

Further work

As with any research, more work can always be done. There are also some
weaknesses of the approach taken here. Maybe the most important deﬁciency of this approach is the expressiveness and the implementation of the
embedding. We have chosen to focus on methodological issues so simplicity
of the embedding was therefore a priority. The result of this choice is that
the current implementation is too slow for any practical purpose, and that
it does not have the full power of functional logic programming languages.
Further, we have automated neither the translation of logic programs nor
the program transformation techniques. We hope to address the last issue in
the future, as pointed out below. Another possible criticism is that we have
chosen to list a small (but complete) set of basic algebraic laws that can
be used for program transformation, rather than explore the “schemas” or
“strategies” beyond the standard fold-theorems from the functional setting
of Haskell.
We devote the rest of this section to outlining the most promising directions
such further work could go in. Some are extensions of the embedding that
will require some conceptual ground-work but should otherwise be just a
matter of implementation, and some are open problems.
An embedding of a functional logic programming language. This
embedding could be achieved by extending the embedding. We can
implement something similar to the residuation approach in our embedding by letting the predicates in the embedding be functions from
sets of constraints to sets of constraints. We would like to see what
algebraic properties such a language has, and see whether we can ﬁnd
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some interesting examples for program transformation, similar to the
ones presented here.
An embedding of a constraint programming language. This is also
achievable without major changes to our embedding. Based on our
embedding and our discussions at ICLP’99, Stuckey [135] has implemented an embedding of a simple constraint programming language in
Haskell. After this implementation, Stuckey remarked that this implementation was superior in eﬃciency to a previous one which he implemented with Wadler, based on a monads in Haskell. Apparently, even
though simpler, the approach based on the embedding avoids the unnecessary copying of the constraint store. There are several promising
research avenues based on this implementation: our favourite ones are
an algebraic speciﬁcation of a constraint language, and subsequent applications the program transformation from functional programming.
Both the implementation and the examples may help functional programmers realise how close this constraint-based style is to functional
programming, and might lead to a further cross-fertilisation of the
methodologies for these declarative styles.
An embedding that incorporates Haskell’s type system. Ideally, it
would be nice to be able to mix Haskell’s term types within one
Prolog-like piece of code, thus supporting a “typed logic programming” paradigm in Haskell. This topic connects to the rich literature
on modular semantics through monadic interpreters in Haskell. Indeed, this idea is explored and implemented in [25], which is based
on our embedding presented in this monadic manner. In this work all
the types are introduced individually, by introducing a new monad for
each “by hand”. We are interested in exploring alternative approaches,
possibly based on dependent types.
An eﬃcient implementation of the embedding. At present, the embedding is intentionally simple but slow, and should be thought of
as a prototype for a more eﬃcient implementation. This implementation would be achieved by making the operators of the embedding
primitives in the functional language, instead of them being library
functions. The challenging problem here is that the built-in substitutions and uniﬁcation must interact correctly with laziness.
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A better timing-analysis of the logic programs. At the moment we
have an informal approach to the eﬃciency of the original and the derived logic program. We need better formal techniques for analysing
the time requirements of non-trivial logic programs, but this is not
easy because laziness is involved.
Automation of some examples. All the derivations of the more eﬃcient
programs presented in this thesis are done “by hand”. The recent
work of Sittampalam and de Moor [40, 124] deals with a tool for an
automatic derivation of the more eﬃcient program for some of the same
examples, in a functional setting. It is possible that this tool could be
extended to work on logic programming examples, or functional logic
or constraint programming as well, thorough the use of the appropriate
embedding.
Using the embedding to transfer other ideas. So far, we have focused
on program transformation. However, there are other areas of research
in functional programming that seem amenable to migration to other
declarative styles. For example, in [95], Okasaki presents a suite of efﬁcient, purely declarative data-structures supporting features such as
random access or eﬃcient catenation. Since the embedding is placed
in the same lazy setting of Haskell, it would be interesting to ﬁnd out
how well such data-structures extend to logic programming.
Categorical analysis of search in recursive programs. Our analysis
in Chapter 6 does not consider recursive programs, since we do not
include a ﬁxpoint operator in the deﬁnition of an extended monad,
that is, the deﬁnition of a search strategy. Haskell does not have
constructs for deﬁning recursive equations over a monadic type, but
Launchbury, Lewis and Cook propose in [74] as an extension of Haskell
a special ﬁxpoint operator mfix for monadic types. In [45], Erkök and
Launchbury pursue an axiomatic analysis of mfix, by postulating three
axioms that characterise the behaviour of mfix and show that these
are satisﬁed in several individual monads, called recursive monads.
It would be interesting to see whether our monads of search can be
turned into recursive search monads, following this approach.
Analysis of the computational complexity of predicates. In Chapter
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7 we show that a ﬁnite number of computational steps in LD-resolution
can be simulated by a ﬁnite number of computational steps in our
embedding. The steps in the embedding are simulated by the algebraic laws, which preserve the operational behaviour of the embedding.
However, it is not clear whether these numbers of reduction steps are
always proportional, and it would be interesting to see whether we
can use th embedding to deduce a result about the computational
complexity of the original logic program.
The original purpose of the embedding was algebraic program transformation, but it proved to have many other interesting properties and theoretical
applications. As argued here, there remain many topics for further research
related to the theoretical, and practical, applications of the embedding; however, we believe that, to a large extent, the plethora of questions it opens is
one of the main attractions of this algebraic approach.

What we call the beginning is often the end
And to make an end is to make a beginning.
The end is where we start from.
T. S. Elliot, Four Quartets
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Appendix A

Code for the Embedding
A.1

General types

> data Term = Func Func [Term] | Var Var
> type Func = String
> data Var = Name String | Gen Int
> type Subst = [(Var, Term)]
> type Predicate = Answer -> [Answer]
> type Answer = (Subst, Int)

A.2

Basic predicates and combinators

> no :: Predicate
> no x = []
> yes :: Predicate
> yes x = [x]
> infixl 6 |||
> (|||) :: Predicate -> Predicate -> Predicate
> (p ||| q) x = (p x) ++ (q x)
> infixl 7 &&&
> (&&&) :: Predicate -> Predicate -> Predicate
> (p &&& q) x = concat (map q (p x))
> eqn :: (Term,Term) -> Predicate
> eqn (t1,t2) (s,n) =
>
case (unify s (t1,t2)) of
>
Just u -> [(u,n)]
>
Nothing -> []
> exists :: Int -> ([Term] -> Predicate) -> Predicate
> exists k f (s,n) = f vs (s, n+k)
>
where vs = map makevar [n..n+k-1]
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> neg :: Predicate -> Predicate
> neg p (s,n) = yes (s,n), if res == []
>
= no (s,n), otherwise
>
where res = p (s,n)

A.3

Integer and list modelling

> zero :: Term
> zero = atom "0"
> succ :: Term -> Term
> succ t = Func "succ" [t]
> cons :: Term -> Term -> Term
> cons x a = Func "cons" [x,a]
> nil :: Term
> nil = atom "nil"
> atom :: String -> Term
> atom a = Func a []
-- plus(X,0,X).
-- plus(X,S(Y),S(Z)) :- plus(X,Y,Z).
> plus :: (Term,Term,Term) -> Predicate
> plus (p,q,r) =
>
(exists 1 (\ [x] -> eqn(p,x) &&& eqn(q,(Func "0" [])) &&& eqn(r,x)))
>
|||
>
(exists 2 (\ [x,y,z] -> eqn(p,x) &&& eqn(q,(Func "succ" [y])) &&&
>
eqn(r,(Func "succ" [z])) &&& plus(x,y,z)))
-- minus(X,0,X).
-- minus(0,X,0).
-- minus(S(X),S(Y),Z) :- minus(X,Y,Z).
> minus :: (Term,Term,Term) -> Predicate
> minus (p,q,r) =
>
(exists 1 (\ [x] -> eqn(p,x) &&& eqn(q,zero) &&& eqn(r,x)))
>
|||
>
(exists 1 (\ [x] -> eqn(p,zero) &&& eqn(q,x) &&& eqn(r,zero)))
>
|||
>
(exists 3 (\ [x,y,z] -> eqn(p,(Func "succ" [x])) &&&
>
eqn(q,(Func "succ" [y])) &&& eqn(r,z) &&& minus(x,y,z)))

A.4

Auxiliary functions

> makevar :: Int -> Term
> makevar i = Var (Name ("x"++(show i)))
> prolog :: Predicate -> [String] -> String
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> prolog p vars = print vars result
>
where result = p startAnswer
> startAnswer::Answer
> startAnswer = ([],0)
> print :: [String] -> [Answer] -> String
> print vars ((s,n):others) = "no", if s==[]
>
= "yes", if (vars==[] && not (s==[]))
>
= instsubst s (filter (onlyinput vars) s) ++
>
"\n" ++ (print vars others), otherwise
> print vars [] = ""
> onlyinput :: [String] -> (Var,Term) -> Bool
> onlyinput vars (v,t) = True, if member vars (varname v)
>
= False, otherwise
> all :: [String] -> (Var,Term) -> Bool
> all vars (v,t) = True
> member :: [String] -> String -> Bool
> member [] x = False
> member (y:ys) x = True, if x==y
>
= member ys x, otherwise
> varname :: Var -> String
> varname (Name v) = v
> instsubst :: Subst -> [(Var,Term)] -> String
> instsubst s [] = ""
> instsubst s ((v,t):others) =
>
varname v ++ " = " ++ show (inst s t) ++ "\n"
>
++ instsubst s others

A.5

Substitutions and uniﬁcation

> data Maybe a = Just a | Nothing
> tryfold :: (a -> b -> Maybe a) -> a -> [b] -> Maybe a
> tryfold f x [] = Just x
> tryfold f x (y:ys) =
>
case f x y of
>
Just z -> tryfold f z ys
>
Nothing -> Nothing
> tryassoc :: [(a, b)] -> a -> Maybe b
> tryassoc [] x = Nothing
> tryassoc ((u,v):ps) x =
>
if u == x then Just v else tryassoc ps x
-- subst s t is one step of applying a substitution
> subst s (Func f xs) = Func f xs
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> subst s (Var v) =
>
case tryassoc s v of
>
Just t -> subst s t
>
Nothing -> Var v
-- inst s t applies substitution s to term t: it
-- iterates to a fixpoint
> inst s t =
>
case subst s t of
>
Func f xs -> Func f (map (inst s) xs)
>
Var v -> Var v
-- unify does unification relative to an exiting substitution
>
>
>
>
>

unify :: Subst -> (Term, Term)
unify s (Var v, t2) = univar s
unify s (t1, Var v) = univar s
unify s (Func f a, Func g b) =
if f == g then tryfold unify

-> Maybe Subst
v t2
v t1
s (zip (a,b)) else Nothing

> univar s v t =
>
case tryassoc s v of
>
Just u -> unify s (u, t)
>
Nothing -> if t’ == Var v then Just s else Just ((v,t’):s)
>
where t’ = subst s t
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Appendix B

Code for problems from
Chapter 9
B.1

General deﬁnitions

fold(_,E,[],E).
fold(P,E,[A|X],B) :fold(P,E,X,B1), call(P,(A,B1),B).
unfold(_,E,[],E).
unfold(P,E,[A|X],B) :call(P,(A,B1),B), unfold(P,E,X,B1).
best(_,[A],A).
best(R,[A,B|X],C) :- call(R,A,B), best(R,[A|X],C).
best(R,[_,B|X],C) :- call(R,A,B), best(R,[B|X],C).
onebest(_,[A],A).
onebest(R,[A,B|X],C) :- call(R,A,B), !, onebest(R,[A|X],C).
onebest(R,[_,B|X],C) :- onebest(R,[B|X],C).
merge(_,[],X,X).
merge(_,X,[],X).
merge(R,[A|X],[B|Y],[A|Z]) :- call(R,A,B),!,merge(R,X,[B|Y],Z).
merge(R,[A|X],[B|Y],[B|Z]) :- merge(R,[A|X],Y,Z).
thin(_,[],[]).
thin(R,[A|X],Y) :thin(R,X,Y1), bump(R,A,Y1,Y).
bump(_,A,[],[A]).
bump(R,A,[B|X],Y) :call(R,A,B) -> Y = [A|X] ;
call(R,B,A) -> Y = [B|X] ;
Y = [A,B|X].
consmap(_,[],[]).
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consmap(P,[(A,X)|Y],[[A|NewX]|NewY]) :call(P,X,NewX), consmap(P,Y,NewY).
pow(P,(A,XS),Y) :member(X,XS),call(P,(A,X),Y).
head([A|_],A).
bmax(X,Y,X) :- X >= Y.
bmax(X,Y,Y) :- X < Y.

B.2

Deﬁnitions for string edit

%% the input strings (S1,S2) are given as character lists
%% Problem specification
edit((S1,S2),Out) :bagof(X,unfold(step,([],[]),X,(S1,S2)),Bag),
best(lleq, Bag, Out).
step(((cpy,A),(X,Y)),
step(((del,A),(X,[])),
step(((del,A),(X,[B|Y])),
step(((ins,B),([],Y)),
step(((ins,B),([A|X],Y)),

([A|X],[A|Y])).
([A|X],[])).
([A|X],[B|Y])).
([],[B|Y])).
([A|X],[B|Y])).

lleq(X,Y) :- length(X,M), length(Y,N), M =< N.
%% Refined dynamic programming algorithm
edit2(([],[]),[]).
edit2((S1,S2),Out) :bagof((A,X), step((A,X),(S1,S2)), Bag),
consmap(edit2,Bag,Bag1),
best(lleq,Bag1,Out).

B.3

Deﬁnitions for 1/0 knapsack

%% items should be declared in the form item(Name, Value, Weight).
%% Problem specification
knapsack(W,In,Out) :bagof(X,fold(step(W),([],0,0),In,X),Bag),
best(vgeq,Bag,Out).
step(W,(A,X),Y) :- step1(W,(A,X),Y).
step(W,(A,X),Y) :- step2(W,(A,X),Y).
step1(_,(_,X),X).
step2(W,(A,X),Y) :- addone(A,X,Y), within(W,Y).
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addone(A,(NS,VS1,WS1),([A|NS],VS2,WS2)) :item(A,V,W), VS2 is V + VS1, WS2 is W + WS1.
%% The refined thinning algorithm
knapsack2(W,In,Out) :fold(step3(W),[([],0,0)],In,List),
head(List,Out).
step3(W,(A,X),YS) :bagof(Y,pow(step1(W),(A,X),Y),Bag1),
bagof(Y,pow(step2(W),(A,X),Y),Bag2),
merge(vgeq,Bag1,Bag2,Bag),
thin(q,Bag,YS).
%% Auxilary functions for problem specification
within(W,X) :- weight(X,WX), W >= WX.
value((_,VS,_),VS).
weight((_,_,WS),WS).
vgeq(A,B) :value(A,VA), value(B,VB), VA >= VB.
wleq(A,B) :weight(A,WA), weight(B,WB), WA =< WB.
q(A,B) :vgeq(A,B), wleq(A,B).

B.4

Deﬁnitions for minimal tardiness

%% jobs should be declared in the form job(Name, CT, DT, WT).
%% Problem Specification
sche(In,Out) :bagof(X,bagify(X,In),Bag),
best(costleq,Bag,Out).
bagify(Y,X) :- unfold(bcons,[],Y,X).
bcons((A,X), [A|X]).
bcons((B,[A|X]), [A|Y]) :- bcons((B,X),Y).
%% The refined greedy algorithm.
sche2([],[]).
sche2(B,[J1|S1]) :bagof((A,X), bcons((A,X),B), Bag),
onebest(penaltyleq,Bag,(J1,B1)),
sche2(B1,S1).
%% Auxilary functions for problem specification
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ct(J,C) :- job(J,C,_,_).
dt(J,D) :- job(J,_,D,_).
wt(J,W) :- job(J,_,_,W).
penalty((J,X),P) :ct(J,C), wt(J,W),dt(J,D),
totaltime(X,TT),
P is (TT+C-D)*W.
totaltime([],0).
totaltime([J|X],T) :totaltime(X,T1), ct(J,T2), T is T1+T2.
cost([],0).
cost([J|X],C) :penalty((J,X),C1), cost(X,C2), bmax(C1,C2,C).
costleq(X,Y) :cost(X,CX), cost(Y,CY), CX =< CY.
penaltyleq(X,Y) :penalty(X,PX), penalty(Y,PY), PX =< PY.
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